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WHAT 
WE 
BELIEVE
Children do not play to 
learn, but they learn 
because they play.

WHAT WE DO
We aim to work with global partners to create diversified inspiring learning environments that will empower 
children to be curious and crea�ve.
Our business idea supports this vision by offering a modern range of materials with diversified solu�ons from 
different products categories.

You can count the seeds in an apple, but you can't 
count the apples from a seed. The same goes for 
the infinite poten�al of a child.

Children are our future. A well prepared learning 
environment will help children make a difference 
in the future.
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From product design and material selec�on to the manufacturing and packaging process, 
we strictly follow the “minimum ecological cost” principle.

We have acquired all mainstream cer�fica�ons for 
manufacturing industry. The cer�fica�ons cover:

• ISO9001, ISO14001, ISO45001
• ITEP (ICTI Ethical Toy Program) 
• GSV (Global Security Verifica�on)
• FSCTM (Forest Stewardship CouncilTM)
• HIGG Facility Environmental Module
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Sustainably Produced ProductsWHAT WE OFFER
World Class Safety

Working Together

Children's safety is our first priority. 
All our products meet, and more o�en, exceed 
the strictest interna�onal standards for quality 
and safety including: AS/NZS ISO8124, GB 6675, 
ASTM F963, EN71, and CCPSA.

Our products are not only recognized by well-known 
evalua�on associa�ons in early year educa�on with 
global awards, but are also rewarded by the child's 
smile.

We strive to work and grow together with 
our global partners and reach more children 
and families around the world with play-based 
learning.
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Amina Razvi 
Execu�ve Director

Sustainable Apparel Coali�on

utilizes the Higg Index to measure and grow its sustainability practice.

Hape Interna�onal (Ningbo) Ltd.

Affordable Products
We have our own factory, stable supply 
chains of raw materials, and strong logis�cs 
warehouses to ensure consistent manufac -
ture and supply management. Thus, we offer
our partners worldwide the most affordable 
products and services.
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Louis Godon started in Belgium 
to manufacture handmade toys 
and gifts.

Found Beleduc Ningbo

The first family workshop

Joint venture with Hape & Heu�nk groups

Beleduc joined Hape 

Didago was founded by Marcel 
Godon from Belgium, producing 
educational puzzles & games.

DIDAGO

From hand-made to automa�c produc�on 
to meet the increased market demands.

First �me in Nuremberg 
toy fair for developing 
international market.

Beleduc 1st �me used to 
emphasize the combination of 
"Belgian education”.

Peter Handstein acquised 
Beleduc after the original 
brand owner retired.
Sabine Handstein is the 
General Manager.

Beleduc starts sales & 
marke�ng in China.

Beleduc becomes the 
educational brand under 
Hape Group.

Beleduc Ltd. was founded to 
move production to China.

Beleduc and Hape & Heutink group 
together expanded the Beleduc Ningbo 
office to develop the Asia Pacific market.

Brand History
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The se�ng up of nurseries and kindergartens promotes autonomy.

Children orient themselves in a space that offers suitable places for every 

moment of daily life: playing and ac�vi�es, lunch, or rest.

The furniture organizes the space.

It completes the architecture of the building.

It divides very large rooms into different areas.

It creates places for different ac�vi�es.

It builds a network of learning opportuni�es and ac�vi�es.

Giovanni Fumagalli

Senior architect from Italy dedicated 
in kindergartens and schools for over 20 years.
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CONCEPT AND GOALS
The new line of beleduc furniture for nurseries and kindergartens features a linear, essen�al, and 

minimalist design with the goal of crea�ng a peaceful and bright environment that is welcoming to 

children.

The project places children at the centre, with furnishing that shapes the space where they move, 

live, play, and express themselves. The furniture serves as a founda�on for games, experiences, and 

rela�onships, and should create space rather than make use of it.

A few essen�al colours coexist harmoniously within the space, where the new furnishing is ready to 

accept the addi�on of children's drawings, and construc�ons.

Fu
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Beleduc furniture is linear and modern, inspired by Italian humanis�c culture, Scandinavian design, and 

Asian minimalism. 

These solid and universal sources of inspira�on are well-known and loved all over the world. This project 

has been guided by certain images that have pointed us in a new direc�on.

The new furniture line will follow these sources of inspira�on and con�nue to grow, develop, and 

become more enriched.

Italian humanis�c culture

Scandinavian design

Asian minimalism

Geometry

The design of beleduc furniture is guided by clear geometry, with 

horizontal lines, squares, and circles which serve as the basic 

element of each object. These elementary forms are easy to 

understand and convey a sense of order and serenity. They also 

provide a great background for more complex objects. By develop-

ing designs around elementary geometric shapes, we create 

versa�le, flexible and welcoming spaces.

COLOUR PALETTE

Three par�cular colours - yellow, green and 

blue - serve as chroma�c accents that can be 

found in some of our furniture pieces.

We carefully select materials and colours to 

create a wide range of composi�ons.

Simplicity Lightness Harmony

SOURCES OF INSPIRATION DESIGN  KEYWORDS  
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DIVERSIFIED FURNITURE DIFFERENT LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS

HIGH QUALITY

Our school furniture is carefully cra�ed through observa�on of children and their ac�vi�es in nurseries 

and kindergartens. 

Our team of designers, educators, and cra�smen collaborate to reinterpret common objects in original 

ways and create new items that offer unique possibili�es and ways of use.

The new range features a series of different pieces that are beau�ful, prac�cal and durable. These 

include shelving-cabinets, tables, chairs and cots. Beleduc furniture will introduce a unique and modern 

look to any high-quality learning environment.

Our products are made of sturdy plywood and feature an easy-to-clean melamine oak finish.

We take safety and durability seriously, which is why all our products undergo rigorous tes�ng in 

accredited laboratories to ensure they meet our high standards of safety and resistance.

Our furnishings are modular elements designed to create spaces, much like 

the bricks in a wall, a structure made of wood, or the pieces of a mosaic. 

Simple, linear elements without decora�ons are used to create welcoming, 

ra�onal, and elegant arrangements.

INFINITE COMPOSITIONS

Fu
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TABLES

Highlights

The Doughnut Table

A unique table designed to stand out in any space!

Inspired by the shape of a doughnut, this table features a 

circular design with a hole in the centre, crea�ng a playful and 

eye-catching look.

The hole can hold a tub,  a po�ed plant, or even allow a child 

to stand in the centre.

Various Combina�ons

Shape

Colour

Adjustable Leg Non-adjustable Legs

Pick a Table Top

 Square

Choose Table Legs

 Rectangle

 Round 

 Semi-Circle  

 Doughnut  

 Clover  

 White Colour

 Wooden Colour

Plywood laminated with HPL surface for 
the table top & smooth edges
Easy to clean , an�-scratches & fireproof
Table top thickness: 22mm/0.9inches

Metal legs 
White or wooden colour coa�ng

846156
450mm/17.7inches

846666
200mm for clover table/8inches

846157
500mm/19.7inches 
846158
550mm/21.7inches

848138
380mm/15inches 

848371
350-550mm   
13.8-21.7inches

Easy Assembly Tips

1.Screw a table leg into the circular sec�on

2.Finish the rest three legs

3.Stand your table  

Fu
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846086  (L600 W600 H470) 23.6x23.6x18.5inches
846087  (L600 W600 H520) 23.6x23.6x20.5inches
846088  (L600 W600 H570) 23.6x23.6x22.4inches

846089  (L600 W600 H470) 23.6x23.6x18.5inches
846091  (L600 W600 H520) 23.6x23.6x20.5inches
846092  (L600 W600 H570) 23.6x23.6x22.4inches

San�no 2
Table Top Size: 1200x600mm

San�no 1 
Table Top Size: 600x600mm

846074  (L600 W600 H470) 23.6x23.6x18.5inches
848151  (L600 W600 H400) 23.6x23.6x15.7inches 848153  (L600 W600 H400) 23.6x23.6x15.7inches

848158  (L600 W600 H400) 23.6x23.6x15.7inches 848160 (L600 W600 H400) 23.6x23.6x15.7inches

846075  (L600 W600 H520) 23.6x23.6x20.5inches
846076  (L600 W600 H570) 23.6x23.6x22.4inches

846077  (L600 W600 H470) 23.6x23.6x18.5inches
846078  (L600 W600 H520) 23.6x23.6x20.5inches
846079  (L600 W600 H570) 23.6x23.6x22.4inches

San�no

Fu
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818559  (L1200 W600mm)
23.6x47.2inches 

• Square• Rectangular

818586  (D900mm)
35.4inches Dia  

818587  (L900 W900mm)
35.4x35.4inches 

818591  (D1200mm)
47.2inches Dia  

818558  (L700 W1200mm)
27.6x47.2inches 

818589  (L1100 W1100mm)
43.3x43.3inches 

818588  (L600 W600mm) 
23.6x23.6inches

• RoundPVC Cover



848165  (L600 W600 H400) 23.6x23.6x15.7inches 848167  (L600 W600 H400) 23.6x23.6x15.7inches

848186  (L600 W600 H400) 23.6x23.6x15.7inches 848188  (L600 W600 H400) 23.6x23.6x15.7inches

Emmanuele

846112  (L600 W600 H470) 23.6x23.6x18.5inches
846113  (L600 W600 H520) 23.6x23.6x20.5inches
846114  (L600 W600 H570) 23.6x23.6x22.4inches

846115  (L600 W600 H470) 23.6x23.6x18.5inches
846116  (L600 W600 H520) 23.6x23.6x20.5inches
846117  (L600 W600 H570) 23.6x23.6x22.4inches

Emmanuele 2
Table Top Size: 1200x600mm

846097  (L600 W600 H470) 23.6x23.6x18.5inches
846098  (L600 W600 H520) 23.6x23.6x20.5inches
846099  (L600 W600 H570) 23.6x23.6x22.4inches

846104  (L600 W600 H470) 23.6x23.6x18.5inches
846105  (L600 W600 H520) 23.6x23.6x20.5inches
846106  (L600 W600 H570) 23.6x23.6x22.4inches

Emmanuele 1 
Table Top Size: dia. 900mm
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846135  (L600 W600 H470) 23.6x23.6x18.5inches
846136  (L600 W600 H520) 23.6x23.6x20.5inches
846137  (L600 W600 H570) 23.6x23.6x22.4inches

846138  (L600 W600 H470) 23.6x23.6x18.5inches

848693 (L500 W500 H150mm) 
                19.7x19.7x6inches

846139  (L600 W600 H520) 23.6x23.6x20.5inches
846141  (L600 W600 H570) 23.6x23.6x22.4inches

Emmanuele 4
Table Top Size: dia. 1200mm

846687  (L800 W800 H200) 31.5x31.5x7.9inches 846663  (L800 W800 H200) 31.5x31.5x7.9inches

Emmanuele 5
Table Top Size: 800x800mm

848172  (L600 W600 H400) 23.6x23.6x15.7inches 848174  (L600 W600 H400) 23.6x23.6x15.7inches

848179  (L600 W600 H400) 23.6x23.6x15.7inches 848181  (L600 W600 H400) 23.6x23.6x15.7inches

848193  (L600 W600 H400) 23.6x23.6x15.7inches 848196  (L600 W600 H400) 23.6x23.6x15.7inches

EmmanueleEmmanuele

846123  (L600 W600 H470) 23.6x23.6x18.5inches
846124  (L600 W600 H520) 23.6x23.6x20.5inches
846125  (L600 W600 H570) 23.6x23.6x22.4inches

846126  (L600 W600 H470) 23.6x23.6x18.5inches
846127  (L600 W600 H520) 23.6x23.6x20.5inches
846128  (L600 W600 H570) 23.6x23.6x22.4inches

Emmanuele 3
Table Top Size: dia. 1200mm

Emmanuele 6

Round Basin

846129  (L500mm W500 H18mm) 19.7x19.7x0.7inches
Natural plywood Rota�ng Plate.
Metal rota�ng base already assembled.
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Illiana

260mm 300mm
340mm

846159  (Small L310 W345 H260/505mm) 
12.2x13.6x10.2/19.9inches

846161  (Medium L310 W345 H300/545mm)  
12.2x13.6x11.8/21.5inches 

846162  (Large L310 W345 H340/645mm)  
12.2x13.6x13.4/25.4inches

Wooden Chair Illiana

Sofia 210mm

Stable natural plywood structure. 
ABS seat and backrest with rounded corners. 
Fully assembled. Available in three sizes.

The Seat and backrest is made of 
ABS materials

Stable natural plywood structure perfect for toddlers.ABS plas�c seat and
backrest with rounded corners. Fully assembled. 

18mm plywood

Solid wood with 
white lacquer

CHAIRS

CH
AI

RS
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848140

210mm



845443

CABINETS

Children Protec�on

Open the door through 

the slit at the top 

Safe design of slow closing 

hinge

Alterna�ve Bases

Feet come with 2 heights 

(72mm & 20mm)

Lockable castors 

(height 72mm) 

sold separately18mm white board made of plywood with HPL surface

18mm wooden colour board made of plywood

The design of beleduc furniture is child-centered and directed. 

The cabinets divide a room into par�cular learning spaces, a�rac�ng children to explore, play and learn. 

It is believed that a child’s driving sense of curiosity will foster an interest in learning, and succeed long term.

Unique side open design. 

Easy access to storage even one side is blocked.

Convenient storage

Pull-out wooden drawer with transparent front and back.

Cabinets with Tray

Curved cabinets shape the space with so� lines

Highlights

2928
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CABINETS OVERVIEW

Whether the size, number of layers, or design, beleduc furniture cabinets have their own internal logic that can be clarified from the product list below.

Napoli

Torino

Palermo

Roma

Genova

Pisa

Verona

D 360

 

W

D 360

 

W

D 360
14.2x40.9x18.1inches

14.2x40.9x32.6inches

14.2x40.9x47.1inches

14.2x39.4x22.9inches

14.2x39.4x32.6inches

14.2x14.2x22.9inches

14.2x14.2x32.6inches

14.2x40.9x47inches 14.2x40.9x31.9inches 20.5x20.5x22.9inches 14.2x40.9x13.2inches

14.2x28.3x22.9inches

14.2x28.3x32.6inches

14.2x13.8x22.9inches

14.2x13.8x32.6inches

14.2x40.9x22.9inches

14.2x40.9x32.6inches

14.2x40.9x22.9inches

14.2x40.9x32.6inches

 

 1040 H 1197 

(3 layer cabinet)

 1040 H 828

(2 layer cabinet)

W 1040 H 459 

(1 layer cabinet)

D 360 W 1040 H 828 

(3 layer cabinet)

D 360 W 1040 H 582 

(2 layer cabinet)

D 360

 

W 700 H 828

(3 layer cabinet)

D 360

 

W 700 H 582 

(2 layer cabinet)

D 360 R 350 H 828

(3 layer cabinet)

D 360 R 350 H 582 

(2 layer cabinet)

D 360 R 1000 H 828 

(3 layer cabinet)

D 360 R 1000 H 582

(2 layer cabinet)

45°

45°

R 100

R 100

R 
35

R 
35

90°

90°

D 360 W 720 H 828 

(3 layer cabinet)

D 360 W 720 H 582 

(2 layer cabinet)

D 360

 

W 360 H 828 

(3 layer cabinet)

D 360

 

W 360 H 582 

(2 layer cabinet)

119.7

81

44.1

104 36 52

D 360 W 1040 H 1195  D 360  W 1040 H 810  D 520 W 520 H 582  D 360 W 1040 H 336  

3130
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Napoli 15W 

846001   (L1044 W360 H459mm)
                  41.1x14.2x18inches

Napoli 15G 

846002   (L1044 W360 H459mm)
                  41.1x14.2x18inches

1 Layer • 3 Compartments

Napoli 14 

846000  (L1044 W360 H459mm)
                  41.1x14.2x18inches

Napoli 12W 
845997    (L1044 W360 H459mm)
                  41.1x14.2x18inches

Napoli 12G 
845998    (L1044 W360 H459mm)
                  41.1x14.2x18inches

1 Layer • 2 Compartments
Castors are sold seperately.(846672)

Napoli 11 
845996   (L1044 W360 H459mm)
                  41.1x14.2x18inches

Napoli 13 
845999    (L1044 W360 H459mm)
                  41.1x14.2x18inches

Napoli

3332
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Napoli 21 
846003  (L1044 W360 H828mm)
               41.1x14.2x32.6inches

2 Layer • 4 Compartments

Napoli 23 
846006  (L1044 W360 H828mm)
               41.1x14.2x32.6inches

Napoli 22W 
846004  (L1044 W360 H828mm)
               41.1x14.2x32.6inches

Napoli 22G 
846005  (L1044 W360 H828mm)
               41.1x14.2x32.6inches

Napoli

3534
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Napoli 25W 
846008  (L1044 W360 H828mm)
               41.1x14.2x32.6inches

Napoli 25G 
846009 (L1044 W360 H828mm)
               41.1x14.2x32.6inches

2 Layer • 6 Compartments 

Napoli 24 
846007  (L1044 W360 H828mm)
               41.1x14.2x32.6inches

Napoli 25C 
846012  (L1044 W360 H828mm)
               41.1x14.2x32.6inches

Napoli

3736
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3 Layer • 9 Compartments 

Napoli 35W
846014  (L1044 W360 H1197mm)
                41.1x14.2x47inches

Napoli 35G 
846015  (L1044 W360 H1197mm)
                41.1x14.2x47inches

Napoli 34
846013  (L1044 W360 H1197mm)
                41.1x14.2x47inches

Napoli 35C 
846016  (L1044 W360 H1197mm)
                41.1x14.2x47inches

Napoli

3938
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* on stock: √ * on stock: √

* on stock: √



2 layer • 2 compartments 

Torino 21
846017  (L702 W360 H582mm)
                27.6x14.2x22.9inches

Torino 22 
846018  (L702 W360 H582mm)
                27.6x14.2x22.9inches

Torino 23 
846019  (L702 W360 H582mm)
                27.6x14.2x22.9inches

3 layer • 3 compartments 

Torino 31
846022  (L702 W360 H828mm)
                27.6x14.2x32.6inches

Torino 32 
846023  (L702 W360 H828mm)
                27.6x14.2x32.6inches

Torino 33 
846024  (L702 W360 H828mm)
                27.6x14.2x32.6inches

Torino Torino

Torino 24
846021  (L702 W360 H582mm)
                27.6x14.2x22.9inches

Torino 34 
846025  (L702 W360 H828mm)
                27.6x14.2x32.6inches

Torino 35 
846026  (L702 W360 H828mm)
                27.6x14.2x32.6inches

Wooden Tray
845443  (L310 W340 H135mm) 
                 12.2x13.4x5.3inches
Perfect for beleduc shelves and cabinets.

4140
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* on stock: √
* on stock: √

* on stock: √

* on stock: √ * on stock: √



Palermo 26
846031  (L1044 W360 H582mm)
               41.1x14.2x22.9inches

Palermo 27
846032  (L1044 W360 H582mm)
               41.1x14.2x22.9inches

2 layer • 2 compartments

Palermo 21
846027  (L1044 W360 H582mm)
               41.1x14.2x22.9inches

Palermo 22 
846028  (L1044 W360 H582mm)
               41.1x14.2x22.9inches

Palermo 23 
846029 (L1044 W360 H582mm)
               41.1x14.2x22.9inches

Palermo

Palermo 24
846030  (L1044 W360 H582mm)
               41.1x14.2x22.9inches

4342
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* on stock: √ * on stock: √

* on stock: √ * on stock: √ * on stock: √



3 layer • 3 compartments 

Palermo 31
846034  (L1044 W360 H828mm)
                41.1x14.2x32.6inches

Palermo 32 
846036  (L1044 W360 H828mm)
                41.1x14.2x32.6inches

Palermo 33 
846037  (L1044 W360 H828mm)
                41.1x14.2x32.6inches

Palermo 36 
846040  (L1044 W360 H828mm)
                41.1x14.2x32.6inches

Palermo 37 
846041  (L1044 W360 H828mm)
                41.1x14.2x32.6inches

Palermo 28 
846033  (L1044 W360 H828mm)
                41.1x14.2x32.6inches

Palermo 34 
846038  (L1044 W360 H828mm)
                41.1x14.2x32.6inches

Palermo 35
846039  (L1044 W360 H828mm)
                41.1x14.2x32.6inches

Palermo Palermo

4544
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* on stock: √ * on stock: √

* on stock: √

* on stock: √

* on stock: √



Roma 21 
 846046  (L1041 W437 H582mm)
                41x17.2x22.9inches

Roma 31
846048  (L1041 W437 H828mm)
                41x17.2x32.6inches

45°
R 100

45°
R 100 Verona 21 

 846051   (L1041 W437 H582mm)
                41x17.2x22.9inches

R 
35 90°

Verona 31 
 846053  (L1041 W437 H828mm)
                41x17.2x32.6inches

R 
35 90°

Roma Verona

rectangular table

semicircular table

curved cabinet

table with round hole

table with cups holder

curved cabinet

4746
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* on stock: √ * on stock: √ * on stock: √ * on stock: √



Genova 21 
 846055   (L1041 W437 H582mm)
                41x17.2x22.9inches

Round Corners 
And Semicircular Modules

Genova 22 
 846056   (L1041 W437 H582mm)
                41x17.2x22.9inches

Genova 31 
 846057  (L1041 W437 H828mm)
                41x17.2x32.6inches

Genova 32 
 846058  (L1041 W437 H828mm)
                41x17.2x32.6inches

Genova

4948
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* on stock: √ * on stock: √

* on stock: √ * on stock: √



Pisa 1 
846064  (L1044 W360 H810mm)
               41.1x14.2x31.9inches

Pisa 2
846065  (L1044 W360 H1195mm)
                 41.1x14.2x47inches

Pisa 3 
846066  (L520 W520 H582mm)
                20.5x20.5x22.9inches

Pisa 4
846067  (L1044 W360 H336mm)
                41.1x14.2x13.2inches

Library-Pisa

5150
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The shelving-cabinets range expands to create specific furniture for small libraries.
These four items have the dis�nc�ve elements of the new range and their dimensions are 
coordinated with those of the other furniture.

* on stock: √ * on stock: √



The design of this furniture allows the crea�on of changing rooms with different composi�on and 
func�on.

Bologna 1 
846059  (L1044 W360 H282/210mm)
                41.1x14.2x11.1/8.3inches

Bologna 2 
846062  (L1044 W360 H1197mm)
                41.1x14.2x47inches

Bologna 3 
846063  (L720 W360 H276mm)
                 28.3x14.2x10.9inches

Cloakroom-Bologna

coat hanger cabinet

cabinet with 9 doors

cabinet with 9 doors

coat hanger cabinet

bench

5352
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* on stock: √

* on stock: √



Irene 1
846163  (L1260 W670 H180mm)
                 49.6x26.4x7.1inches

Irene 2
846164  (L1400 W670 H180mm)
                 55.1x26.4x7.1inches

Irene

COTS

cots

cabinet

doll crib

cots

cabinet

cots

5554
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The Irene Wooden Cot
These comfortable children’s ‘sleeping hour’ cots are stack-
able and easy to handle. They are a great space saver for 
nurseries and kindergartens because many can be stored 
out of the way in a small space, and be easily available for 
use when needed.



The kiga furniture range offers a complete classroom solu�on for early learning environment.
All tables, chairs, shelves and room dividers match each other perfectly in design, colour and material. 
Table are laminated with brich looking veneer and the edges are covered by solid wood materials.
Chairs have wooden panels and metal frames.
Shelves are made of birch plywood and are equipped with heavy duty lockable castors. 
Flat packed, assembly required.

Pre Kiga Table Rectangle
842981  (L1200 W600 H400mm)  47.2x23.6x15.7inches                   
842982  (L1200 W600 H470mm)  47.2x23.6x18.5inches
842983  (L1200 W600 H540mm)  47.2x23.6x21.3inches
842984  (L1200 W600 H610mm)  47.2x23.6x24inches

Pre Kiga Table Square

842973  (L900 W900 H400mm) 35.4x35.4x15.7inches                   
842975  (L900 W900 H540mm) 35.4x35.4x21.3inches               
842974  (L900 W900 H470mm) 35.4x35.4x18.5inches                      
842976  (L900 W900 H610mm) 35.4x35.4x24inches    

Pre Kiga Table Round
842985  (Φ900 H400mm)  Φ35.4x15.7inches                   
842987  (Φ900 H540mm)  Φ35.4x21.3inches   

Kiga Table Rectangle

843004  (L900 W900 H400-640mm)
                35.4x35.4x(15.7~25.2)inches

Kiga Table Square

843003  (L900 W900 H400-640mm)
                35.4x35.4x(15.7~25.2)inches

Adjustable Table Legs

Adjustable in five different heights. Made of metal.

86092  (LH370~620mm)
              H14.6~24.4inches

Kiga Table Round

843005  (L900 W900 H400-640mm)
                35.4x35.4x(15.7~25.2)inches

5756
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Kiga Chairs

These stackable chairs feature a curved birch 
plywood seat and back, with sturdy metal legs 
and frame. The legs have plas�c feet to reduce 
noise and minimise floor scratches.

87340  (L320 W300 H460/260mm)
12.6x11.8x18.1,seat height10.2inches
87310  (L320 W300 H530/300mm)
12.6x11.8x20.9,seat height 11.8inches
87320  (L320 W300 H580/360mm)
12.6x11.8x22.8,seat height 14.2inches
87330  (L320 W300 H700/420mm)
15x14.6x27.6,seat height 16.5inches
87360  (L320 W300 H740/460mm)
15x14.6x29.1,seat height 18.1inches

Happy Resin Chairs

Stackable school chairs with round edges & nonslip legs.
25mm sturdy structure of 150kg weight capacity.

85910  (L405 W340 H455mm)
              15.9x13.4x17.9inches
85920  (L430 W345 H505mm)
              16.9x13.6x19.9inches
85930  (L575 W450 H580mm)
              22.6x17.7x22.8inches
85940  (L530 W430 H700mm)
              20.9x16.9x27.6inches
85950  (L560 W430 H760mm)
              22x16.9x30inches

85911  (L405 W340 H455mm)
              15.9x13.4x17.9inches
85921 (L430 W345 H505mm)
              16.9x13.6x19.9inches
85931  (L575 W450 H580mm)
              22.6x17.7x22.8inches
85941  (L530 W430 H700mm)
              20.9x16.9x27.6inches
85951 (L560 W430 H760mm)
              22x16.9x30inches

Kiga Teacher’s Chair

This chair allows teachers to sit comfortably at children's level. 
Features a curved birch plywood seat and back, 
with sturdy metal legs and frame.

87351  (L440 W420 H780/260mm)
              17.3x16.5x30.7,seat height 10.2inches

5958
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 Slate  Almond

Childproofing Design
Round edges & nonslip legs

Childproofing Design

Reliable Back Support

150kgs
Weight Capacity

25mm



3 Layer Storage Shelf

Ideal for stacking books, learning resources, displaying and can 
also be used as a room divider. Made of birch plywood and 
equipped with heavy duty lockable castors.

85581  (L1200 W400 H950mm)
              47.2x15.7x37.4inches

2 Layer Storage Shelf

Ideal for stacking books, learning resources, displaying and 
can also be used as a room divider. Made of birch plywood 
and equipped with heavy duty lockable castors.

86211  (L900 W400 H650mm)
              35.4x15.7x25.6inches

2 Layer Shelves - Kidney Shelf

This shelf is specially designed as a corner space storage solu�on.
Made of birch plywood and equipped with heavy duty lockable castors.

86121  (L1000/1600 W400 H800mm)
              (39.4/63)x15.7x31.5inches

2 Layer Shelves - Sector Shelf

This shelf is specially designed as a corner space 
storage solu�on. Made of birch plywood and 
equipped with heavy duty lockable castors.

86111  (L400 W400 H800mm)
              15.7x15.7x31.5inches

Six-Cube Storage Shelf

This six-divider storage unit is expertly designed for all storage 
and display needs. Made of birch plywood and equipped with 
heavy duty lockable castors.

86151  (L1200 W400 H800mm)
              47.2x15.7x31.5inches

2 Layer Shelves - Hollow Shelf

This hollow shelf is accessible from both sides. 
It can be used alone, or with baskets and plas�c tubs.
Made of birch plywood with heavy duty lockable castors.

86131  (L1200 W400 H800mm)
              47.2x15.7x31.5inches

Sloping Bookshelf

This mul�-purpose unit can be used as a book 
shelf, display case or room divider. Featured 
with three shelves on each side. Made of birch 
plywood and equipped with heavy duty 
lockable castors.

86221  (L1200 W400 H950mm)
              47.2x15.7x37.4inches

Displaying Shelf

Specially designed to store a variety of musical 
instruments. The different shapes and sizes of
the compartments serve different func�ons.
Made of birch plywood and equipped with 
heavy duty lockable castors.

85320  (L940 W400 H900mm)
              35.4x15.7x35.4inches

6160
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3 Space Locker Shelf

Mul�-purpose unit. Used as a display case or for storage. 
Each locker space measures 380 x 370 x 360mm.
Made of birch plywood.

87370  (L400 W400 H1200mm)
              47.2x15.7x15.7inches

9 Space Locker Shelf

Mul�-purpose unit. Used as a display case or for storage. 
Each locker space measures 380 x 370 x 360 mm.
Made of birch plywood.

87380  (L1200 W400 H1200mm)
              47.2x15.7x47.2inches

Storage Unit 6 Space

827400  (L900 W400 H860mm)
                35.4x15.7x33.9inches

Triangle Mirror

Three acrylic mirrors on the inner side for children to explore the 
effects of reflec�on. Outside includes one blackboard and 
one magne�c whiteboard for more ac�vi�es.

Block Storage Unit

This big storage unit is specially 
designed to stock blocks. Can also
be used for displaying all kinds of 
learning materials in any educa�onal 
environment. Made of birch plywood.

827399  (L1800 W400 H860mm)
                 70.9x15.7x33.9inches

Blackboard Space Divider

Free standing, double-sided blackboard. Used as a room divider and 
black board. Made of birch plywood.

86401  (L1800 W350 H760mm)
              70.9x13.8x29.9inches

Kindy Horizontal Mirror

Free standing with horizontal floor mirror for capturing baby’s interest. 
Flat packed with minimal assembly required. 
Made of birch plywood.

85591  (L1140 W280 H370mm)
              44.9x11x14.6inches

6362
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Used as a display case or for storage. Made of birch plywood.

830230  (L1200 W600 H1050mm)
                47.2x23.6x41.3inches
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Displaying Shelf Both Sides

A unique display shelf which can be reached from both sides, 
divided into 4 levels for different display op�ons. Castors are 
included for easy transporta�on.

832634  (L1200 W430 H1200mm)
   47.2x16.9x47.2inches

3 Layer Displaying Shelf with Lockers

This display locker comes with 3 different sized levels to meet 
different storage and display requirements. Castors are included 
for easy moving.

832637  (L1200 W400 H1200mm)
  47.2x15.7x47.2inches

Displaying Pillar Both Sides

This island display shelf can be reached from all sides. It is perfect for displaying in 
different room environments. Castors are included for easy moving.

832635  (L700 W700 H1080mm)
   27.6x27.6x42.5inches

Storage Table & Bench Set

Including one flat table, one table with a tray and two benches, 
this table and bench set is perfect for the children to explore 
and play different ac�vi�es in the home corner.

832636  (L550 W550 H500mm)
   21.7x21.7x19.7inches

Square Home Table

832632  (L800 W800 H590mm)
   31.5x31.5x23.2inches

Square Home Seat

Coming with a so� mat on top and an open space on one side, this seat is perfect for 
si�ng on as well as storing books or learning materials.

832633  (L370 W370 H350mm)
  14.6x14.6x13.8inches

This square home table and seat set is suitable for all kinds of 
ac�vi�es. The perfect combina�on is to use the table with 4 
square home seats that will provide you with addi�onal storage.

This range of furniture is specially created to add a “home like” feeling to your centre.
They can be used for storage, display, decora�on and keeping rooms organised. 
Made of birch plywood with wooden structured maple veneer. 
Castors are available for the display shelves.
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Sleeping Cot 

This quality sleep cot is ideal for nap�me and can be stacked 
for easy storage. Castors can be assembled.

Made o�ranspor�ng a stack of sleeping cots easily.

(L1320 W560 H125mm)
52x22x4.9inches

(L1320 W560 H125mm)
52x22x4.9inches

Blue   842501

Grey  838238

18M+

Peg Mat Wall Rack
838484  (L700 W100 H400mm)
                27.6x3.9x15.7inches
  18M+

Castors for Sleeping Cot Pack of 4
838493
1.5 inch M8
  

18M+

Peg Mats 3cm 

With two steel reinforced eyelets, this mat can be easily stored 
ver�cally on the wall rack a�er rest �me.

(L903 W913mm)
35.6x35.9inches

(L903 W913mm)
35.6x35.9inches

(L(1200+100) W600 H50mm)
(47.2+3.9)x23.6x2inches

Blue   842502

Grey  839019

18M+

Peg Mats 5cm 

(L(1200+100) W600 H50mm)
(47.2+3.9)x23.6x2inches

Blue   842499

Grey  838240



Furniture with various storage containers is essen�al for every learning center. 
Wooden trays are perfect for shelves and cabinets. 
Paper baskets bring in nature feelings. 
An organized room can’t without these storage boxes. 

Transparent Tray 150mm

This plas�c tub range is a perfect match for mul�func�onal shelves. 
They are also a great storage solu�on for individual usage. 

829015  (L370 W260 H150mm) 
                14.6x10.2x5.9inches         

Rectangular Baskets Small Set of 3 

Made of paper and metal frame. 

827337  (L275 W175 H160mm)
                10.8x6.9x6.3inches           

Rectangular Baskets Big Set of 3

Made of paper and metal frame. 

842506  (L400 W110 H305mm)
                15.7x4.3x12inches         

Storage Basket  

Made of paper and metal frame. 

85730  (L355 W255 H210mm)
              14x10x8.3inches           

Storage Basket Medium

Made of paper and metal frame. 

85750  (L360 W265 H175mm)
              14.2x10.4x6.9inches           

Storage Basket Large

Made of paper and metal frame. 

85740  (L395 W320 H230mm) 
              15.6x12.6x9.1inches        

Wooden Tray 

Perfect for beleduc shelves and cabinets. 

845443  (L310 W340 H135mm) 
                12.2x13.4x5.3inches      

Woven Baskets Set of 3 

Made of paper and metal frame.

842505  (ø350 H90mm)
                Φ13.8x3.5inches          

Storage Basket for Locker

Made of paper and metal frame. 

85800  (L340 W340 H30mm)
              13.4x13.4x1.2inches         

Storage Basket Small

Made of paper and metal frame. 

85810  (L340 W340 H105mm)
              13.4x13.4x4.1inches         

6968
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Round Basket Set of 3

A complete set of 3 in 3 sizes. Ideal for storage or 
transpor�ng items. Made of paper and metal frame. 

85830  (ø350 H200mm)
              Φ13.8x7.9inches

Grass Cubes Set of 3

Three different size of grass cubes for decora�on and display.
They can be stored into the biggest one.

87570  (L460 W460 H460mm)
              18.1x18.1x18.1inches

Giant Round Basket Set of 3

Sturdy baskets with a strong metal inner frame. 
Comes with two handles for easy transporta�on. 
Made of paper and metal. 

827254  (ø500 H550mm)
                Φ19.7x21.7inches

Sense Path Set of 4

Hexagonal honeycomb box. Ships without filling materials.

85230  (L380 W430 H100mm) 
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Toddler Shelf with Centre Tray Space 
and So� Edge 

Made of birch plywood and so� PU for the edges. 
*Trays (L370 W260 H75) sold separately.  

The so� edge furniture range is a uniquely designed 
collec�on of versa�le and func�onal furniture pieces specifically 
for use in early childhood environments. Featuring so� moulded 
end pieces, this range is both safe and durable. A contemporary 
range showcasing a natural wood grain. 

 

Safe, so� edges Versa�le and
func�onal

Idea height for
toddlers

818876  (L890 W400 H600mm)
                35x15.7x23.6inches

Toddler Shelf with So� Edge 

Made of birch plywood and so� PU for the edges. 

818874  (L890 W400 H600mm)
                35x15.7x23.6inches 

Toddler Shelf with Mirror and So� Edge 

Made of birch plywood and so� PU for the edges. 

818875  (L1180 W400 H600mm)
                 46.5x15.7x23.6inches 

Toddler Shelf with End Tray Space 
and So� Edge 

Made of birch plywood and so� PU for the edges. 
*Trays (L370 W260 H150) sold separately.  

818877  (L890 W400 H600mm)
                 35x15.7x23.6inches

Toddler Bookshelf with So� Edge  

Made of birch plywood and so� PU for the edges. 

818882  (L890 W400 H600mm)
                 35x15.7x23.6inches

Transparent Tray 
829015  (L370 W260 H150mm) 10.45L
                 14.6x10.2x5.9inches
829016  (L370 W260 H75mm) 5.25L
                 14.6x10.2x3inches

18M+
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Toddler Curved Open Shelf with So� Edge 

Made of birch plywood and so� PU for the edges. 

818872  (L1180 W400 H600mm)
                 46.5x15.7x23.6inches 

Toddler Stove  

Made of birch plywood and so� PU for the edges.   

818878  (L400 W400 H600mm)
                 15.7x15.7x23.6inches

Toddler Dishwasher   

Made of birch plywood and so� PU for the edges.  

818879  (L400 W400 H600mm)
                15.7x15.7x23.6inches

Toddler Sink 

Made of birch plywood and so� PU for 
the edges. 

818881  (L400 W400 H600mm) 
               15.7x15.7x23.6inches

Toddler 5 Space Shelf with So� Edge

Made of birch plywood and so� PU for the edges. 

818873  (L890 W400 H600mm)
                 35x15.7x23.6inches

Drum Spinning

The spinning drum is of one colour on each side. As children tend to
rotate it, they can observe how the colours mix together. The rolling
movement will help to enhancehand-eye coordina�on and visual
skills, and their wrists and arms may also get stronger by doing so.

845012

12M+
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Permanence Box

Drop a ball into the box and wait for it to roll out, which triggers 
children's endlessly curiosity from early age. It’s ideal to train their 
precise hand movements including hand, wrist and finger control. 
Hand-eye coordina�on and basic logical skills also get developed
in babies and toddlers. Includes 1 x wooden ball and 1 x wooden box.

845013

12M+

Stacking & Nes�ng Cups Set of 6

The nes�ng cups are perfect for stacking,filling, or even piling up and 
knocking down! The holes in various pa�erns make it an ideal resource 
for water and sand play. Children also develop their hand-on and 
balance ability while stacking them up. Includes 7 x silicone cups.

845014

12M+

Guessing Knob Puzzles

The set of knob puzzles contains three knob lids and three boxes that 
allow image cards inserted in. It’s a challenge and fun to guess and 
remember what hide inside. Children are eager to open the cover to 
recognize the pa�ern below.Includes 9 x image cards, 3 x wooden
knob discs and 3 x wooden bases.

845015

12M+

Basket with Balls Set of 6

A basket with six different balls in various materials absorbs li�le ones 
to touch, feel and dis�nguish. The easy-to-grab and textured design 
develops babies’ tac�le senses, and the basket allows them to put back 
a�er enjoy sensory play. Includes 1 x basket and 6 x balls in different 
materials and shapes.

845016

12M+

Rainbow Rings

A great set of rings that helps children know stacking and containing 
concepts, and trains their hand-eye coordina�on and fine motor skills 
as well. Insert the tube in base, then stack the rings up. Dropping the 
wooden balls along the tube helps to s�mulate children’s visual 
tracking ability as well. Includes 3 x wooden rings, 2 x wooden balls,
1 x wooden base and 1 x transparent tube.

845018

12M+

Daycare Range
Infants and toddlers between the ages of 0-3 years old are in a period of rapid development. 
The 0-3 Daycare Solu�ons Line was developed to take care of those needs and create a complete classroom set up. It is designed to provide infants and 
toddlers with a series of simple and nice designed products to help s�mula�ng and exploring themselves to meet their sensory, motor, language and 
cogni�ve developmental needs in support to their healthy physical and mental development.              
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Montessori Egg Cup

The egg with its cup helps to prac�ce kids’ hands movement in an easy 
way.By pu�ng and taking out the egg, children can develop their 
hand-eye coordina�on, concentra�on, grasping and shaping fi�ng 
abili�es. Includes 1 x wooden egg and 1 x wooden tray.

845019

12M+

The First Blocks 9 Pieces

The First Blocks are appropriate for babies to grasp and handle. The 
bright colours a�ract children to build up with the blocks and help to 
develop mathema�cal and spa�al skills. The stacking process also
aids to train muscles in their body, which is important throughout the 
coming years. Includes 9 x wooden blocks in three colours.

845023

12M+

Handkerchief Box

The handkerchief box triggers children topull out cloth piece by piece, 
and touchand feel the different materials. As they pulling, their fine 
motor skills and hand-eye coordina�on are prac�sed. The tac�le sense
and cogni�ve ability are developed as well.Includes 6 x cloth pieces in 
various materials and 1 x wooden box.

845069

12M+

Permanence Box with Lid

Three different sizes of pegs to beplugged in the holes. A great op�on
to train children’s size and shapematching ability. Pull out the blocker
a�er inser�ng, check whether the size fits or not. Children will get fun 
seeingcylinders falling through the holes. Includes 3 x wooden 
cylinders and1 x wooden box.

845024

12M+

Sliding Box

Objects exist even we don’t see them.Children are encouraged to 
observeand grasp the ball to put into the hole.It becomes visible again 
only when slidingthe lid to another side, which helps toprac�se 
cause-and-effect. Including 1 x wooden ball and 1 x wooden box.

845027

12M+

Colourful Cylinder Blocks Set of 5

The set of cylinders varies in five coloursand sizes, which leads children 
to thefirst stage of visual discrimina�on of sizeand colours. As they 
grab the peg andmatch, children’s fine motor skills, spa�alreasoning 
and dexterity ability areenhanced. Includes 5 x colourful cylinders
and 1 x wooden base.

845028

12M+

Slide Racing

The car ramp toy with traffic pa�erns s�mulates real-life situa�on. Cars 
can set off from the top then slide down along tracks smoothly, which 
improves children’s visual tracking ability. Trackingmovement is 
essen�al for later readingand wri�ng. Bright colours are a�rac�ve
for children to dis�nguish. Includes 4 x wooden cars and 1 x wooden 
racetrack.

845051

12M+

Posi�on Board

The felt board with three pockets indifferent posi�ons leads children 
to orienta�on learning. Help the ki�ens find their own home to train 
posi�on recogni�on ability. Includes 3 x felt pieces and 1 x fabric 
board.

845052

12M+

Vegetables Knob Puzzles 5 Pieces

The discs with big knobs are suitable forsmall hands to handle. The 
a��rac�ve puzzle invites children to play training their hand-eye 
coordina�on and fine motor skills.The pa�erns on discs are common 
vegetables in daily life, which helps children to recognize and 
remember. Includes 5 x knob puzzles and 1 x wooden base.

845053

12M+

Insect Board

With some plant pa�erns on, the board is fascina�ng for children to 
have fun. Children learn to know where insects should be, like
bu�erflies fly among flowers and snails crawl on earth. Recognize 
more, have more fun! Includes 6 x felt pieces and 1 x fabric board.

845054

12M+

Animal Board

The board with 9 pockets is helpful for toddler to recognize and put 
animals into corresponding place. Ideal to develop concentra�on, 
pa��ence and fine motor skills. Includes 9 x co�on animals
and 1 x fabric board with pockets.
  

845055

12M+

Fruits Knob Puzzles 5 Pieces

The discs with big knobs are suitable forsmall hands to handle. The 
a��rac�ve puzzle invites children to play training their hand-eye 
coordina�on and fine motor skills. The pa�erns on discs are common 
fruits in daily life, which helps children to recognize and remember.
Includes 5 x knob puzzles and 1 x wooden base.

845068

12M+
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Colourful Rings 9 Pieces

The stacking set requires children topick up the rings and place them 
on thestand with precision. It’s suitable to train their fine motor skills 
and hand-eye coordina�on. The bright colours s�mulate them to 
recognize and name. Includes 9 x wooden square rings and 1 x wooden
stand.

845029

12M+

Inser�ng & Dropping Box

This set includes one solid wooden boxand three replaceable lids. It 
can be set up as different puzzle tasks like coin dropping box or carrot 
inser�ng box. Children can also prepare some co�on swabs to insert
through the lid. The game can be an ideal toy to train fine motor skills 
and hand-eye coordina�on. Includes 6 x wooden coins, 5 x wooden 
carrots, 3 x different wooden lids and 1 x wooden box.

845031

12M+

String the Blocks

Two ways to play with this toy - lacing upthe varied shapes and 
stacking up thewooden pieces. Children can also sort these blocks 
according to shapes and  colours, and their fine motor skills and
hand-eye coordina�on are prac�sed as well. Includes 12 x wooden 
blocks and 2 x ropes.

845032

12M+

Stacking Peg Set Set of 16

The pegboard is great for easy and funtoddler ac�vi�es. The big pegs 
are smooth to touch with no sharp edges and children are willing to 
plug and stack up them to prac�se coun�ng and configura�on skills.
Includes 16 x colourful wooden pegs and 1 x wooden stand.

845033

12M+

5 Circles Knob Puzzles 5 Pieces

The big and round knobs are very suitable to handle for small hands. 
The bright colours from dark to light invite children to play. The
puzzle set offers children a challenge to dis�nguish colours and sizes, 
and develop their fine motor skills through grasping and holding. 
Includes 5 x round knob discs and 1 x wooden base.

845129

12M+

Coun�ng Box

By inser�ng colourful wooden coins in the box, li�le learners feel easy 
to count numbers. Once the layer is full, the extra coin will fall 
down.Fine motor skills, coun�ng ability and working memory are 
s��mulated and developed.Includes 10 x wooden pieces and 1 x 
wooden box.

845035

12M+

Shape Fi�ng 9 Pieces

Three groups of shapes with bright coloursare suitable for toddlers to 
recognize andsort. By placing and classifying these blocksin 
corresponding base, children’s fine motorskills and hand-eye 
coordina�on areimproved quite well. Includes 9 x wooden blocks and 1 
x wooden base.

845036

12M+

The First Jigsaw Puzzles 4 Pieces

Puzzles are so absorbing that children like tocomplete a whole picture 
with jigsaw pieces.The four irregular pieces can be restored to a circle, 
which helps li�le ones recognize colours and shapes. They can also 
improvetheir spa�al awareness and hand-eye coordina�on by doing 
puzzle ac�vi�es.Includes 4 x wooden jigsaw pieces.

845038

12M+

Unlocking Box

The unlocking box keeps children busy buthappy when work on it. 
They will learn howto open, close, lock and unlock in the right way. It 
also aids li�le ones to recognize colours and develop their intui�on and 
hands-on ability.

845034

12M+

Animal Pocket

Imagine a pocket with wild animals!Try to recognize each animal, and
place plas�c animal models in the bag, let children touch and feel 
them, then pick out the right card! 6 animal challenges to go! Includes 
6 x wooden cards, 6 x plas�c animals and 1 x co�on bag.

845057

12M+

5-Layered Stacker Set of 10

The stacking boxes with 5 bright colours are ideal and a�rac�ve for 
children to take a try.Children will get much fun while stacking, 
inser�ng geometric blocks and dealing with manipula�ve works on one 
side of the box.This stacking set s�mulates children’s fine motor skills, 
colours and vegetable recogni�on and manual abili�es at the same 
�me.Includes 5 x stacking boxes and 5 x blocks.

845335

12M+

Pressing Bu�ons

The big size pegs are suitable for childrento grasp and handle. The 
bright colours alsocatch their a�en�on to dis�nguish. The peg
game develops crea�on and colour recogni�on,and it also coordinates 
hands, eyes, and fine motor skills. 6 task cards to challenge or create 
your own card. Includes 39 x wooden pegs, 6 x template cards, 1 x 
wooden rack and 1 x storage basket.

845039

12M+
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Fun Hammer

The funny and fascina�ng nailing game a�racts children to create their 
own pa�ern. Children can pound pegs into the holes based on 
template cards or their crea�on. It will improve children’s hand-eye 
coordina�on, manipula�on and arm movement. Includes 16 x plas�c 
nails, 3 x template cards both side, 1 x hammer, 1 x wooden box and 1 
x storage basket.

845044

12M+

Memory Matching Card 24 Pieces

Fun and learning in the cards! Turning overthe image cards to match 
them in pairs. This absorbing game aims at developing children’s
concentra�on, making comparisons and contrasts, working memory, 
and social communica�on ability as well. Includes 24 x wooden image 
cards.

845045

12M+

Coun�ng Peg Box

Children can prac�se coun�ng and get a brief introduc�on of math by 
playing the Coun�ng Peg Box. Feed corresponding amount of bamboos 
as the panda requires. A good way to develop mathema�cal
awareness and hand-eye coordina�on by inser�ng the s�cks. Includes 
10 x wooden cylinders, 10 x task cards, 1 x wooden
panda card and 1 x wooden box.

845046

12M+

Split Blocks 12 Pieces

The combinable blocks lead children to learn shapes from separate 
parts to a whole. This puzzle set aims at training children’s shape
and colour recogni�on, hand-eye coordina�on and fine motor skills. It 
requires children to restore the complete shape first, then observe
the geometric shapes and colours. Includes 12 x wooden pieces and 1 x 
wooden base.

845047

12M+

Stacking Stones Set of 6

Several colourful wooden stones to stack up. By pilling them up 
precisely, children need pa�ence and concentra�on to keep balance,
and their fine motor skills is required as well to grasp and place blocks.
Includes 6 x wooden stones.

845048

12M+

Number Puzzles 10 Pieces

A sensory way for li�le learners to recognize the shapes of numbers 0 
to 9 with hands. Under each shape is a dot hint, which aids them to 
count. Put children in a leading posi�on in recognizing the numbers, 
and their hand-eye coordina�on and thinking ability are trained. 
Includes 10 x wooden number pieces and 1 x wooden base.

845049

12M+

Five in a Row

A wooden rack with mul�ple colours andholes to insert wooden 
pieces. Childrenare required to insert discs ver�cally or horizontally 
according to the colours. Children can develop colour recogni�on
and fine motor skills as dropping the �les. Includes 25 x wooden 
pieces, 1 x wooden rack, 1 x wooden base and 1 x co�on bag.

845063

12M+

Weather Board

A great and useful weather board thatshows weather, week, seasons 
and dailyrou�nes clearly. Children can communicate or make up 
stories by spinning the pointers or shi�ing season cards. A clear way to 
recognize meteorology phenomena which also helps to enlarge 
vocabulary. Includes 4 x season cards and 1 x wooden game board.

845062

12M+

Fruit Hourglass Set of 3

With fruit designs, the sand clocks a�ractchildren to use and give a 
visual aid to knowhow much �me passed and le�. Children can
also get a �me frame of playing or learningand a brief understanding 
of �me measurement. Includes 1 x 5-minute hourglass, 1 x 10-minute 
hourglass and 1 x 20-minute hourglass.

845061

12M+

Shape Puzzles 9 Pieces

A good way to recognize various shapesincluding circle, semicircle, 
triangle, rectangleand trapezoid. Also, these shapes are fit intoa puzzle 
board, which will form a complete seaside picture. More fun to 
discover! Includes 9 x wooden pieces and 1 x wooden base.

845041

12M+

Sor�ng & Stacking Blocks 12 Pieces

The blocks are fit for small hands to graspand handle. The bright 
colours a�ractchildren to establish colour recogni�on. Children can 
also learn geometric shapesand start to count holes in each block.Their 
hand-eye coordina�on is developed as inser�ng on the wooden 
stand.Includes 12 x wooden pieces and 1 x wooden stand.

845042

12M+

Twis�ng Blocks 12 Pieces

The toy features 12 mul�-shaped blocks invarious colours with unique 
holes and slotsthat can be matched and stacked on the stand. Children 
need to challenge themselves by rota�ng the blocks to fit to train their 
fine motor skill and strengthen hand-eye coordina�on. Includes 12 x 
wooden pieces with holes and 1 x wooden stand.

845043

12M+
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Triangle with Beater 2 Pairs

The hand percussion triangles can makeclear and pleasant sounds. This 
combina�onsets with two sizes will meet various musical needs in 
classroom. Includes 2 x triangles, 2 x beaters and 2 x silicon rings for 
li�ing.

845076

12M+

Guiro

The size of Guiro is suitable for childrento take, handle and play. 
Children canslide the Guiro with the s�ck to make different tunes. 
Includes 1 x guiro and 1 x s�ck.

845077

12M+

Hand Drum with S�ck

The handle of the drum is easy for li�le hands to hold. The bright 
colours and lollipop shape a�ract children’s a�en�on to play and 
develop their rhythm sense. Includes 1 x hand drum and 1 x drum 
s�ck.

845072

12M+

Handle Sleigh Bells 1 Pair

Metal bells with wooden handles makeclear sounds when shaking and 
bumping. Suitable to grasp, fun to play the beats. Includes 1 pair of 
handle sleigh bells.

845073

12M+

Castanets 1 Pair

Two castanets in a set, which are suitable to handle and to create 
sounds. The first musical instruments for children, easy to
learn, fun to play.

845074

12M+

Egg Maracas 1 Pair

Shake along with tunes you hear or just create your own rhythm. An 
early-learning musical toy, egg maracas are helpful to train children’s 
hand and wrist power as well as musical sense. Includes 1 pair of egg 
maracas.

845075

12M+

The First Scales

An easy way to know about weight bybalancing the scale. 6 weights 
and 2 sliding blocks aid to keep the scale balanced. Ideal to build 
es�ma�on and comparison skills as ge�ng a deeper understanding of 
mass measurement.

845058

12M+

Colourful Xylophone

The xylophone with bright colours a�racts children’s great a�en�on to 
play with. It is cra�ed with 8 tunes and colourful keys in 8 different 
sizes, developing children’s musical sense and fine motor skills by
striking the keys. Includes 1 x colourful xylophone and 2 x beaters.

845071

12M+

Kitchen Set

To establish a kitchen corner in role-play games, this kitchen 
combina�on including a stove and a sink is essen�al. Children imitate 
adults to cook and learn to wash plates in the sink. Perfect to 
experience

845066

12M+

Fridge

A wooden fridge with two layers to contain items. The bu�ons can be 
rotated with a click sound. To ensure children’s safety, the door is 
designed to be fixed to prevent from hur�ng fingers.

845067

12M+

Shopping Cart

No worries about carrying abundant groceries in a shopping role-play. 
Push a shopping cart, browse in a shop, and enjoy the happy role-play
�me. Assembly is required.

845065

12M+

Vending Stall

Act as a seller with the fancy stall! Two layers to show products, and 
the top counter to put a cash register having customers to pay for 
them. Li�ler sellers also can write menu and today’s special
on the blackboard. Assembly is required.

845064

12M+



Match & Mix - Animals

Combine the animals and fantasy animals with funny names emerge.

11006  (L336 W289 H9mm) 
              13.2x11.4x0.4inches  

24M+

Match & Mix - Vehicles

Find the correct pair of vehicles or create funny fantasy vehicles.

11007  (L336 W289 H9mm)
              13.2x11.4x0.4inches  

24M+

Sor�ng Games - Seasons

Discover the par�culari�es about the four seasons and learn 
about typical ac�vi�es.

11030  (L245 W245 H9mm) 
              9.6x9.6x0.4inches 

24M+

Sor�ng Games - Environment

Learn about four different living environmentsand their animal
habitats.

11050  (L245 W245 H9mm)
              9.6x9.6x0.4inches  

24M+

Sor�ng Games - Our Home

Learn about typical parts of the flat or the house.

11040  (L245 W245 H9mm)
              9.6x9.6x0.4inches  

24M+
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Arch Stackers 12 Pieces

This unique arch stacker set enables children to freely and 
crea�vely explore the endless possibili�es of block play.

  

842166  
The biggest piece size:350*185*71mm(13.8x7.3x2.8")
The smallest piece size:100*50*71mm(3.9x2x2.8") 

Shapes Sor�ng Puzzle 20 Pieces 

Sor�ng set with different geometric shapes in natural wood 
colour to help children’s hand-eye coordina�on and 
fine motor skills. 

842163  
The biggest piece size is: 50*50*8mm(2x2x0.3")
The smallest piece size is:50*29*8mm(2x1.1x0.3")
The wooden board size is: 240*240*8mm(9.4x9.4x0.3")  

Number Blocks 1 to 10 Set of 20

By combining the blocks in different ways, and stacking them 
together, children can prac�se the mathema�cal concepts such as 
addi�on and subtrac�on. Block 10 measures L150 W64 H26. 

842165
Te size for block “1” is: 65*26*16mm(2.6x1x0.6")
Te size for block”10”is:150*64*26mm(5.9x2.5x1")  

18M+

18M+

18M+

Triple Stacker

Stacking blocks is fun! Three colourful shapes are stacked and built on 
three poles. With the “Triple Stacker” the baby can practise holding
blocks and stacking them.

18001  (L158 W158 H75mm) 
               6.2x6.2x3inches
 

24M+

Colour Match

Play sort and match game by shapes and colours.
Includes 8 x pairs of balls and bases. 
Made of wood.

833166  (L45 W45 H90) 
Wood bracket - diameter 45mm(1.8")
height 45mm(1.8")
hole diameter 30mm(1.2")
Wooden ball - diameter 45mm(1.8")

18M+

Layer-Puzzle "Li�le Bu�erfly"

With this layer puzzle for the youngest evenbabies can easily 
explore layer by layer. The staircase-shaped gap is exci�ng and 
arouses curiosity.The mo�ves are scaled down and should be sorted
in correct order. The puzzles encourage colourand shape recogni�on 
as well as dexterity.

10139  (L145 W145 H20mm)
              5.7x5.7x0.8inches  

24M+

Layer-Puzzle "Li�le Ladybird"

With this layer puzzle for the youngest evenbabies can easily 
explore layer by layer. The staircase-shaped gap is exci�ng and 
arouses curiosity.The mo�ves are scaled down and should be sorted
in correct order. The puzzles encourage colourand shape recogni�on 
as well as dexterity.

10140  (L145 W145 H20mm) 
               5.7x5.7x0.8inches 

24M+

Matching Puzzle "Train"

With its amusing windows and the mo�fs shown underneath 
children get familiar withdifferent geometric shapes.

11009  (L375 W160 H16mm) 
              14.8x6.3x0.6inches 

24M+

Changing Mat 

Featuring one raised side and one lowered side 
for child accessibility and a concave center. Wipe clean.

(L1320 W560 H125mm) 
52x22x4,9inches

Blue   842500
Grey  838239

18M+
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Wooden Circular Set 33 Pieces 

This set made for building play has smooth edges and 
is perfect for li�le hands to build and create with. 
Made of solid beechwood. 

842161 
The biggest piece size is:100*15mm(3.9x0.6")
The smallest piece size is: 50*15mm(2x0.6")
Cube size: 50*50*50mm(2x2x2")
Ball diameter: Dia 50mm(2")
Pyramid size: 40*50mm(1.6x2")  

Shape Coun�ng Set 45 Pieces 

Great to teach children shapes and coun�ng. 
Develop fine motor skills and hand-eye coordina�on. 
Made of solid beechwood. 

842162   
The triangle piece size is:54*15mm(2.1x0.6")
The square and circle piece size is:50*15mm(2x0.6")
The wooden board size is: 300*70*15mm(11.8x2.8x0.6") 

18M+

18M+

XXL Hedgehog Oscar

Oscar the hedgehog invites you to learn more about him. 
What does Oscar like to eat, where does he live, and when is he 
out and about? And while you are learning about him you can 
also take off the coloured spines and fix them on again, pull out 
and push in the brown spines, ac�vate the sounds he makes – 
or just cuddle him.

42045  (ø665 H310mm)  ø26.2x12.2inches
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Wooden Pebble Stacker Set 15 Pieces 

This open-ended resource will spark imagina�on and provide 
lots of possibili�es for play. Pebbles can be stacked, rolled and 
sorted. Made of solid beechwood.

842160  
140*40(H)mm(5.5x1.6")
60*17(H)mm(2.4x0.7") 

Stacking Tower 

Made of ash wood treated with linseed oil.

Circle       841442 
Product Size: 320*180mm(12.6x7.1")
�ckness of triangular oop: 30mm(1.2")  

Triangle  841443
Product Size: 320*180mm(12.6x7.1")
�ckness of te triangular oop: 30mm(1.2")
   Square    841444  
Product Size: 320*180mm(12.6x7.1")
�ckness of te Square wooden oops: 30mm(1.2")
Diameter of stand is 40mm(1.6")  

18M+

18M+
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CREATIVE AND MODULAR PLUG-IT SYSTEM. 

play elements let the various play elements allow for unlimited free play 

PLAYFUL DEVELOPMENT AND DISCOVERY. Children and pedagogues can always come up with new 

play ideas and explore new worlds: simple, quick and easy to install. The new play world supports all 

development areas and the learning and playing fun are on focus.

Plug It System

27080

Unlimited play fun. The children can always discover new play elements. 

27081
   Plug It - Wall System 27082

   Plug It - Basic Plate Set
The basic plates can be endless expanded depending on the room 

game set, you can start playing immediately!

earn!
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Choose your favourites: Each play set inspires in many ways. It is an open play concept that has been developed to cover many aspects of a child´s devel-
opment and also appeals to many age groups.

27090    Plug It - Fröbel Set

27092    Plug It - Mirror Set

27091    Plug It - Tic Tac Toe
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9998

27093    Plug It - Marble Run

27094    Plug It - Game Foils

27095    Plug It - Clock & Memo Set



101100

27096   Plug It - Junior Inventor

27098   Plug It - Storage Set, Rectangle

27100

27102   Plug It - Game Plugs, 100 Pieces

27097   Plug It - Storage Set

27099   Plug It - Sensory Rainbow Cascade

27101   Plug It - Fixing Plug Set

27103   Plug It - Connector Set A

27104   Plug It - Connector Set B

27105   Plug It - Connector Set C

27106   Plug It - Plug

x3

x3

Metal connector small.

Metal connector right-angle.

Metal connector large.

Rail plug for Marbel Run Set.

Puzzles



Can you recognise which items belong to which ac�vity? The 
bricklayer needs the stones to build the wall, so you have guessed 
correctly. Children can put together three puzzle pieces, depic�ng a 
speci�c material or item, a person using the item and the finished 
product.

103102

Pu
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Layer Puzzle DINO
17062

  
With the “Safety Vest” with reflec�ve strips, young drivers become 
more visible. Thanks to its elas�c bands on the sides, it is 
adaptable to different age groups.

3+

Layer Puzzle House
17061  (L245 W297 H18mm)
              9.6x11.7x0.7inches

  

3+

Who lives here? Look inside the house and follow the family’s 
ac�vi�es. What can you discover in the diff erent rooms by day and 
by night? This exci�ng layer-puzzle shows what diff erent family 
members do during diff erent �mes in the day. When are they 
ea�ng and who is playing with the dog? Viewing the garden by night 
with all its luminous details is a special highlight!

Layer-Puzzle-Set "Anika & Denis"
17058  (L245 W297 H18mm)
               9.6x11.7x0.7inches

  3+

Iden�fy and name body parts through play.

Matching Puzzle - Caterpillar
11008  (L375 W160 H16mm)
               14.8x6.3x0.6inches

  
3+

Our matching puzzles familiarise children with
the basics of mathema�cs.

Cognito Game - Recogni�on
11500  (L204 W100 H60mm)
              8x3.9x2.4inches

  

3+

The funny li�le monsters help children to learn numbers and 
understand quan��es easily and quickly. The same number is 
depicted in diff erent ways on three puzzle pieces which belong 
together. They can see the numbers as geometric � gures
for coun�ng, as digits and on a dice.

Cognito Games - Numbers
11510  (L204 W100 H60mm)
               8x3.9x2.4inches

  

3+

Warm or cold, big or small? Which images show these opposites? 
Children can learn more about opposing emo�ons, spa�al posi�ons, 
�mes of the day and more through the help of simple every-day 
situa�ons.

Cognito Game - Opposites
11520  (L149 W100 H60mm)
              5.9x3.9x2.4inches

  

3+

In this colourful wooden puzzle children describe the posi�on of 
items in a space by using preposi�ons such as over, under, next to. 
This trains spa�al recogni�on.

Cognito Game - Spa�ality
11530  (L149 W100 H60mm)
               5.9x3.9x2.4inches

  

3+

Which shape belongs to which item? Connect the circle with the 
clock and you can see the connec�on. Children see a two-dimen-
sional form and connect it to the right three-dimensional item.

Shapes
11540  (L149 W100 H60mm)
              5.9x3.9x2.4inches

  

3+

Here exci�ng animal tracks can be discovered.Children learn which 
animal lives where and which traces belong to it. Can you see the 
fox traipsing through the forest? This puzzle trains logical associa-
�on of animals, their habitats, and their tracks.

Animal Habitats
11550  (L204 W100 H60mm)
               8x3.9x2.4inches

  

3+
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Is it an instrument or a clothing item and does the tennis racket 
belong to the tools? Which items can you group together? Find out 
with this puzzle because there is a lot to discover. 3 different items 
always belong to one category.

Cognito Categories
11551  (L204 W100 H60mm)
              8x3.9x2.4inches

  

3+
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Mul�layer Puzzles - Fire Brigade
17035  (L295 W207 H18mm)
              11.6x8.1x0.7inches

  
The puzzle shows the fire brigade in ac�on when a house is on fire. 
The layers start with the alarm going off and finish with the fire brigade
returning to the fire sta�on.

3+

Match & Mix Monster
11180  (L289 W336 H9mm)
               11.4x13.2x0.4inches

  

3+

The monsters are on the loose! Li�le cheeky monsters are all mixed 
up. The figures can either be matched together by colour or mixed
imagina�vely. Make up funny stories about the puzzled monsters 
and talk about details that you no�ce.

Match & Mix "Fantasy"
11150  (L289 W336 H9mm)
              11.4x13.2x0.4inches

  

3+

A princess with a lasso or a dwarf with flippers? Anything is possible 
in this fun puzzle. Put the fantasy characters together correctly using 
their clothing or create completely new characters.

Match the Kids
11130  (L289 W336 H9mm)
              11.4x13.2x0.4inches

  

3+

The Match & Mix series invites children to be crea�ve! They can 
create exci�ng fantasy figures and make up funny stories or the 
matching pieces can be put together.

Match & Mix "Animal Kingdom"
11160  (L289 W336 H9mm)
               11.4x13.2x0.4inches

  

3+

What does a mixture of duck, crocodile and leopard – a du-co-pard – 
look like? Create fantasy animals or try to put the eight animals
together correctly.

Next to each other, on top of each other, mixed up... imagina�on is 
called for here! The versa�le block puzzle elements can be combined as
desired. exci�ng templates off er children the opportunity to create 
interes�ng farm worlds. Own stories can be told and sceneries can be
build.

Blockpuzzle Farm
11300  (L240 W185 H100mm)
               9.4x7.3x3.9inches

  

3+

Frame Puzzle "Town"
12000  (L405 W283 H8mm)
              15.9x11.1x0.3inches

  

3+

With our frame puzzles children can deal with familiar places and 
situa�ons. However, there isalways something new to discover. 
The sturdy puzzle pieces are arranged in a frame and enable the 
youngest already to make their � rst a�empts at doing a jigsaw 
puzzle.

Frame Puzzle "Kindergarten"
12001  (L405 W283 H8mm)
             15.9x11.1x0.3inches

  

3+

With our frame puzzles children can deal with familiar places and 
situa�ons. However, there isalways something new to discover. 
The sturdy puzzle pieces are arranged in a frame and enable the 
youngest already to make their � rst a�empts at doing a jigsaw 
puzzle.

Frame Puzzle "Market"
12002  (L405 W283 H8mm)
             15.9x11.1x0.3inches

  

3+

With our frame puzzles children can deal with familiar places and 
situa�ons. However, there isalways something new to discover. 
The sturdy puzzle pieces are arranged in a frame and enable the 
youngest already to make their First a�empts at doing a jigsaw 
puzzle.

Frame Puzzle "Zoo"
12010  (L405 W283 H8mm)
             15.9x11.1x0.3inches

  

3+

With our frame puzzles children can deal with familiar places and 
situa�ons. However, there isalways something new to discover. 
The sturdy puzzle pieces are arranged in a frame and enable the 
youngest already to make their � rst a�empts at doing a jigsaw 
puzzle.
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17160  Layer Puzzle - Body - Girl
17170  Layer Puzzle - Body - Boy

The puzzle shows the arrangement of the male/female body in a descrip�ve and child-friendly way 
from the skeleton to the organs and muscles, depic�ng the blood circula�on - from the naked to the fully dressed child.

(L145 W295 H20mm)   5.7x11.6x0.8inches 

4+

Layer Puzzle - Grandma & Grandpa

This genera�on puzzle shows the diff erent life stages of a 
human from baby to senior ci�zen.

17052  (L295 W207 H18mm)
11.6x8.1x0.7inches  

4+

Layer Puzzle - Mother

This layer-puzzle shows the forma�on of a child and the course of a pregnancy.

17024  (L145 W295 H20mm)
              5.7x11.6x0.8inches

   4+ 27

29

40

17060  (L205 W205 H20mm)
              8.1x8.10.8inches  
The golden yellow liquid, named honey, tastes good to children! 
But where does the honey come from? The puzzle enables a 
seeing and understanding in pictures.

4+

Layer Puzzle - Honey

17055  Layer Puzzle - Duck

17054  Layer Puzzle - Bu�erfly

17053  Layer Puzzle - Frog

Layer Puzzle - Animals
The development of animals varies a lot and can be understood easily 
with the help of these development puzzles.
Puzzle size: 205 × 205 × 20 mm

4+ 28

28
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17044  Layer Puzzle - Carrot

Layer Puzzle - Fruits & Vegetables
The series of fruit & vegetable puzzles explains in 
a child-friendly way how plants grow and ripe fruits develop.
Puzzle size: 145 × 145 × 18 mm
                     5.7x5.7x0.7inches

4+

17043  Layer Puzzle - Potato

17040  Layer Puzzle - Strawberry

17049  Layer Puzzle - Banana

17039  Layer Puzzle - Apple

WITH NUMBERING 
ON THE BACK

SCAN ME
Kids Video

30

1.BOTTOM 5.

4.

3.

2.



Humanico “Emo�ons”
11555  (L180 W180 H60mm)
              7.1x7.1x2.4inches

  

4+

Feelings are emo�ons like fear, sadness, anger,surprise, andhappiness, 
which accompany usthroughout our lives. These emo�ons embody
our inner wishes, goals and needs. They are a reac�on to a situa�on or a 
condi�on. Children o�en�mes experience intense emo�ons, which
makes it even more important for them to learn how to cope with them 
and express them in the right way.

Humanico “5 Senses”
11556  (L180 W180 H60mm)
              7.1x7.1x2.4inches

  

4+

This puzzle is all about recognising, correla�ng and understanding our five 
senses: vision, hearing,smell, tas�ng and touch. These aspects will be 
conveyed and trained through diff erent game varia�ons using percep�on, 
sensi�sa�on,and linguis�c ar�cula�on.

Humanico “Professions”
11557  (L180 W180 H60mm)
               7.1x7.1x2.4inches

  

4+

This puzzle is all about professions. What do the doctor, the farmer, the 
fireman, the cra�sman and the policewoman do? Five puzzle pieces each 
are matched to the exci�ng professions and the children playfully learn 
what the different professions do and why they are
so important for us.

111110
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Find the hidden insects! This XXL puzzle shows different types of 
insects in a child-friendly way. The insects are printed diff erently on 
both sides and can be put on with the front as well as the back, 
which off ers the children many different possibili�es for the puzzle. 
Incl. poster, everyone can decide how to puzzle – with or without 
poster.

XXL Fantasy Puzzle “Insects”
11013  (Ø 490 H6mm)
              Ø19.3x0.2inches

4+

This puzzle makes it easy to find things out, to discover, to look 
closely and to search. The red plexiglass screen in the middle can be 
removed and placed on the areas that at first appear red and 
“opaque”. Take a close look and see what you can observe!! Also, 
the margin is full of symbols. Can you � nd all of them on the puzzle?

XXL Learning Puzzle “Detec�ve”
11170  (Ø 490 H6mm)
              Ø19.3x0.2inches

  

4+

Exploring the world is exci�ng – there’s so much to discover! In the 
middle of the puzzle there is a compass and a small world map 
featuring the diff erent con�nents. The first ring shows 2 children 
dressed in tradi�onal clothing for each con�nent. The second ring 
features typical local animals, while the outer ring shows country
specific buildings and landscapes. Each ring can be used individually 
or rotated to the correct posi�on in the puzzle.

Children of the World
11200  (Ø 490 H6mm)
              Ø19.3x0.2inches

  

4+

Our XXL Learning Puzzle „My Day“ accompanies children through 
their daily aci�vi�es and takes a preliminary approach to telling the 
�me in a playfully context. The puzzle provides an opportunity to 
recognise and name familiar procedures.

XXL Learning Puzzle (My Day)
11012  (Ø 490 H6mm)
              Ø19.3x0.2inches
  

4+

Our XXL Learning Puzzle takes children on a fascina�ng air travel. 
The most important sta�ons of an air travel are shown. With the aid
of the magnifying glass children can discover different items.

XXL Learning Puzzle "Airport"
11140  (Ø 490 H6mm)
              Ø19.3x0.2inches

  

4+

NAWITO "Animal Species"
11582  (L150 W150 H60mm)
               5.9x5.9x2.4inches

  

4+

All animals are classified according to animal species. In this puzzle, 
children learn more about mammals, rep�les, insects, fish and birds. 
The 5-piece matching puzzle shows 9 different animals with exci�ng 
details such as skeleton, food and much more.

113112
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11570  (L150 W150 H60mm) 
              5.9x5.9x2.4inches 
Natural development processes are an exci�ng topic for curious 
children. Our NAWITO puzzles promote the ability to combine and 
educate children on natural processes.

4+

NAWITO Evolu�on

30

11581  (L150 W150 H60mm)
             5.9x5.9x2.4inches   
How does a kiwi grow? What does a Maracuja look like from the 
inside? With our 3-part puzzle, the children get to know 10 different 
fruits - from the plant to the ripe fruit, ready for consump�on.

NAWITO Fruits

4+ 30

11580  (L150 W150 H60mm)
             5.9x5.9x2.4inches   
Every animal feels comfortable in a certain environment where it finds 
food, protec�on from enemies and the right climate. Our 5-part puzzle 
shows 9 habitats with 4 different animals each living in this environment.

NAWITO Animal Habitats

11560  (L150 W150 H60mm)
              5.9x5.9x2.4inches   
These puzzles promote the understanding of different steps involved in 
the processing and manufacturing of natural materials.

4+

NAWITO Produc�on

30
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11011  (ø490 H6mm)
              ø19.3x0.2inches  
The XXL Learning Puzzle “4 Seasons” gives children an 
opportunity to playfully familiarise themselves with the seasons 
and the course of the year. It encourages them to explore the 
individual months and their seasonal characteris�cs.

4+

XXL Learning Puzzle - Four Seasons

49

10151  (L265 W195 H15mm)
              10.4x7.7x0.6inches
 This puzzle lets children become explorers. With our “One World
Games” products, children get to know the world through play.

3+

One World Games - Inlay Board Puzzle

11014  (ø490 H6mm) 
              ø19.3x0.2inches
Find the wild animals! All kinds of wild animals are hiding in this 
imagina�ve and exci�ng puzzle. The colourful pa�ern of the jungle 
mandala makes them hard to discover. Only with turning the 
puzzle pieces of the animals around to show the backside do the 
animals and their special features become visible. The puzzle can 
be put together in three varia�ons with diff erent difficulty levels – 
with and without poster.

4+

XXL Wild Animal Puzzle 

41

21

16212  (L298 W630mm)
              11.7x24.8inches
 There is a lot to discover in the flower meadow! Many animals are 
ac�ve under the ground and beau�ful flowers and plants come out 
of the ground into the daylight. Many insects and animals have 
their habitat here! Discover the world of animals and plants. 
There is a lot to discover here!
Packing size 300 x 100 x 210h.

3+

Floor Puzzle -Discover the Flower Meadow

45

“H
AVE YOU EVER SEEN A DRAGONFLY?”
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17150  (L290 W140 H18mm)
              11.4x5.5x0.7inches  
Tom and Lisa are showing us the changes of the seasons.

4+

Layer Puzzle - Four Seasons WINTER

AUTUMN

 SUMMER

SPRING

36

16210  (L120 W145mm)
              4.7x5.7inches

 
An exci�ng forest scene that invites you to explore it more closely! 
Take a close look at what animals you can be amazed by above 
and below the ground!
Packing size 300 x 100 x 210h.

3+

Floor Puzzle - Discover the Forest

40

16211  (L298 W630mm)
              11.7x24.8inches

 

There is a lot to discover here! By travelling through the deep 
water in the submarine, you can discover many exci�ng creatures 
and colourful plants. Which animals are hiding among the trees in 
the dense jungle? What does intergalac�c space look like? Come 
along on a journey through the 3 fascina�ng layers “Under Water”, 
“On Earth” and “In Space”.

3+

Floor Puzzle - Deep Sea

45

Games



Who can find a picture with the right quan�ty for each number? The 
exci�ng game is similiar to a classic memo game. The special thing 
about it is that there are several ways to explain the number which is 
shown on the picture. One picture card can match to several number 
cards. What do the children see in the pictures? Which quan��es are 
hidden? The isea of the game is to collect as many cards as possible 
and work together to find all the number and cover them path.
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Marbelino “Coun�ng”
21025 (L375 W285 H14mm) 14.8x3.3x0.6inches 

  
Coun�ng nd calcula�ng with fun! Our new Marbelino 3 con�nues the
successful Marbelino series. Here the children have many different ways to learn
coun�ng and calcula�on -whether alone or in a group, this makes maths fun!

4+

Mamba Zamba
22621 (L90 W65 H3mm) 3.5x2.6x0.1inches 

  

3+

The fun and colourful snake domino is already fun for the li�le ones . 
The goal is to lay out the wooden cards in matching colours and to be 
the first to get rid of all the wooden cards by laying them out on the 
snakes. Long colourful snakes can be created and colour recogni�on is 
encouraged in a playful way. 

Monster Confe��
22622 (L55 W70 H4mm) 2.2x2.8x0.2inches

  

3+

The monsters are out! Throw the confe� on our popular play mat 
and let the game begin. Now it's �me for speed! Who collects the 
most monster cards that match the colour of the confe�? A fun 
game that encourages colour recogni�on and reac�on. Several 
game variants provide lots of variety and fun!

Torreta
22451 (L240 W240 H65mm)
             9.4x9.4x2.6inches

  

4+

The children use either the dice with colours or the dice 
with dots. Depending on the colour or number of dots 
that come up when the dice is thrown, the children build 
towers and the winner is the player who stacks the bricks 
skilfully and produces the highest tower.

Cookie Doo
22614 (L120 W120 H510mm)
             4.7x4.7x20.1inches 
  

3+

The birthday party is going to start soon, and the cookie trays need to be prepared! 
Who will be the first in the kitchen to collet 10 colourful cookies on their tray? This is 
a funny game which engages kids with its colourful illustra�ons and offers a playful 
way to prac�ce first coun�ng.The aim of the game is to full you cookie tray first by 
prac�sing coun�ng from 1 to 10 as well as basic addi�ons and subrac�ons. Cookie 
Doo can aiso be played as a memo game and used for free play and role play.

MEMOnext “Nature”
22616  (L250 W200 H65mm)
               9.8x7.9x2.6inches

  

4+

DOMInext is a domino game for 2-4 players.The goal of the game is to 
place all the cards correctly. Each card has a number on the le� and a 
picture on the right in which several quan��es can be hidden. Each 
picture can be seen in a different way in rela�on to the quan��es. It 
depends on the players which numbers they find and how they explain 
them. If the quan�ty and the number match, the card can be put on. 
For example: 6 eggs in the box, 1 brown egg and 5 white eggs.

DOMInext “Fruits & Vegetables”
22617  (L250 W200 H65mm)
               9.8x7.9x2.6inches
 

4+

On their way over the course the players collect
animals and exchange them for others. Whoever
has got two cows at the end receives the tractor
and wins the game.

Happy Farm
22710 (L378 W275 H50mm)
             14.9x10.8x2inches  

  

4+

Lots of fun at the species protec�on zoo! Visitors come from all over 
the world to see the animals. Of course there is a lot of work that 
Joe has to do: He has to feed the animals and re-arrange the path 
�les so that people can visit his species protec�on zoo. His dog 
DapDap is always on his side. The aim of the game is to feed the 
animals or to re-arrange all the path �les. Which task is successfully 
completed first? A coopera�ve game that ensures a lot of fun and 
also off ers a lot ofinforma�on about interes�ng animal species.

Joe´s Number Zoo
22618 (L385 W385 H60mm)
             15.2x15.2x2.4inches  

4+

Who will be the first to collect enough points to win the numbers 
race? This game is all about being the first to collect the target 
number. Speed and good comprehension are needed, but be 
careful! Don’t let your neighbour steal your numbers!

Catch the Number
22800 (L240 W240 H65mm) 
             9.4x9.4x2.6inches
  

5+

The gnomes Happy and Harmony want to plant their garden. To do 
this, they have to divide their areas in the garden. Help the gnomes to 
find out who gets to plant which area. Combina�on and game overview 
are needed to win as many areas as possible.

Happy & Harmony
22620 (L240 W240 H60mm)
             9.4x9.4x2.4inches  
 

4+
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PINGOLINO
22911 (L120 W117 H5mm)  4.7x4.6x0.2inches

  

4+

What can i do
22912 (L100 W150mm) 3.9x5.9inches

  

4+

IMPUZZIBLE
23605 (L134 W40 H25mm)   5.2x1.6x1inches 

  

3+

This memo game trains the ear and the feeling for weights.
Find the matching pairs by weight or sound and puzzle the pair 
together. This is how funny animals are created! With Impuzzible , 
hearing and concentra�on are par�cularly promoted, while the fun 
is in the focus! The box convinces with an innova�ve concept
and a very modern and appealing animal illustra�on. Of course, the 
elephant is the heaviest and the li�le ka�a the lightest. 

The ice floes are mel�ng at a slow pace, but there is a game that can save the 
penguins by moving them safely from one ice floe to another. 
To win the game, you need to have a strong team spirit and a bit of luck with 
the dice. It is crucial to have a clear understanding of the game and some 
effec�ve tac�cs to succeed.

This game of our SAVE OUR PLANET line helps in a playful way the li�le heroes to 
reflect on their behavior in the world and to influence their environment 
posi�vely. Different topics from children‘s everyday lives up to climate and species 
protec�on, which are represented by two contras�ng scenes and have to be 
found together in a matching way. The pair of opposites shows the children how 
they can be self-effec�ve and sensi�zes them to how we can protect our earth.



The li�le pirates want to reach the island to dig up the treasure 
there. Swimming is not possible as sharks are lurking in the ocean. 
The players take turns to throw the symbol dice and gradually
construct a bridge with the pieces thrown. The first player to finish 
building a complete bridge to the small island is allowed to cross it 
straight away and dig up the treasure.

Tropicano
22510 (L385 W385 H80mm) 
             15.2x15.2x3.1inches

  

5+
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Punakai
22860  (L240 W240 H65mm)
              9.4x9.4x2.6inches

  
Bright fish swim around in the colourful coral reef. But there are 
dangers lurking everywhere in the vast ocean, which is why the fish 
always have to camouflage themselves. This works best against a
 background of the same colour.Addi�onally, the fish always swim in 
swarms and never alone. The first player to place all their fish correctly, 
wins the game! 44 wooden fish with colourful high-quality print.

4+

Monkey Rallye
22400  (L385 W385 H60mm)
               15.2x15.2x2.4inches

  

4+

The monkeys want to run a short race: All of them start out at the 
same �me and try to be the first one to climb their palm tree. 
Choose your next move carefully, because there’s always a
possibility that the monkey slips down a bit on his way to the palm 
leaves! Which monkey is the fastest to reach the hidden coconuts?

Li�le Village
22600  (L385 W385 H60mm)
               15.2x15.2x2.4inches

  

4+

The rats have to leave the village, so every rat
catcher sets out into the city to catch them. But
just when you think you’ve almost achieved your
goal, the rats might change their posi�on, or a cat
may come and chase some of the rats back into
town. Only the player who can catch all the rats
get them safely out of town will win the game.

XXL Punakai
25583  (L820 W125 H125mm)
               32.3x4.9x4.9inches

  

4+

The popular favourite now in XXL format! Colourful fish swim around 
in the colourful coral reef. But there are dangers lurking everywhere 
in the vast ocean, which is why the fish always have to camouflage 
themselves - which works best against a background of the same 
colour. In addi�on, the fish always swim in swarms and never alone.

Happy Magic
22700  (L378 W275 H65mm)
               14.9x10.8x2.6inches

  

4+

The li�le po�on brewing experts search under mushrooms for dots 
in the same colour as the colour that comes up on the dice. If the
colour under the mushroom is the same as that shown by the 
thrown dice, the player may put the mushroom into his or her own 
cauldron. The first player to � ll his or her cauldron with � mush-
rooms is the champion po�on brewer.

The li�le magic elves live hidden in deep forests and wide meadows. 
No one ever gets to see them. But now and then, you can hear them if
you listen carefully. If there is a quiet giggle here and there and a muffled 
“plopp” can be heard at regular intervals, they are probably playing their
favourite game, bouncing colourful magic balls and making them disappear. 
But only the lucky elf who keeps his balls un�l the end wins the game.

Fairy Land
22611  (L310 W310 H65mm)
              12.2x12.2x2.6inches
  

4+

Legolino
22571  (L240 W240 H65mm)
              9.4x9.4x2.6inches

  

4+

An exci�ng, quick and interes�ng puzzle which
is adaptable for diff erent age groups. Legolino
contains 15 illustrated template cards, which
off er diff erent diffi culty levels, making learning
advancements possible.

Logi Turn
21021  (L320 W225 H45mm)
              12.6x8.9x1.8inches

  

4+

Turn and make the correct associa�ons. LogiTurn is an associa�on game 
for children from 4 years up, which proposes many ac�vi�es from diff 
erent educa�onal areas and themes. They can be solved by one kid alone, 
or by several kids playing together. The idea that stands behind Logiturn is 
to have an “analogic tablet”, which allows kids to do diff erent tasks using a 
screen that is not digital, but s�ll shows appealing and colourful pictures 
and amusing and educa�onal ac�vi�es. To solve the tasks, the children 
need to simply turn small knobs which promotes � ne motor skills and 
trains hand-eye-coordina�on. The aim of the game is to complete the 
associa�ons proposed on the ac�vity cards.

Find Monty
22411  (L240 W240 H65mm)
              9.4x9.4x2.6inches

  

4+

A game for cat-finders with a good memory who always know 
where Monty the cat hid last. Describe his hiding place or 
reconstruct it using pillow, blanket and the bed! That way not only
the spa�al percep�on but also language development is supported.

ToPoLoGo Visio
21006  (L248 W248 H120mm)
               9.8x9.8x4.7inches

  

4+

“Next to”, “behind” or “in front” - with ToPoLoGo Visio two-dimensional 
images can be copied three-dimensionally, and spa�al posi�ons can be 
understood easily, thanks to child-appropriate game parts and appealing 
mo�fs. The cards are assigned to three levels of difficulty and show 
sceneries and figures in different posi�ons, which need to be copied on 
the grid board - depending on the alterna�ve to play with or without the 
magne�c or the mirror board. Spa�al sense and imagina�on are trained 
par�cularly.
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Let´s Play
21024
Play first melodies easily and with fun! With “Let's Play”, children 
are introduced to music in a playful way, they learn to be aware of 
tones, to play rhythms and to know their first melodies. Every child 
can start immediately ailer a short introduc�on, without knowing 
notes and scales in detail. The first melodies and songs are created. 
Music and rhythm support children's percep�on and crea�vity at an 
early age. Making music can have a las�ng posi�ve influence on 
various abili�es of children, such as cogni�ve and social skills.

(L400 W300 H20mm)  15.7x11.8x0.8inches   

4+

Climb - XL Game

Climb is an exci�ng balancing game, where you have to balance the ball to the 
top of the tower either alone or as a team using finesse and dexterity. The aim 
of the game is to be the first player to guide all three balls of the same colour
to the top plateau of the tower. Ideally no ball should fall down or get lost in 
the holes of the labyrinth on the way up. There are three main game 
varia�ons: Group play with up to 4 players, coopera�ve group play with 3 
children each per team or free play using the Climb Tower either alone or as a 
group.

25582 (L410 W400 H425mm)  16.1x15.7x16.7inches  

4+

Flexipainter

The coloured rubber bands give children the opportunity
to create special works of art. No ma�er
whether these are with or without templates
cards – stretching the bands develops � ne motor
skills and promotes crea�ve design.

21120  (L280 W270 H30mm)  11x10.6x1.2inches

   

4+

22481  (L240 W240 H65mm)  9.4x9.4x2.6inches 
The children need to � nd the correct shape and colour among 
the wooden pieces. The two dice show the combina�on for the 
piece that needs to be threaded onto the caterpillar. Whoever 
gets six wooden pieces onto their caterpillar first wins.

4+

22360  (L400 W120 H120mm)  15.7x4.7x4.7inches   
To the fish, ready, go! Who can manage to move 3 fish of the same colour 
onto the rod faster? Or stack as many fish as you can and then later
check the underside of the fish to see who got more points! A fishing game 
with lots of diff erent ways to play!

4+

Rondo Vario

21020  (L320 W225 H45mm)  12.6x8.9x1.8inches 
Now crea�vity starts! LogiPic is a magnet game with which diff erent 
pa�erns on the task cards need to be copied on the board. Here 
phantasy can be unfolded to the fullest extent. The handy design makes 
the game suitable for both children and adults. Thanks to its easy use, 
the game is self-explanatory and perfectly suitable for independent
play.

4+

Logi Pic

22380  (L240 W240 H65mm)  9.4x9.4x2.6inches  
Use the wooden hammer and nails to affi x the
shapes to the cork plates. Removing all the pieces
a�erwards is just as easy. An instruc�on guide
with coloured examples is included to help very
young children try to make their first pictures.

4+

Martello

22900  (L310 W220 H40mm)  12.2x8.7x1.6inches  
The small gecko George and his friends want to take a nap in the 
midday sun. In order to do so, they need to grab one of the popular 
spots on the precarious rock. To ensure that they can all find
a spot, they need to stay balanced and mustn’t fall off !

4+

El Gecko

22830  (L205 W205 H20mm)  8.1x8.10.8inches  
Bats � u�er through the air to find a spot in the
twelve rooms of the fortress. Diff erent rooms can
be targeted using the catapult so each bat can
find a cosy spot. Whoever conquers the most
rooms by the end of the game wins!

4+

Flooping

Fishing Fever
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22396  (L225 W225 H50mm)  8.9x8.9x2inches 
An educa�onal matching game that helps promote visual
and tac�le shape recogni�on.

4+

Tastaro

22461  (L240 W240 H65mm)  9.4x9.4x2.6inches 
Find the right sweet quickly. Take your pick and find the right 
colour combina�on from 41 different sweets! Our colour game 
combines memory and reac�on with lots of fun. The players 
throw three colour dice and need to quickly find the sweets that 
match the colour combina�on thrown. Three varia�ons of 
playing determine the winner of the game.

4+

Candy

22471  (L240 W240 H65mm)  9.4x9.4x2.6inches 
The players throw three symbol dice. According to the combina-
�on of shapes shown on the dice, they need to quickly find the 
corresponding �le. Diff erent varia�ons of playing provide much
variety.

4+

Shapy

22612  (L205 W205 H20mm) 
              8.1x8.10.8inches 
The park‘s young visitors have an exci�ng day ahead of them. 
They want to explore the park aboard the small, colourful train. 
To win the game, you will need to pay close a�en�on! The
aim is to collect enough �les to win the game by helping the 
children to disembark at their favourite booths and a�rac�ons.

4+

Fun Park

22463  (L120 W120 H460mm)
              4.7x4.7x18.1inches  
All the colourful bu�erflies are flying around and chaos ensues. 
You have to be quick to catch the right bu�erfly. Who will be the 
first to catch it? Concentra�on & quick reac�on are needed
here. This exci�ng game of bu�erflies promotes observa�onal 
skills and colour combina�on recogni�on.

4+

Be�y Fly

833155  (L180 W180 H45mm)  7.1x7.1x1.8inches  
Ideal for children to develop their fine  motor skills by using their fingers 
to create various colourful  pa�erns. There are 7 double-sided prin�ng 
mission cards.  Children could create pa�erns as indicated on the cards 
or just with their own imagina�on.

3+

Magic Fingers

841616  (L380 W270 H195mm) 15x10.6x7.7inches  
This material is ideal for children to learn about coun�ng by gasping 
colorful balls. Children can grasp balls of any color and place them in 
the right posi�on. During this process, children can also name the 
color and count the number.

3+

Coun�ng Magic Ball Set

833150  (L340 W125 H55mm) 13.4x4.9x2.17inches  
To help children recognize colors, children can observe things 
around them through the colorful resin balls and get a 
wonderful experience with colorful sight.

3+

Resin Spheres Set

833164  (L340 W125 H55mm)  13.4x4.9x2.17inches 
This tac�le spheres set is great for children to learn color matching, as 
well as using their touch to correct iden�fy the correct pieces. A fun and 
sensory experience with this set. Great for fine motor skills, sensory 
play and matching ac�vi�es.

3+

Tac�le Spheres Set

833160  (L340 W125 H55mm) 13.4x4.9x2.17inches 
The main func�on of this set is to help children dis�nguish 
between different sounds. It contains 6 pairs of sound balls. The 
balls are marked with numbers. The numbers on each pair are 
matching. Shake the ball to listen to the sound. 

3+

Sound Spheres Set

833156  (L365 W365 H150mm)  14.4x14.4x5.9inches  
Ideal for children to develop their fine motor skills by using their 
fingers to create various colourful pa�erns. The size of this table 
is more convenient for children to move their fingers for 
opera�on. There are double-sided prin�ng mission cards. 
Children could create pa�erns as indicated on the cards or just 
with their own imagina�on.

3+

Magic Fingers Table

828699  (L500 W500 H6mm)  19.7x19.7x0.2inches 
Children’s feet contact, each colour brick will change different 
pa�ern, this is suitable for nursery school hall or art func�on room.

4+

Fascina�on Plates, Set of 6



Marbelino “Pa�ern Game”
21023 (L270 W260 H100mm)  10.6x10.2x3.9inches

  

4+

The pa�ern game allows kids to do many different ac�vi�es with the 
coloured balls, mainly playing with sequences and pa�erns. Children can 
solve diff erent tasks shown on the included cards or use their crea�vity 
during free play. All the ac�vi�es can be played also as a communica�on 
game, where one player describes the card to another, who has to follow 
the instruc�ons and put the balls in the right place. The wooden board has 
an inner and an outer part which can be used to do pa�ern and sequence 
ac�vi�es.

Marbelino “Sor�ng Game”
21022  (L320 W310 H110mm)  12.6x12.2x4.3inches

  

3+

Marbles ready, set, go! The sor�ng game proposes some sor�ng 
ac�vi�es with coloured balls in 2 different sizes and can be also 
played as a dice game. It also trains � ne motor skills when using
the tongs suitable for both ball sizes. The wooden board has 6 
circular slots iden�fied by white areas inside, and by outer circles in 6 
diff erent colours. Kids can use the ac�vity cards, play the dice
game, or also use their crea�vity and do free play.

129128
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23607  (L325 W250 H90mm) 
              12.8x9.8x3.5inches 
With this sound memo, children can recognise the same sounds! The 
boxes are filled with diff erent contents and always 2 fit together.

3+

Sound Box

22890  (L378 W275 H65mm)
               14.9x10.8x2.6inches  
Help – the building is on fire! Fortunately, all of the animals and 
people could be brought to safety, but can the building be 
saved? The firefighters have jumped into the fire engine and are 
on their way to the scene of the fire. Hopefully they will
arrive before the building burns down!

3+

Fire Alarm

22790 (L240 W240 H65mm) 
             9.4x9.4x2.6inches 
Things are ge�ng a bit crazy at Castle Cheese. Toni, the chef, has forgo�en 
to put the cheese back in the fridge and now the place is full of li�le mice, 
who really love to eat the cheese. Help Toni to scare away the mice so they 
won´t nibble too much of the tasty cheese. Tempo Toni!

4+

Tempo Toni

22613  (L150 W150 H60mm)
              5.9x5.9x2.4inches  
Today is finally the day! Mia the li�le strawberry and her fruit 
and vegetable friends leave their garden to play hide and seek 
with all kids. The friends have been very excited for days, 
especially li�le Mia who quickly calls all her friends together.
Are you ready? Then let’s get started. Let’s see which one of you 
will find the fruit or vegetable you are looking for the quickest.

4+

Mia´s Garden



Solving puzzles diff erently! With the Stacky Tower
children can not only sort, but also recognize
shapes and build up a three dimensional tower.
The friendly safari animals are a great help because
of their colouring.

Stacky Tower
18015  (L280 W200 H80mm)  11x7.9x3.1inches

24M+

Combining logically means to find answers for different tasks. By 
looking at the explana�on on each card the child understands how 
to solve the problem and fills in the correct coloured ball. A�er
finishing one task card the card will be turned over and the child can 
auto-check his answers.

LogiPlay
21070  (L320 W225 H45mm) 12.6x8.9x1.8inches 
  

4+

The players are filling their hedgehogs with
spines, by rolling the dice of 3 or 6 dots. The
player, whose hedgehog is the first to have all 30
spines on his back, is the winner of the game.

Mecki & Co.
22355  (L385 W385 H60mm) 15.2x15.2x2.4inches 

  

3+

The animal friends in the Arc�c are having loads of fun playing and 
all want to jump back into the water with a huge splash. Who will be 
the first to jump? Which way is the quickest? Only the player who 
can observe and concentrate the best can win. A game with simple 
rules for the youngest players to train � rst colour recogni�on and fi 
ne motor skills. “SPLASH – Let´s go!”

Splash
22615  (L225 W225 H70mm)  8.9x8.9x2.8inches
  

3+

According to the colour thrown, the players
move their riders along the coloured � elds to the
meadow. There, they mount their horses and set
off on the route along to the “Golden Apple”.

Golden Apple
22370  (L385 W385 H60mm) 15.2x15.2x2.4inches 
  

3+

There is a lot going on in the water lily pond! The players try to catch 
the flies with their frogs and be the first to catch as many flies as 
possible. This exci�ng and varied game requires a quick reac�on and 
good memory skills. The players try to catch as many flies as possible 
and collect them on their own game mat. The aim of the game is to be 
the first to fill all the fly squares on your own small frog game mat.

QUAKI
22619  (L450 W120 H120mm)  17.7x4.7x4.7inches

  

3+

Funny Four
18004  (L220 W220 H60mm)  8.7x8.7x2.4inches

  

12M+

What is the shape of the hippo? What is the shape
of the lion? It is essen�al for children to learn the
diff erences of the basic shapes. The Funny Four
teach this hap�cally.

131130
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22390  (L378 W275 H65mm)  14.9x10.8x2.6inches
Why is the sausage in the bedroom, the key in the bathroom, and the 
money in the kitchen? Find out where the other robbers have hid their
loot by asking clever ques�ons and thinking logically. Because only the 
bandit who can steal five items from the other robbers wins the game. 

4+

Bandi�

18008  (L245 W160 H50mm)  9.6x6.3x2inches  
Puzzle your animal! The Animal Puzzle provides first experiences of 
solving puzzles and building with blocks. The children can create 
fantasy animals and prac�se their fine motor skills by stacking
the animal parts freely. The second step is building the animal 
correctly, so children learn about concepts and associa�ons like 
long-short and big-small. The wooden blocks are child-friendly
illustrated and are fun to play with.

Animal Puzzle

18M+

11190  (L195 W265 H40mm) 7.7x10.4x1.6inches  
This Match & Mix magne�c toy shows animals and children from diff erent 
con�nents. The template cards explain where the children in tradi�onal 
clothing and their cute animal friends come from. The magne�c pieces can 
be assembled as shown on the cards or combined crea�vely.

3+

Magnet Game (Kids and animals of the world)



838153  (L60 W60 H60mm) 2.4x2.4x2.4inches
 This wooden dice is made of soild wood, each individual side is 
printed with black dots for coun�ng. 

3+

Wooden Dice
838152 (L95 W95 H100mm) 3.7x3.7x3.9inches
 This colorful dices pack comes with a bucket for storage, 100pcs of 
dices are included.

3+

Plas�c Dice Pack of 100

22740  (L180 W110 H35mm)  7.1x4.3x1.4inches
Mit Beobachtungsgabe und geschickten Fragen Sachen erraten.
Guess things with powers of observa�on and clever ques�ons.

Read My Mind 

5+

22870  (L320 W225 H45mm)  12.6x8.9x1.8inches
You’ll find the mouse dancing on the bear’s nose here! Raise the curtain 
for the animal acrobats: They have been training for a long �me, but all
the animals are running around like crazy with excitement. Can you help 
everyone find their partner amongst all the chaos? The �me has come: 
Clear the ring for bear-y impressive tricks!

Acroba�co

4+

23608  (L220 W180 H70mm) 8.7x7.1x2.8inches 
With the weight memo, children can find 2 weights
of the same weight. Who can find the pairs?

Weight Box

3+
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22701  (L378 W275 H65mm)  14.9x10.8x2.6inches
The li�le po�on brewing experts search under mushrooms for dots in the 
same colour as the colour that comes up on the dice. If the colour under 
the mushroom is the same as that shown by the thrown dice, the player 
may put the mushroom into his or her own cauldron. The first player to fill 
his or her cauldron with 7 mushrooms is the champion po�on brewer.

4+

Witches´ Kitchen
23614  (L540 W360 H110mm)  21.3x14.2x4.3inches
 Encouragement of the basic ability to read and write by training 
hand-eye-coordina�on, fine motor skills and the ability to concentrate. 
Good for people with physical limita�ons.

3+

Tandem Boards

24040  (L280 W275 H65mm) 11x10.8x2.6inches
 The various magne�c wooden pieces can be arranged into new shapes 
through many diff erent possible combina�ons. Derived from Chinese 
Tangram, countless new pictures can be created with just a few 
movements, whereby the template cards can be used for inspira�on. By 
playing, children learn about geometric shapes and their rela�onships, 
and in doing so train their fine motor skills and ability to concentrate.

3+

TanGeo

25581  (L460 W465 H100mm) 18.1x18.3x3.9inches
 Wobbling City is an amusing balance and skill game! Build the 
colourful city alone or with your friends. Will you manage to 
balance it on the wobbling plate? The aim of the game is to put
all the houses and trees on the wobbling plate without making 
them fall. The gameboard is double-sided and it allows diff erent 
game varia�ons as well as free play.

3+

XXL Wobbling City



24210  (L510 W360 H260mm) 20.1x14.2x10.2inches 
The Quadrilla marble run is a high-quality wooden toy, with many diff 
erent building possibili�es due to its modular structure which fosters 
crea�vity. It is the world’s � rst marble run where marbles are rolling 
on horizontal tracks. The marbles gather momentum by rolling 
through the diff erent holes in the connec�ng cubes. These cubes 
make the quadrilla exci�ng and versa�le, since diff erent openings at 
the bo�om and to the le� or right side guide each marble.

Quadrilla XXL Set, 256pcs 

4+

24235  (L900 W600 H734mm) 35.4x23.6x28.9inches 
Move in right away and start decora�ng! The mul�-floor house is ready 
for funny role-playing games. The house consists of six different rooms, 
movable stairs, a solar panel on the roof and a large playable outdoor 
area.

Dollhouse - XL Set, 44pcs

3+

24237  (L520 W290 H390mm) 20.5x11.4x15.4inches  
With the cooking essen�als and vegetables set tasty ea�ng is fun! 
Cut the vegetables, peel the potatoes and grate the cheese - this is 
how preparing healthy meals is fun! The vegetables are kept 
together by Velcro fasteners or magnets and can be cut up. The egg 
box contains 6 eggs - 3 hardboiled eggs and 3 fried eggs, so cooking 
is fun!

Cooking Essen�al + Vegetables, XL set

3+
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25510  (L680 W280 H190mm)
              26.8x11x7.5inches  
A fun but tricky game of skill! The fishes are “caught“ and stored 
on the corresponding stands by help of the fishing rods.

4+

XXL Fishing Fever

25512  (L385 W325 H95mm) 15.2x12.8x3.7inches
 The children use either the colour dice or the dice with dots. 
Depending on the colour or number of dots that come up when the 
dice is thrown, the children build towers.

4+

XXL Torreta

25550  (L325 W285 H86mm) 12.8x11.2x3.4inches
 Ready, thread, go! Whoever gets six pieces in the diced
colour onto their caterpillar first wins.

3+

XXL Rondo Vario



25520  (L650 W650 H75mm) 25.6x25.6x3inches
 The li�le po�on brewing experts search under mushrooms
for dots in the same colour as the colour that comes up on the dice.

4+

XXL Witches´ Kitchen

25560  (L375 W235 H75mm) 14.8x9.3x3inches
 Find the sweet with the right combina�on of colours that is shown 
on the coloured dices.

4+

XXL Candy (new)

23622  (L600 W500 H30mm) 23.6x19.7x1.2inches
 Our innova�ve wall elements for children 3 years and over train 
musculature, support motor skills and improve co-ordina�on abili�es.

3+

Wall Element "Wave"
23621  (L600 W500 H30mm) 23.6x19.7x1.2inches
 Our innova�ve wall elements for children 3 years and over train 
musculature, support motor skills and improve co-ordina�on abili�es.

3+

Wall Element "Bu�erfly"

23610  (L400 W400 H30mm) 15.7x15.7x1.2inches
 With much skill and good observa�on the disk needs to be moved 
from the star�ng point to the endpoint.

3+

Wall Element "Labyrinth"

23612  (L400 W400 H30mm) 15.7x15.7x1.2inches 
 This wall element encourages recogni�on and matching of 
nega�ve and posi�ve forms in a playful way.

3+

Wall Element "Shapes"
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23623  (L600 W500 H30mm)  23.6x19.7x1.2inches
 Our innova�ve wall elements for children 3 years and over train 
musculature, support motor skills and improve co-ordina�on abili�es.

3+

Wall Element "Mountains"

23630  (L540 W480 mm)  21.3x18.9inches
 The diff erent elements are gliding over the play wires and train 
hand-eye-coordina�on and fine motor skills.

3+

Wall Toy Caterpillar "Head"

23631  (L450 W480 mm)  17.7x18.9inches
 Balls can be transported through the wheel labyrinth
by the help of the magne�c s�ck.

3+

Wall Toy Caterpillar "Turning Around Labyrinth"

23632 (L450 W480mm) 17.7x18.9inches 
 With the help of the magne�c pen the balls are carried onto the 
pair of scales.

3+

Wall Toy Caterpillar "Balance"
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67130  (L500 W375 H60mm) 19.7x14.8x2.4inches 
The balance board combines playing, fun and exercise. By skillfully 
shi�ing your weight, the balls are guided along diff erent tracks. The 
removable game disc an also be controlled with your hands, providing 
new challenges and more fun.

4+

Balance Board

Engineering

23633(L450 W480mm) 17.7x18.9inches
 By turning the orange wheel, all other wheels are turning, too. 
Depending on the speed, special visual eff ects will arise.

3+

Wall Toy Caterpillar "Pegtop"

23634（L450 W480mm)  17.7x18.9inches
 A clock that off ers a playful access to the topic “�me”. The small 
wheels show the four diff erent seasons and four diff erent �mes 
of a day.

3+

Wall Toy Caterpillar "Clock"



Poly-M Basic Set 101 PCS

Basic set with 1-2-3-studs. Ideal for free play in kindergartens and 
pre-schools.

20200  (L380 W280 H100mm)  15x11x3.9inches  

Farm Set 300 PCS

This farm set can help children build a sustainable future and make 
a posi�ve impact on society and the planet, which children will 
inherit. The busy farm and its workers let children experience life 
on the farm.

832610  (L460 W350 H1750mm) 18.1x13.8x68.9inches
   

3+

First Blocks  118 PCS

Even youngest children become great builders that can 
create fantasy animals and other construc�ons!

20005  (L380 W280 H190mm)  15x11x7.5inches   

3+

POLY-M FOR THE YOUNGEST

Crea�ve building fun with coloured building blocks.

RESPONSIBILITY

· Made in Germany since 1980 
· Tested materials
· Environmentally friendly produc�on
· Thorough inspec�ons 
· Safe for children of 12M+

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS

· Hygienic – machine-washable (at 40°)
· Equally interes�ng for girls and boys
· So�, flexible material
· Pleasant feel – round corners
· Extra large bricks for maximum safety and small 
  children´s hands
· Especially high quality – long-las�ng and robust
· Quieter than most other building materials
· Play fun for children of 12+ months

BUILDING CHARACTERISTICS

DEVELOPMENT AREAS:· Easy building and deconstruc�on because all bricks 
  are vacuum-free – small opening in each block 
· No jamming – the bricks glide onto each other easily due 
  to the rounded nubs 
· Crea�ve building (horizontal, ver�cal, three-dimensional 
  and also circular structures)
· Compa�ble with all blocks and other equipment of Poly-M
· Large mul�func�onal building bricks 
· With complementary instruc�ons and template cards 

· Learning and naming colours
· Recognising and building 
  different shapes
· Training fine-motor skills
· Promo�ng crea�vity & fantasy 

MADE IN GERMANY  ERTIFIED SAFETY
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12M+

First Blocks Class Set 218 PCS

Large and easy-to-handle building bricks provide quick 
building successes and thus s�mulate crea�ve play.

20010  (L380 W280 H270mm) 15x11x10.6inches
   

Poly-M Basic Building Bricks 254 PCS

This basic building set with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 & 11 studs. Ideal for any 
early learning environment.

20210  (L180 W150 H60mm)  7.1x5.9x2.4inches  

3+

12M+
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Jumbo Set 550 PCS

A huge set that s�mulates the child's crea�ve construc�ons.
20220  (L600 W400 H300mm) 23.6x15.7x11.8inches
   

3+

Vehicle Set 195 PCS

With a range of vehicles, this set can let children make any 
transporta�on scenarios they desire.

832614  (L380 W270 H195mm) 15x10.6x7.7inches
   

3+

Hospital Set 181 PCS

This hospital set lets children believe they can do something to 
help others and prompts their sense of coopera�on.

832612  (L380 W270 H195mm) 
                15x10.6x7.7inches

   
3+

Construc�on Set 110 PCS

Poly-M measured the effect of different kinds of play on the physical, 
social, cogni�ve, crea�ve and emo�onal skills of children.

832609  (L380 W270 H195mm) 
                15x10.6x7.7inches

   
3+

Fire Sta�on 239 PCS

This set helps children understand they have a responsibility to 
society and helps them be�er understand the work of a firefighter

832611  (L380 W270 H195mm)
                15x10.6x7.7inches
   

3+

Castle Set 350 PCS

We know that play is vital to every child's development. When 
children play, they learn to solve problems, to be crea�ve, and to 
become resilient.

832608  (L460 W350 H175mm)
                18.1x13.8x6.9inches
   

3+

Poly-M Plates Pack of 4

Use plates to create more masterpieces!
20910  (L380 W280mm) 15x11inches
   

3+

Educators Set 330 PCS

Encourage children to rebuild the buildings of the 30 task cards.
20235  (L380 W280 H260mm) 15x11x10.2inches

   3+

Gear-wheels Set 500 PCS

This set featuring many gears and wheels in different sizes offers 
children great building fun.

20415  (L450 W260 H575mm) 17.7x10.2x22.6inches
   

3+

Mechanical Set 188 PCS

The mechanical set with 188 pieces is highly suppor�ve of the 
STEAM approach.

832613  (L460 W350 H175mm) 
                18.1x13.8x6.9inches

   3+
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Flexis�x XXL Kindergarten Set

The colourful bamboo s�cks with flexible connectors invite children 
to build crea�vely. 20 template cards can be used as a building aid 
on how different structures can be assembled. Smaller geometrical 
forms as well as larger projects can be realised easily, and children 
learn very quickly how to connect the different parts to create their 
own amazing building structures.

24200  (L390 W195 H275mm) 15.4x7.7x10.8inches
   

3+

XXL Railway Set

The large railway set consists of solid wooden rails. Figures, trees 
and traffic signs, but also various trains, a sta�on, a railway barrier, 
bridges and tunnels are part of it. The passengers are transported 
to their des�na�on and goods can be unloaded directly from the 
wagon with the help of a crane. The barriers of the railway crossing 
can be opened and closed for even more play fun. Perfect for 
playing in a group!

24201  (L470 W340 H240mm) 18.5x13.4x9.4inches
   

3+

Pythagoras Blocks Set 29 Pieces

Inspired by Froebel, this beau�ful Pythagoras block sets 
offers mul�-func�onal ways of building.

842164  
The biggest circle size is: 150*37.5*14mm(5.9x1.5x0.6")
The smallest solid block size is:37.5*30*14mm(1.5x1.2x0.6")
   

3+

LIMITLESS BUILDING FUN

383 s�cks in 5 lengths

97 connectors

20 template cards

Mirror Tray Block Set 6 Pieces

This sturdy mirror tray and block set is ideal for children to 
understand how reflec�ons work.

842167  (L500 W485 H60mm) 
                19.7x19.1x2.4inches
   

3+

CRANE WITH MAGNETIC 
WINCH FOR LIFTING HEAVY 
LOADS
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Junior Inventor XXL Kindergarten Set

Children are naturally interested in experimen�ng and inven�ng. Our new inventor 
kindergarten set offers everything young explorers need to playfully discover mechanic 
phenomena and rela�ons. 15 template cards with amazing experiments on physical and 
mechanical phenomena can be explored and developed further. The focus is not on simply 
recrea�ng the template cards, but on discovering the underlying principles and try own 
experiments as well.

This set offers experiments on
• Transmission: leverage, idler pulley, gear wheels
• Magne�sm
• Op�c: visual effects
• Free Play: improve DIY skills with screws, nuts and screwdrivers

15 Experiment Cards double - sided
3 Levels of Difficulty

24220  (L690 W450 H870mm) 27.2x17.7x34.3inches

   

3+

by 2× 1×1×

1×1×

2×

1×

by

2×

1×

1×
3×

2×3×8×

1× 1×

1×

11×
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Microwave
85700  (L400 W280 H240mm)
              15.7x11x9.4inches 3+

Stove
85680  (L400 W325 H605mm)
              15.7x12.8x23.8inches
 

3+

Sink
85720  (L400 W325 H605mm)
              15.7x12.8x23.8inches3+

Refrigerator

This kitchen set range is made of solid pine wood, including 6 models for flexible combina�ons. 
Ideal for crea�ng a natural role play kitchen corner, giving children the opportunity to create, 
imagine, and communicate with each other. No assembling is required.

85710  (L400 W325 H805mm)
              15.7x12.8x31.7inches 

3+

Dishwasher
85690  (L400 W325 H605mm)
              15.7x12.8x23.8inches 3+

Washing Machine with Ironing Board
85670  (L400/750 W325 H600mm)
              15.7/29.5x12.8x23.6inches 3+

Housekeeping Center 4 in 1

Cooking/baking, washing, ironing and much more can be done at
the new mobile housekeeping centre! There's something to
discover on every side: cooking corner with hot plates and oven
and great recipe cards, pull-out high chair and everything to feed
the doll. Ironing and washing corner with iron and pull-out ironing
board and sink. With two tex�le bins to keep things �dy. There are
no limits to crea�vity here and several children can play together!

24236  (L800 W680 H480mm)  31.5x26.8x18.9inches
   

4+
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Boy & Girl Dolls Set of 2

A pair of friendly partners. Good companion in role play ac�vi�es. 
Children can help them with shoes, bu�ons and dress up and 
cul�vate their logical thinking as well as language ability.

842820  (H560mm)  H22inches  

Doctor on Call

Does the teddy have a cold or has the doll fallen down? 
No problem. The instruments such as stethoscope, fever 
thermometer and other medical utensils look realis�c and 
can be used immediately.

24233  (L210 W150 H80mm)  8.3x5.9x3.1inches
   

3+

3+

Buggy

The “solid one”, not only suitable for carrying dolls and teddy bears.

24400  (L420 W360 H600mm)
              16.5x14.2x23.6inches
   

3+

Doctor Sta�on 3 in 1

The "Doctor Sta�on" gives the children a lot of freedom for crea�ve and free role play. 
Which role do you play? Ideal for the kindergarten. It can be played on from both sides 
and offers numerous possibili�es, such as carrying out eye tests, measuring height and 
looking at x-rays. The children can play both pediatrician and vet, as the cards can be 
exchanged. Plush animals and dolls can be taken as pa�ents.

10 themes in one product With removable cards

Playable on both sides Height and weight panel 

24232  (L1100 W400 H1120mm)  43.3x15.7x44.1inches
   

3+
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Hand puppets offer a special experience to children, allowing them to ac�vely par�cipate in crea�ng a story.
During crea�ve play, children's language skills and self-confidence are promoted!

3+

40032   Hand Puppet Caterpillar

40034   Hand Puppet Ladybird

40036   Hand Puppet Bee

40255    Hand Puppet Spider

40111   Hand Puppet Cow 40113   Hand Puppet Pig

40115   Hand Puppet Duck

40116   Hand Puppet Dog

40120   Hand Puppet Sheep

40121   Hand Puppet Horse 40122   Hand Puppet Cat

40126   Hand Puppet Rooster40112   Hand Puppet Hen

40124   Hand Puppet Rabbit 40110   Hand Puppet Turtle 40030   Hand Puppet Mouse
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40131
   

Hand Puppet Parrot

40275   Hand Puppet Kangaroo

40038
   

Hand Puppet Panda

40114   Hand Puppet Fox

40123   Hand Puppet Monkey 40250   Hand Puppet Hedgehog40130   Hand Puppet Squirrel

40125   Hand Puppet Bear

40118   Hand Puppet Owl40277   Hand Puppet Frog

40117
   

Hand Puppet Tiger

40129   Hand Puppet Crocodile 40105   Hand Puppet T-Rex40119   

40127   Hand Puppet Lion 40128   Hand Puppet Elephant
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O�s Owl and Friends

Mila, Mike and O�s meet up on a nice summer day to have a 
picnic together. Everyone brought something. The group also 
invited friends of the neighbourhood and together they had a 
great a�ernoon.

40431  (H400mm) H15.7inches
   

Monkey - Cheeta & Bibi

Monkeys - they are clever, quick and full of mischief. They are 
fascina�ng animals that children like. At home in many regions all 
over the world, they have many stories to tell. The so� and 
snuggly female monkey loves to swing, to play with her baby Bibi 
and to cuddle. 

40440  (H300mm) H11.8inches
   

Cat - Cara & Mimi

Cats are li�le adventurers and love freedom. They can be �mid or very 
affec�onate, cuddly or very bold. The handpuppet cat is a very loving 
mother, who carries her baby protec�vely. The li�le ki�en is a 
fingerpuppet. The white paws, the cute face with the pre�y eyes and the 
quaint ears ensure that Cara and Mimi are the favourite handpuppets.

40460  (H300mm) H11.8inches
   

Kangaroo - Kanga & Juju

Kangaroo lady Kanga isn’t by herself. No, she is bringing her baby Juju 
along in her pouch and both have beige, snuggly fur made from 
smooth fleece. Kangaroos are fascina�ng animals and children love 
playing hide-and-seek with the finger puppet in the mother’s pouch. 
One just have to love these two due to the detailed realisa�on.

40450  (H300mm) H11.8inches
   

 

Handpuppet "Bu�erfly"

The handpuppets off er a special experience to the children since they 
can ac�vely par�cipate in the story. Handpuppets are an eff ec�ve 
tool to hold children´s a�en�on and are perfectly suited for se�ng up 
communica�on.

40280
   

 

Set of 8 Puppets "Puppetshow"

Set of 8 puppets, without display, display available separately.
40318
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Mila Mouse and Friends - "Story"

All meet up on a nice summer day to have a picknick together. 
Everyone brought something. The group also invited friends and they 
spend a great an ernoon together.

40411
   

Mike Mole and Friends "Story"

All meet up on a nice summer day to have a picknick together. 
Everyone brought something. The group also invited friends and they 
spend a great an ernoon together.

40421
   

XXL ACTIVITY PLUSH 

Meet Mr. Bubbles - the perfect cuddle buddy and playmate for the li�le ones! 
With Mr. Bubbles, children can learn important lessons in a fun and playful 
way. And that's not all - This li�le guy is here to teach the children about 
ocean pollu�on and what we can do to combat it. With him, children can play 
a fun game where they feel different shapes and objects inside its stomach 
and decide what belongs and what doesn't. And when it's �me to cuddle up, 
the Starfish Mr. Bubbles is the perfect companion for your li�le ones. 

42047  (L1300 W250mm)  51.2x9.8inches
   

Toucan "Toni"

Friendly Toni listens to the children’s adventures, comforts them, 
cuddles and dances with them. He is the ideal tool for educators to 
make the invisible visible. Puppets promote non-verbal communica�on 
and make it easier for children to open up about themselves. Toni is 
also the perfect mascot and can brighten up every child’s day. Children 
will love their new friend Toni. Skillfully using a string puppet takes 
some pa�ence and prac�ce. The toucan is very detailed and colourfully 
designed from high-quality materials for long-las�ng playing fun.

42060
   



Puppet Theatre

Huge role-play fun is guaranteed with the new beleduc puppet theatre! 
With our puppet theatre made of wood and tex�les, children can 
perform their own plays and take on many different roles. The theatre 
includes a red curtain as well as a chalkboard on the front where the 
children can invite their audience to their performance, let them know 
when it takes place and what play they will star in. Furthermore, on the 
backside there is prac�cal storage net for the hand puppets. It will be 
delivered in single parts, but assembly is super easy and you will quickly 
build a very sturdy theatre.

24231  (L750 W410 H1200mm) 29.5x16.1x47.2inches
   

3+

3+

Puppet storage

Writable chalkboard
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School

The new role play element "School" provides for lots of fun and 
crea�ve role play and learning is done by the way. A topic that is 
simply in demand, because a�er kindergarten it's off to school and 
every child wants to play this before it even starts.The room element 
can be played with from all sides and offers lots of variety and great
details: chalkboard, hole board, magne�c board, sliding rule, le�ers 
and numbers to learn the alphabet and much more. There are no 
limits to your imagina�on! 4 Measure Tools are included.

24238  (L570 W400 H1165mm)  22.4x15.7x45.9inches
   

Beleduc Wooden Handpuppet Display

The handpuppets off er a special experience to the children since they 
allow them to ac�vely par�cipate in crea�ng a story.
· Handpuppets are an eff ec�ve tool to hold children´s
a�en�on
· Perfectly suited for se�ng up communica�on.
· Promote linguis�c, social-emo�onal, cogni�ve and
physical skills

70007
   



TACCO
Empowering Crea�vity

TACCO Poster Paint

TACCO Arts & Cra�s Essen�als

Vibrant 

Non-toxic 

Thick consistency  

For paper, cardboard & plaster  

Washable from clothing  

Unique bo�le, easy to grab & hold

Brushes Boards & Easels Pencils, Crayons 
& Markers

At The Arts & Cra�s Company (TACCO), we believe in the power of crea�vity to 
shape young minds. 
 
That's why we've cra�ed the TACCO range—your ally in inspiring the 
imagina�ons of children and suppor�ng the essen�al work of educators in early 
years learning environments.

Our journey began with a ques�on: What tools do educators need to unlock the full 
crea�ve poten�al of every child? Answering this led our seasoned 
R&D team to design innova�ve solu�ons tailored to the dynamic ways of 
a classroom’s daily life. 
With a commitment to affordability and quality, our dedicated supply chain 
professionals have brought the TACCO range to life, fostering crea�ve play that 
engages and delights.

The TACCO range is ever-expanding, much like the imagina�ons we aim to nurture. 
Our vision? To be your comprehensive source for arts & cra�s essen�als.  
As we con�nue to grow, our promise will remain the same: to deliver the resources 
you need to kindle the flame of crea�vity in every child. We invite you to join us on 
this journey of crea�vity and learning. Stay tuned for our upcoming addi�ons, to 
create a brighter future together.

Our Philosophy

Our Crea�on

Our Future
Paper & Cra� 

Resources
Scissors Glue

Vibrant Colour

Non-Toxic

Washable
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Paint Pump Set of 10
843843 (L180 W55mm)
               7.1x2.2inches
Perfect for use in 500ml paint 
bo�les. 

Poster Paint 500ml

Red 500ml

Orange 500ml

Yellow 500ml 

Green 500ml 

Blue 500ml

Black 500ml 

Purple 500ml  

843823

843824

843825

Pink 500ml

Brown 500ml 

White 500ml 

843830

500ml Set of 10 843822

843831

843832

843826

843827

843828

843829

These paints are the perfect choice to extend learning, foster crea�vity and encourage the crea�ve process.
The uniquely shaped bo�le makes the paint easy to grab and hold. Washable. Adult supervision recommended. 

Poster Paint 2L

Red 2L

Orange 2L 

Yellow 2L 

Green 2L  

Blue 2L

Black 2L 

Purple 2L 

843833

843834

843835 Pink 2L

Brown 2L 

White 2L 

843840

843841

843842

843836

843837

843838

843839

This vibrantly coloured and high quality poster paint is ideal for pain�ng paper, 
cardboard or plaster. Washable. Adult supervision recommended. 

All 2L paint 
comes with 
a paint 
pump. 

3+

3+
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Spare plas�c tray for Flying Colours. 

68503
Magne�c Pen

The magne�c paper holder makes the paper stable on the 
Flying Colours.

68502
Round Paper Pack of 200 

68504   
Plas�c Tray for Flying Colours

High quality pain�ng paper for Flying Colours. 

Flying Colours
68500
The colour centrifuge gives children a simple way of conjuring up expres-
sive, dynamic works of art. Paint is simply applied to the paper before
or during the spinning process, and the centrifugal force creates super
pa�erns.

Set of 5 Scrapers & 20 Bo�les
68501  
Contains 5 brushes for Flying Colours, and 20 plas�c bo�les that are 
convenient for holding and squeezing paint. 
150 x 45 x 45 mm (Flaschen | bo�les)
115 x 18 x 10 mm (Schaber | scrapers)

68060 
Pain�ng Apron for Kids 65cm 

Protects clothing while children are crea�ng those masterpieces. 

68050
Pain�ng Apron for Kids 55cm

4+ 3+ 3+

3+

4+

3+
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68505  (ø35mm)   ø1.4inches
Set of 50 Foils-Flying Colours 

3+

Transparent round foil – ideal for crea�ng even more amazing artworks 
with beleduc´s Flying Colours. This foil can be used to design fantas�c 
mo�fs to decorate windows and more. It can also be cut into diff erent 
shapes. A protec�ve layer seperates the individual foils for easier 
handling. Material: PET (eco-friendly and recycleable) 
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Apply on paper, wood, fabric and more. Dries quickly.

 
Suitable for paper, cardboard, photos and more. Easy to hold
tube. Dries quickly.

Glides on smoothly for easy even applica�on. Dries clear.
Bonds paper, light cardboard, photographs and more.

 

Glides on smoothly for easy even applica�on. Dries clear.
Bonds paper, light cardboard, photographs and more.

843977  Pack ( L120 W30 mm) 40g
                         4.7x1.2inches, 40g

Glue S�ck White 40g Pack of 12 
843978  Pack ( L106 W33mm ) 25g
                           4.2x1.3inches,25g

Glue S�ck Purple Pack of 12 

843979  Pack (L115 W50mm ) 60ml
                          4.5x2inches,60ml

School Glue White Pack of 24 
843980  Pack (L130 W25 mm) 50ml
                          5.1x1inches,50ml

Liquid Glue Pack of 24 

3+

3+
3+

3+
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Great for crea�ng streamers, flowers and so much more. 

 

Make fun and crea�ve cra� items with this quality crepe paper. 

   
Bright and dynamic colours

   

Bright and dynamic colours. 
 
Ideal for use in the office, school or home. 

Assorted colours. Use for a range of fantas�c cra� ac�vi�es. 

 

Great for crea�ng streamers, flowers and so much more. 

  

   
So� colourful paper for any cra� ac�vity. 

   

 
So� colourful paper for any cra� needs. 

    

So� colourful paper for any cra� ac�vity. 

838310
Cartridge Paper 110gsm A3 Pack of 500 

 838320
Gloss Paper Circles Pack of 360 

 838321 
Ma� Paper Squares 12.7cm Pack of 360

 838322 
Ma� Paper Squares 25.4cm Pack of 400

 838313  (L100 W50mm)  3.9x2inches
Crepe Paper Assorted Colours Pack of 48 

 838340
Coloured Tissue Paper Pack of 100 

 
838343  
Tissue Paper Circles Pack of 480 

    

 

838342
Origami Paper Sqaures 15cm Pack of 72  

 

 838306
Coloured Tissue Squares 12.5cm Pack 480 

 838349
Coloured Cover Paper A4 125gsm Pack of 500 

3+ 3+

3+

3+

3+

3+
3+ 3+

3+ 3+
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Coloured cardboard papers for all your cra� needs. 
   

Bright and dynamic colours. 

 

Bright and dynamic colours. 

 832873  
Coloured Cardboard 220gsm 51 x 64cm Pack of 100
 838308

Coloured Cardboard 220gsm A3 Pack of 100

 

838307
Coloured Cardboard 220gsm A4 Pack of 100

3+ 3+

3+



 

High-quality stainless steel scissors for household, school and office use. 

Perfect stand to store and display so� grip scissors.
Includes 12 scissors.

Perfect stand to store and display scissors.
Scissors sold separately. 

Scissors automa�cally reopen when grip is eased. 

These scissors will allow adults to help children to learn how to manage 
scissors.  

  

Made for le�-handed use. 

     
Comfortable to use. Pack includes 2 x le�-handed scissors 
and 28 x right-handed scissors.

These safety scissors have a flick back mechanism that allows the 
scissors to reopen on their own. 

838333  (L130mm)  5.1inches
Safety Scissors Pack of 20

843211  (L200 W75mm) 7.9x3inches
Easy-grip Scissors

843212  (L170 W60mm) 6.7x2.4inches
Therapeu�c Scissors 

843213  (L130 W55mm)  5.1x2.2inches
So� Grip Le�-Handed Scissors Pack of 12 

843255 (L130 W55mm)  5.1x2.2inches
So� Grip Scissors Pack of 30 

843215  (L210 W75mm) 8.3x3inches
Teacher Scissors 

843974  (L160 W85 H150mm)  6.3x3.3x5.9inches
So� Grip Scissors & Stand Set 

843973  (L160 W85 H100mm)  6.3x3.3x3.9inches
Wooden Scissor Stand 

3+

3+

3+

3+

3+

3+

3+ 3+

 

WE
LOVE

Zig zag plas�c scissors with metal blades. 
Colours may vary.  

843214  (L130 W65) 5.1x2.6inches
Zig Zag Scissors Pack of 6 

3+
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Colouring made easy with smooth and thick lead.

Colouring made easy with smooth and thick
lead. Perfect for classroom use.   

Solid Poster Paint Set of 12 Metallic Solid Poster Paint Set of 12
844082   (L295 W110 H22mm) 11.6x4.3x0.9inches 843532   (L295 W110 H22mm)  11.6x4.3x0.9inches  

Children can get super crea�ve with these bright and colourful
dot markers.

   

This is not just a crayon, but it can also be used as a coloured pencil or 
watercolour paint. The thick body makes it easy for children to control.

   

      

844097  (L120 W13 mm) 4.7x0.5inches
Chubby Crayon 3 in 1 Set of 12

844271  Pack (L120 W32mm)  4.7x1.3inches
Dot Marker Set of 8

843975  (L176 W9.6mm)  6.9x0.4inches
Jumbo Coloured Pencil Set of 12

843976   ( L410 W270 H40mm) 16.1x10.6x1.6inches
Jumbo Coloured Pencil Pack of 144

3+3+

3+

3+

3+

3+

Less mess, lots of FUN! Solid Poster Paint glides on like a crayon,
but covers like poster paint. They can be used on paper,
cardboard, wood and other materials. Strong coverage and quick drying.

Metallic Solid Poster Paint can be used on paper,
cardboard, wood or other materials for the extra
pizzazz! Strong coverage and quick drying.
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Features easy to grip handle. Ideal for home or classroom use.

843969  (L130 W15mm) 5.1x0.6inches843846  (L180 W14mm)  7.1x0.6inches

Stubby Brush Pack of 24 

These stubby brushes are wonderful for li�le hands.

Bristle Paint Brush Pack of 12

3+3+



843972  (L150 H10mm)  5.9x0.4inches
These handy pipe�es will allow children to drip paint to create fun 
and crea�ve pieces of art. 

Watercolour paint is a great medium for children to use to express
their crea�vity. Includes 12 colours.

Includes 72 x Solid Poster Paint and 72 x Metallic Solid Poster Paint.
Wooden box sold separately. 

Durable wooden storage box use with Solid Poster
Paints or as a sor�ng tray.

These small pa�y pans are great for cra� ac�vi�es. Colours may 
vary. 

These large pa�y pans are great for cra� ac�vi�es. Colours may vary.

Solid Poster Paint & Metallic Solid Poster Paint 144 pcs 
844867  (L90 W20mm)   3.5x0.8inches

Paint Pipe�e 2ml Pack of 20

Wooden Box for Paints
828719  (L300 W285 H50mm)  11.8x11.2x2inches

Watercolour Pale�e Set
843967  (L210 W90mm)  8.3x3.5inches

838350  (ø25 H35mm)  1x1.4inches
Mini Coloured Pa�y Pans  - Pack of 1400 pcs

838355  (ø35 H50mm)  1.4x2inches
Large Colored Pa�y Pans  - Pack of 1400 pcs

3+ 3+

3+

3+

748207  (L180 W190 H60mm) 7.1x7.5x2.4inches
Features 12 compartments that are perfect for
storing office essen�als like pens, pencils, highlighters, and scissors.

Wooden box for Pastel Pen

3+ 3+3+3+
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Easy to hold. Made of durable bristles with lacquered wooden handle.Easy to hold. Made of durable bristles with lacquered wooden handle.

Suitable to wear on fingers for dipping paint and crea�ng art.

843970
26x13mm(1x0.5")
28x14.2mm(1.1x0.6")
30x16.3mm(1.2x0.6")
32x18.7mm(1.3x0.7")

Finger Paint Brush Pack of 24

843847  (L120 W25mm)  4.7x1inches
Bristle Paint Brush 25mm

843971  (L190 W50mm)  7.5x2inches
Bristle Paint Brush 50mm

3+

3+ 3+

Classroom bumper pack of 144 colour pencils
comes in a durable wooden box.

847750 ( L385 W310 H55mm)  15.2x12.2x2.2inches  
Wooden Color Pencil Box



3+

3+

3+

Made of solid pine wood.

Strong metal framed drying rack, easy for kids to move.

Perfect stand for aprons and light bags. Unique wooden design.

   
85160  (L450 W320 H555mm)   17.7x12.6x21.9inches 
Mobile Drying Shelf 12 Layer

86260  (L510 W240 H560mm)  20.1x9.4x22inches
Rectangular Pain�ng Stand

      
86250  (L380 W380 H850mm)  15x15x33.5inches 
Apron Stand

      

3+

Strong metal framed drying rack, easy for kids to move. 
68120  (L460 W330 H980mm)  18.1x13x38.6inches 
Mobile Drying Shelf 25 Layer

3+

3+
3+
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Circular paint pale�e and paintbrush holder. Rotates 360°.

847765 ( L360 W360 H80mm)
                14.2x14.2x3.1inches 

Rota�ng Art Center

Ideal for organize pencils, scissors, paintbrushes, etc.
Neat and convenient. Rotates 360°.

847748 ( L265 W260 H40mm)  10.4x10.2x1.6inches
Rota�ng Holder 3 Layers

Great holder to store and display. Rotates 360°.

847749 ( L240 W240 H70mm)  
                9.4x9.4x2.8inches

Rota�ng Holder 



3+

3+

3+

3+3+
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Brush pain�ng storage set. Includes 4 brushes and 4 frames.

      

847764 ( L410 W550 H100mm) 
                 16.1X21.7X3.9inches    

Spa�er Frame Stand Set

Func�onal sta�onery organizer..

847745 ( L190 W120 H45mm)
                7.5x4.7x1.8inches     

Art Supply Stand

Perfect stand to store and display brushes.

847753 ( L160 W85 H100mm) 
                6.3x3.3x3.9inches    

Brush Stand 12 Holes

Stubby Brush
sold separately.

843969

Mul�purpose organizer.
Compartments are removable and rotate 360°.

847752 ( L385 W335 H100mm)
               15.2x13.2x3.9inches   

Hexagonal Art Organizer

Mul�purpose, large-capacity organizer. Rotates 360°.

847751 ( L270 W270 H100mm) 
                10.6x10.6x3.9inches  

Round Art Organizer
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3+ 3+
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Small wooden press with various uses.

847756 ( L180 W180 H50mm)
               7.1x7.1x2inches    

Wooden Flower Press 

Large wooden press with various uses.

847757 ( L355 W265 H50mm)
               14x10.4x2inches    

Wooden Paper Press Large

Child - friendly tool to introduce children to weaving.

847763 ( L300 W210 H30mm)
                 11.8x8.3x1.2inches    

Children Weaving Frame

Shaped floral tool to aid plai�ng/kni�ng.

847762 ( L75 W75 H10mm)
               3x3x0.4inches    

Kno�ng Flower

Shaped fork tool to aid plai�ng/kni�ng.

847761 ( L165 W35 H10mm) 
                6.5x1.4x0.4inches    

Kni�ng Fork

Sand Wri�ng Tray
847758 ( L330 W340 H45mm) 
                13x13.4x1.8inches   
Large mul�sensory tray promotes wri�ng skills and
hand - eye coordina�on.



   

Ideal for displaying your artwork. 

Double - sided easel with a whiteboard and blackboard.
Magne�c on both sides, includes a tray and storage nest.
Made of solid beech wood.

Acrylic board can be used
with Junior Art Easel (845264).

Double - sided table easel with a whiteboard & blackboard.
Both sides are magne�c.

842805  (L508 W435 H979mm)  20x17.1x38.5inches
Kids Easel  

85901  (L630 W540 H5mm)
              24.8x21.3x0.2inches

Acrylic Board S
827392  (L600 W800 H10mm)
                23.6x31.5x0.4inches

Acrylic Board L

845267  (L450 W360 H430mm)  17.7x14.1x16.9inches
Table Top Easel

86290  (L180 W175 H225mm) 
Mini Easel Beech

3+

Made of solid beech wood. Includes a tray and nest for storage. 
One side is a whiteboard and other side is a blackboard. 

845262  (L510 W435 H980mm)  20.1x17.1x38.6inches
Kids Easel  

3+

Made of solid beech wood. Includes a tray and nest for storage. 
One side is a whiteboard and other side is a blackboard. 

85130  (L510 W435 H980mm)  20.1x17.1x38.6inches
Kids Easel  

3+

Made of MDF and solid beech wood. Double - sided easel.
845263  (L600 W615 H955mm)  23.6x24.2x37.6inches
Kids Easel  

3+

Classic easel. Made of solid beech wood.
845264  (L950 W650 H1570mm）37.4x25.6x61.8inches
Kids Easel  

3+

3+

3+

3+
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3+

Clear acrylic easel on a foldable wood frame.

845266 ( L380 W370 H420mm)  
               15x14.6x16.5inches 

Window Painter



   

 

These wooden boards are great to use as a medium for crea�ng art.
 

This felt board is great for any ac�vity including storytelling.

 

Quality slate of blackboard is perfect for wri�ng or drawing.

Double - sided, magne�c surface for smooth wri�ng 
or drawing.

Double - sided, magne�c surface for smooth wri�ng or drawing.

 
 

844148  (L300 W210 H6mm)  8.3x11.8x0.2inches
Magne�c Whiteboard A4  

 

844149  (L282 W216 H10mm)  11.1x8.5x0.4inches
Magne�c Whiteboard 28cm

 
 

86330  (L400 W300 H4mm)
              15.7x11.8x0.2inches

Felt Board  
 

86320  (L400 W300 H3mm)
              15.7x11.8x0.1inches

Blackboard Slate 

 
 

838325   (L300 W220mm)  11.8x8.7inches
Wooden Board Pack of 10

3+

3+

3+ 3+

3+
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This pack is not only great value,
it's guaranteed to be great fun.
Filled with all the essen�als
for your next cra� project.

 

Unique toolkit with various pa�ern - making tools
can be used with different mediums.

844423  (L200 W270 H175mm) 
                7.9x10.6x6.9inches     

Art Toolkit Set of 28  

843981  (L410 W280 H650mm)
                16.1x11x25.6inches

Arts & Cra�s Mega Pack  

3+

3+
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Music Instruments

Transparent Tray 150mm

This plas�c tub range is a perfect match for mul�func�onal shelves. 
They are also a great storage solu�on for individual usage. 

829015  (L370 W260 H150mm)
                14.6x10.2x5.9inches          

818559  (L1200 W600mm)
23.6x47.2inches 

• Square• Rectangular

818586  (D900mm)
35.4inches Dia  

818587  (L900 W900mm)
35.4x35.4inches 

818591  (D1200mm)
47.2inches Dia  

818558  (L700 W1200mm)
27.6x47.2inches 

818589  (L1100 W1100mm)
43.3x43.3inches 

818588  (L600 W600mm) 
23.6x23.6inches

• RoundPVC Cover



Includes

•  1 Pair of Wooden Finger 
    Castanets
•  1 x Tambourine
•  1 x Wooden Tone Block
 

•  1 x Finger Cymbals
•  1 x Jingle S�ck
•  2 x Wooden Maracas
•  1 x Wooden Rhythm S�ck

•  1 x Triangle & Beater
•  1 x Bell with Handle
•  1 x Wooden Shaker
•  1 x Clear Carry Bag

Percussion Set 11 Instruments

Hours of musical fun. Inspire the next genera�on of musicians with 
this quality percussion set. Ideal addi�on to any music, drama or play 
ac�vity. Ideal class set comes together in a transparent carry case. 
Designs may vary.

829396  (L300 W220 H90mm) 11.8x8.7x3.5inches 

Classroom Percussion 
17 Instruments

Embrace the natural desire of making music with this percussion set. 
Ideal for music ac�vi�es and small group music tasks.  

Large Rhythm Band 
19 Instruments

Inspire children's interest with this mul�-purpose music set. 
Great to support a range of ac�vi�es across the curriculum. 

Includes Includes

829392  (L420 W420 H120mm)  16.5x16.5x4.7inches

•  2 x Wooden Tambourine 
•  2 x Wooden Maracas
•  1 x Metal La�n Shaker
•  1 x Large Wooden Guiro
•  2 x Wooden Claves
•  2 x Wooden Castanets
•  1 x Handle Castanet

•  5 x Triangles & Beaters
•  4 x Wooden Tone Blocks
•  1 x Heavy Duty Storage Bag

 

829393  (L420 W420 H120mm)  16.5x16.5x4.7inches   

•  1 x Wrist Bells
•  2 x Wooden Tambourines
•  2 x Wooden Maracas
•  1 x Cowbell
•  1 x Jingle Taps
•  2 x Wooden Egg Maracas
•  1 x Double Tone Block

 

•  1 x Guiro Tone Block
•  1 x Single Tone Block
•  2 x Wooden Claves
•  1 x Rosewood Claves
•  5 x Triangles & Beaters
•  2 x Pairs of Hand Cymbals
•  1 x Heavy Duty Storage Bag

 

3+

3+ 3+
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Rhythm and Percussion Set 
142 Instruments

Deluxe music pack for children to 
experience tempo, dynamics 
and rhythm.

Rhythm Set 76 Instruments

Children will have the opportunity to
develop motor skills and coordina�on via 
moving with music and playing instruments.

Melody Set

Children will enjoy the soothing sounds of
the Melody Set. Through being involved in
playing music, children can sing, dance and express their crea�vity.

87730  (L455 W345 H175mm) 
           17.9x13.6x6.9inches  

87720  (L520 W360 H225mm)
               20.5x14.2x10inches   

Includes

•  1 x Melody Xylophone
•  8 x Hand Bells
•  8 x Bells

 

•  1 x Music Book
•  1 x Storage Box

Includes
• 2x Bells  on Handle
• 3 x Triangles 10cm
15cm,20cm
• 24 x Eggshakers
• 1 x Tambourine
•  1 x Headless Tambourine
•  8 x Maracas

 

•  8 x Pairs of Claves
•  4 x Hand Bells
•  16 x Castanets
•  2 x Guiro
•  1 x Mul� Tone Block
•  4 x Wrist Band Bells
•  2 x Clappers
•  1 x Storage Container

Includes
•  3 x Triangles
•  1 x Tambourine
•  1 x Headless Tambourine
•  48 x Egg Shakers
•  5 x Pairs of Cymbals
•  8 x Maracas
•  24 x Reindeer Bells
•  1 x Wooden Agogo Blocks
•  1 x Tone Block
•  1 x Mul� Tone Block
•  2 x Shakers
•  2 x Bells on Handle

 

•  2 x Natural Jingle S�ck
•  8 x Pairs of Claves
•  1 x Tapedrum
•  2 x Clappers
•  16 x Castanets
•  2 x Waist Bells
•  6 x Hand Bells
•  3 x Hand Drums
•  1 x Double Ring Tambourine
•  1 x Drum-Shaped Ra�le
•  1 x Storage Container

87740  (L552 W450 H110mm) 
              21.7x17.7x4.3inches  

These instruments are for everyone, from the beginner to the budding 
young musician looking to extend their learning. 

The tuned instruments provide children with opportuni�es to develop an 
understanding and awareness of a range of musical concepts including 
pitch, tempo, dynamics, rhythm and beat. 

Children can experiment, improvise, imitate and arrange music 
as part of the composi�onal process.

Chimes Bars Set of 8

Bars made of aluminium and solid wood. 
The tones are molded on each sound plate. 
A pair of wooden beaters is included.

818584  (L230 W125 H35mm)  
                 9.1x4.9x1.4inches  

Glockenspiel  

25-note glockenspiel for the budding musician. 
Packed in a strong, plas�c carry case and 
comes with one pair of beaters.

822285  (L385 W225 H40mm)  
                15.2x8.9x1.6inches

3+

3+

3+

3+ 3+
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Metal Xylophone Small Pastel
818562  (L270 W125 H35mm)
                10.6x4.9x1.4inches   

Wooden Xylophone

Made of wood.

829395  (L255 W165 H60mm)
                10x6.5x2.4inches   

Wooden Handdrum

A perfectly sized instrument for small hands.
818563  (ø200 H47mm)  ø7.9x1.9inches  

Wooden Floor Drum

A great beginner’s drum with natural design. Great for 
individuals or used in group musical experiences.

818564  (L250 W250 H140mm)
                 9.8x9.8x5.5inches  

Wooden Cajon 

Compact and lightweight, this Wooden Cajon is a super 
hand-cra�ed wooden panel box frame.

818565  (L300 W300 H470mm)
                 11.8x11.8x18.5inches   

Marching Drum

Ready to play, this drum comes equipped with a strap and 
drums�cks for easy use. Allow children to explore beat, 
rhythm and tempo as they make music. 

818585  (L200 W220 H150mm)
                 7.9x8.7x5.9inches   

Metal Xylophone Small

Made of metal and wood.

818568  (L270 W125 H35mm)
                  10.6x4.9x1.4inches   

1 Octave Key Glockenspiel

Made of metal and wood. Made of metal and wood. 

829402  (L310 W150 H30mm)
                 12.2x5.9x1.2inches   

Metal Xylophone Large

Made of metal and wood.

818566  (L410 W145 H35mm)
                16.1x5.7x1.4inches 

3+3+

3+ 3+

3+

3+

3+ 3+

3+
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3 Bells on Handle  

With an easy to grip handle these musical instruments are the perfect resource for children of all ages. 
These bells will encourage children to explore tempo, rhythm and movement while developing motor control. 
Along with the sweet seasonal tones of Santa's sleigh, this is also a great Christmas resource.

829213  (L145 W70 H20mm)
                 5.7x2.8x0.8inches 

Wrist Bells 1 Pair
829389  (L220 H25mm)
              8.7x1inches 

Double Sleigh Bells 1 Pair
829214  (ø220 H25mm)
                 8.7x1inches 

Bell Carousel

This bell carousel has precision tuned bells to tap your own tune 
as it spins. Children can develop an awareness of musical 
concepts while experiencing making music.

829408  (L212 W212 H95mm)
                 8.3x8.3x3.7inches   

Music Bells Set of 8

A colourful set of music bells, which can play eight different 
notes. Each bell varies in colour and is iden�fied by the note 
labelled on the handle.

829215  (L140 W140 H270mm)
                 5.5x5.5x10.6inche  

Bongo Hand Drums

Forever a musical favourite, these bongo drums are suitable for 
small hands to play and explore as they create their own sounds. 

829397  (L280 W150 H130mm)
                11x5.9x5.1inches  

Bongo Drums

Bongo Drums are perfect for small hands wan�ng to produce 
sound! A deeply historical instrument that children are 
naturally drawn to. 

829401  (L280 W140 H110mm)
                11x5.5x4.3inches 

Cymbals with  Striker 1 Pair

These cymbals will strengthen children's interest 
in music. 

820119  (ø130mm)   5.1inches 

Plas�c Recorder

Delicate recorder with 8-hole fingering. Arched windway for 
clarifying notes and improving intona�on.  Made of ABS resin. 

818561  (L325 W30 H30mm) 
                12.8x1.2x1.2inches

3+

3+

3+

3+ 3+ 3+

3+ 3+ 3+
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Mini Maracas 1 Pair

Makes a perfect addi�on to a toddlers music class. 
Helps children develop a sense of rhythm. 
Colours may vary.

829394  (L130 W40 H40mm) 
              5.1x1.6x1.6inches 

Egg Shaker 1 Pair

Shake this set of two egg-shaped maracas. 
Ideal for li�le hands. 
Colours may vary.

829391  (L55 W40 H40mm)
                 2.2x1.6x1.6inches 

Natural Mini Wooden Maracas 1 Pair

The small, lightweight but durable maracas can be used for 
developing basic rhythmic pa�ern and �ming. 
Made from environment friendly rubber wood.

829403  (L125 W40 H40mm)
                 4.9x1.6x1.6inches

Guiro

A fun piece of hand percussion with a great sound. Delivers 
bright tones when struck with the beater. Smooth wooden 
finish, easy to play.

818557  (L195 W45 H45mm)
                7.7x1.8x1.8inches  

Wood Block with Beater

Add a �mber wooden block to your music class 
or corner and the sound effects will be ready 
when inspira�on hits.

818772  (L165 W60 H35mm) 
             6.5x2.4x1.4inches  

Mul� Tones Block

Complete with a matching beater, this wooden mul� tones 
block is a great addi�on to any music environment and will 
provide a unique sound.

818577  (L240 W90 H90mm)
                9.4x3.5x3.5inches  

Tambourine

This tambourine has 5 pairs of jingles and is headed with 
durable lightweight sheepskin. Easy playing tambourine for 
any percussion need.

829212  (ø200 W200 H45mm)
                 ø7.9x7.9x1.8inches   

Headless Tambourine

Features 5 jingles and a thumb hole for sturdy grip. 
The tambourine offers a loud, bright tone and is played 
usually by shaking.

829218  (ø150 H45mm)
                 ø5.9x1.8inches  

Natural Jingle S�ck

Making the same sound as a tambourine, but with a refined 
design for small hands, the jingle s�ck is very popular in early 
childhood and therapeu�c se�ngs.

829404  (L205 W50 H40mm)
              8.1x2x1.6inches   

Maxi Guiro

Great for classroom percussion music or playing at home. 
Made of environmentally sustainable rubber wood.

818581  (L270 W50 H50mm)
                 10.6x2x2inches  

Double Tone Guiro

Double guiro/agogo. Made of solid natural wood, 
supplied with wooden beater/scraper.

818569  (L250 W90 H40mm)
                9.8x3.5x1.6inches

Wooden Beaters 1 Pair

Quality pair of wooden beaters for glockenspiels, tambou-
rines, tone-block or other instruments. 

829219  
210 x 7 mm(8.3x0.3") Dia
20mm(0.8")  Ball Dia

3+

3+

3+

3+ 3+ 3+ 3+

3+
3+

3+

3+

3+

3+
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Plas�c Finger Castanets 1 Pair

Plas�c castanets for young musicians, very easy to play. 
Colours vary.

829390  (ø55 H20mm) 
                2.2x0.8inches  

Castanets 1 Pair
818583  (L55 W55 H25mm)
                2.2x2.2x1inches   

Rhythm S�cks 1 Pair

A pair of wooden, unlacquered rhythm s�cks. 
Extend children's learning by playing along with 
other music sets.

829217  (L220 W20 H20mm) 
             8.7x0.8x0.8inches  

Wooden Claves 1 Pair

Claves come lacquered. Easy for young children to use. 
Extend children's learning by playing along with other 
music sets.

829216  (L200 W22 mm)
                 7.9x0.9inches

Triangle

Ideal for introducing children to music or for 
signaling transi�ons. Triangle complete with 
beater and holder.

818567  (L150 W150mm)
                5.9x5.9inches

Triangle Beater

A chrome beater for use with any sized triangle. 

822283  (L120 W120mm)
                 4.7x4.7inches 

Made of solid wood, this quality, classroom designed 
castanets open automa�cally with anelas�c cord. 3+

3+

3+ 3+

3+

3+ 3+
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Children can observe the natural colour and pa�ern inside the 
agate through light. Each tablet is unique in the world.

Colourful transparent blocks especially for use on light table. 
Enjoy crea�ve construc�ons as well as fantas�c glowing 
learning experiences. 

Ideal for refining sensory and fine motor skills. 
They can be used for sor�ng ac�vi�es and stacking.

Light Table with Folding Legs

Light table to observe op�cal phenomena. Five bu�ons on the side 
provide five light colours to be switched on. Put on transparent 
object, such as Acrylic Blocks to explore the magic light world. 

843504  (L600 W400 H280mm)
                23.6x15.7x11inches   

Acrylic Blocks Set of 28
842822  
Large rectangle 80x40x20mm(3.1x1.6x0.8")
Small rectangle 80x20x20mm(3.1x0.8x0.8")
Square 40x40x20mm(1.6x1.6x0.8)
Arch 80x40x20 mm(3.1x1.6x0.8")
Right triangle 77x40x20mm(3x1.6x0.8)
The semicircle diameter is 38mm(1.5")  

Transparent Cards Set of 48

Three Primary Colours and 48 x cards for the whole class to 
share. Overlap cards with different colours and pa�erns for 
light and colour mixing experiments.

842823  (L240 W90 H90mm) 
                9.4x3.5x3.5inches

Agate Slices Set of 12
842824  (L255 W145 H50mm) 
                10x5.7x2inches  

Rainbow Stone Set of 36
842825  
87x50mm(3.4x2")           70x47mm(2.8x1.9")
55x35mm(2.2x1.4")       42x27mm(1.7x1.1")
35x25mm(1.4x1")           30x20mm(1.2x0.8")  

3+

3+

3+

3+ 3+

LIGHT TABLE SET

833150

842818

842822

842823

842824

842825

843504

Resin Spheres Set

Sensory Block Set of 12

Acrylic Blocks Set of 28

Transparent Cards Set of 48

Agate Slices Set of 12

Rainbow Stone Set of 36

Light Table with Folding Legs

Item Descrip�on Image
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When lights off, it acts as a normal reflec�ng glass. 
When lights on, you can’t even count them all, a whirlpool 
behind the mirror! Can be placed and stand on the floor or 
hanged on the wall.

Magnifying Glass Set of 6

A great tool for introducing young children to experience 
magnifica�on.

838150  (L115W200 H30mm)
                4.5x7.9x1.2inches

Sensory Block Set of 12

The unique sensory blocks with liquid, sand or small beads 
inside a�ract children to observe how these materials flow and 
listen to the sound it makes. Semicircle measures ø150 x 38.

842818  (L340 W270 H120mm)
square 150*150*38mm     rectangle 150*75*38mm
triangle 150mm                     semicircle 150mm  

Circular Infinity Mirror 
842819  (ø500 W55mm) 
                ø19.7x2.2inches 

3+

3+

3+
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This range includes 5 items for toddlers room and 8 items for 3 years old plus classroom.
The Pikler range is made for indoor ac�vi�es, which are suitable to exercise gross motor skills. The climbing set offers 
children opportuni�es to cul�vate confidence in managing big movements like: balancing, crawling, climbing, bending 
and stretching. 
Compliant with safety standards: EN71, ASTM F963, GB6675, AS/NZS ISO8124.
Made of birchply wood and solid beech wood in natural wood and white colour. 
Minimum assembly is required.

Island 

For Toddlers
Pla�orm

Great equipment for toddlers to go up and down as they master gross motor skills.
This set encourages children to develop early balance and coordina�on skills at a lower height, allowing children to gain 
confidence.

845796  (L600 W600 H200mm)
                 23.6x23.6x7.9inches

Triangular Pla�orm 
845797  (L600 W600 H200mm)
                 23.6x23.6x7.9inches

Triangular Climb 
845798  (L600 W600 H200mm)
                 23.6x23.6x7.9inches 

Tunnel

The rails and cut-out windows allows babies and toddlers to crawl in, out, around and through, developing their spa�al 
awareness and motor development. 
Cubes cannot be used with other products.

Square Window Cube
845794  (L590 W590 H590mm)
                 23.2x23.2x23.2inches

Round Window Cube
845795  (L590 W590 H590mm)
                23.2x23.2x23.2inches
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Combine the various elements in Pikler Climbing Range with different links to create ever-changing courses and 
landscapes. The flexibility allows the degree of difficulty to be increased or decreased to suit individual development 
levels.

One side with stoppers. 
The other with complete slide.

Bridge
845803  (L1500 W400 H300mm)
                59.1x15.7x11.8inches

Ladder
845804  (L1500 W400 H80mm)
                 59.1x15.7x3.1inches

Rock Wall 
845805  (L1500 W400 H80mm)
                 59.1x15.7x3.1inches

For 3+ Years

Core Module

The Triangular Trestle is the essen�al part of Pikler Climbing Range for 3+ years. Based on it, all the other parts can 
develop limitless physical ac�vi�es.
A must have in the en�re Pikler Climbing Range.

Base

Supplementary parts to add challenge and more fun in ac�vi�es.

Half-Circle Base 
845801  (L450 W400 H200mm)
                17.7x15.7x7.9inches  

Triangular Base 
 845802  (L450 W260 H230mm)
                 17.7x10.2x9.1inches 

Trestle

The Trestle provides a safe foothold and higher view for children to challenge and have a rest.With so� PU seat on top.

Trapezium Trestle Tall 
845791  (L700 W590 H590mm)
                 27.6x23.2x23.2inches

Trapezium Trestle 
845792  (L600 W590 H500mm)
                 23.6x23.2x19.7inches

Triangular Trestle 
845793  (L700 W590 H590mm)
                 27.6x23.2x23.2inches



Features 

Trapezium Trestle S 
842526  (L560 W535 H415mm)
                 22x21.1x16.3inches 

Trapezium Trestle L 
842529  (L1200 W450 H595mm)
                 47.2x17.7x23.4inches 

Trapezium Trestle M 
842527  (L640 W620 H580mm)
                  25.2x24.4x22.8inches

Trapezium Trestle H 
842528  (L755 W770 H850mm)
                 29.7x30.7x33.5inches

This outdoor climbing range starts with 9 models to combine in a number of configura�ons. These models include: 
pla�orms, trestles, a curved shape, bridges, ladders, all frames are finished in beau�ful grey colour. 
They are created to be an important component in assis�ng gross motor skills development.
 
This physical climbing set gives children endless opportuni�es to develop confidence 
in managing movement challenges such as balancing, climbing, crawling, bending and stretching. 
Children will learn to move and control these movements safely.

• Made of bangkirai wood • All parts are jointed with high intensity 
   plas�c hooks, stable and fixed 

• Coated with wear-resistant molding 
   powder to form an�slip surfaces for 
   children to handle and climb

3+

• Aluminum structure with powder-coated surface, ensuring long-las�ng use and safe outdoor play. 
• Special treated natural wood. Durable and smooth. 
• Compliant with safety standards: EN 1176, GB/T34272, AS 4685, ASTM F1487. 

Curving Trestle 
842530  (L1200 W450 H595mm) 
                 47.2x17.7x23.4inches
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Arch Bridge 
842531  (L1200 W450 H595mm)
                 47.2x17.7x23.4inches 

Ladder 
842533  (L1055 W355 H75mm)
                41.5x14x3inches 

Ladder with Handles 
842534  (L1145 W355 H370mm)
                 45.3x14.2x14.6inches 

Mini Arpad Bridge 
842532  (L1200 W450 H595mm)
                 47.2x17.7x23.4inches 
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3+

Mobile Kitchen
62030  (L1060 W600 H1080mm)  41.7x23.6x42.5inches
  The outdoor kitchen will provide hours of fun role-play ac�vi�es for the children and turn them into gourmet chefs. They can cook on the 
four stove plates and bake in the oven. The solid kitchen is made from high-quality and weather-resistant wood. It stands secure due to 
the robust construc�on. The kitchen’s natural and modern design fits in every kindergarten. The large workspaces are perfect for 
group play and the kitchen is accessible from all sides. All surfaces of the kitchen can be wiped down and are easy to clean. 
It can be easily wheeled to different places indoors or outdoors.

3+

XL Kitchenware Set of 12
24234
  Children´s cooking set.
The perfect addi�on for all TopPlay products.

3+

Transport Cage, new version
68042 (L1120 W706 H830mm)
             44.1x27.8x32.7inches
  

XL Kitchenware Set of 12
24234
  

3+

Kiosk 4 in 1

Includes

Outdoor Role Play

Playable from 4 Sides

Made of Pine Wood
Pressure Impregnated

62040  (L1130 W1130 H1950mm)  44.5x44.5x76.8inches

  
Out into nature! With the new TopPlay Kiosk, role play can now be moved 
outside. Several children can play there at the same �me because the kiosk 
offers enough space. There are many play op�ons here, such as a food 
stand/market, kiosk, ice cream stand or snack bar/restaurant. Playing 
encourages imita�ve and imaginary play, fantasy storytelling, role play 
and crea�vity and it's a lot of fun. A highlight for any kindergarten.

• 1 x Banner Chain 
• 1 x Kiosk Roof 
• 1 x Rolling Shu�er

• 3 x Writable Chalkboards 
• 2 x Cooking Plates 
• 1 x Fruit & Vegetable Box

215214
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The sturdy and weatherproof Transport Cage is perfect for storing sand toys, 
balls and other sports equipment. One side panel can be folded in half and 
allows easy access for the children. With its lockable castors the posi�on of the
Transport Cage can be easily moved around in the gym as well as on outdoor 
areas. The addi�onal an�-trap protec�on ensures op�mum safety.



Crea�ve outdoor role play – fun is guaranteed here!

“Playing outside” is more important than ever.
With the new TopPlay products, children are fond of 
discovering nature and being ac�ve in the fresh air.
Playing and learning is even more fun outdoors 
because new ideas o�en come up, quite freely and crea�vely.

3+

Mobile Gas & Service Sta�on
62060  (L806 W640 H840mm)  31.7x25.2x33.1inches
  The TopPlay “Mobile Gas & Service Sta�on“ is the perfect addi�on to all 
TopTrike vehicles. Children can playfully refuel their vehicles and develop 
role-playing games. Great details such as 2 fuel guns, dials for prizes or 
for se�ng the number of rounds in the car race are included. Also plenty 
of space for buckets, sponges and oil cans ... everything you need for 
a gas and service sta�on. The writable chalkboards make this innova�ve 
product a highlight. Can be played with from both sides.

Dials for prizes or 
number of rounds 

in a car race

Simulated 
fuel gun

Plenty of space for buckets, 
sponges or oil cans

Chalkboard for recording 
and wheels for moving

217216
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3+

Camping Car

Includes

62050  (L2700 W900 H1100mm)  106.3x35.4x43.4inches

  
Innova�ve implementa�on of the camping trend. The new TopPlay "Camping Car" 
offers children another opportunity for role play in nature. Several children can 
play with it together at the same �me. The "Camping Car" can be set up as desired, 
for example with the beleduc Mul� Benches. Here children get the opportunity 
to develop role-playing games independently and to play together with other 
children in the outdoor area.

• 1 x Driver’s Cab
• 1 x Camp Kitchen 
• 1 x Wooden Bench

• 2 x Shade Clothes 
• 2 x Banner Chains

3+

XL Kitchenware Set of 12
24234
  Children´s cooking set.
The perfect addi�on for all TopPlay products.

Steering wheel
(with a horn) 2 banner chains

with connector 

With 2 cooking plates 
and a washbasin  
 

Wooden bench for
2 children to sit 

Orange waterproof cloth 
stuck with Velcro 

219218
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3+

Mul� Benches Set of 4
68230  (L365 W1100 H330mm)  14.1x43.3x13inches

  

Simply unfold the bench and take a seat! The robust, powdercoated
steel frame is durable and weather-resistant. Includes 4 x benches 
and 2 x storage bags.

3+

Mobile Scales

The new scale is a classic measuring instrument and perfect 
educa�onal aid to combine playing with and learning about weight 
for children aged 4 years and older. Includes 1 x scale, 2 x buckets 
and 1 x prac�cal basin.

3+

Buggy
64350  (L600 W600 H475mm)  24.8x23.6x18.7inches
  The Buggy is the best transporta�on for all loved dolls 
and cuddly toys. Due to its durability (up to 50 kg) 
children can also drive each other around on the playground. 
Our Buggy is very agile due to the rotatable back wheels and 
small turns are no problem.

3+

Greenhouse
62010  (L1090 W600 H1150mm)
              42.9x23.6x45.3inches
  The greenhouse enables children to discover the botanical world 
by becoming gardeners themselves. It can be easily wheeled to 
different places indoors or outdoors due to its prac�cal wheels 
depending on the weather and season. The transparent top,
which can be opened and closed easily with a zipper, makes 
the greenhouse easily accessible and adaptable to all weather 
condi�ons. Trays and pots not included.

64370  (L706 W533 H920mm)  27.8x21x36.2inches

  

Rollable TPU cover that
is environmental and
biodegradable 

Wheels at the bo�om
ensure moving easily 

Powder-coated
steel pipe 

Op�onal workspace
on handle 
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Includes
• 1 x Water Table 
• 2 x Tubes

• 2 x Funnels 
• 2 x Blue Seesaws

• 3 x Water Animals

3+

Water Table
62020  (L800 W575 H1000mm)
              31.5x22.6x39.4inches
  The water table offers many possibili�es for outdoor role-play and a first 
contact with science. Children love to play and experiment with water, 
sand and pebbles and observe how they behave in different situa�ons. 
The water table can be easily moved to different places due to its 
prac�cal wheels.

Powder-coated steel pipe to form
round and smooth corners Water animals can be placed

on the grid with a clip to add
more fun  

Waterbasins with plugs
hold water for children
to play 
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3+

Carousel
64360  (L850 W850 H360mm)
              33.5x33.5x14.2inches
  The carousel offers the possibility to ac�vely make it go round or 
hold on safely to the handhold. Children can sit opposite each 
other and play together. The carousel can be easily moved 
around easily transported to different play areas. Our carousel 
trains children’s sense of balance and body coordina�on.

3+

Turning Table
67000  (L550 W550 H270mm)
              21.7x21.7x10.6inches
  With our “Turning Table”, the fun increases round by round. It is 
par�cularly suitable for training and experiencing balance and 
body percep�on. Whether si�ng or lying, the “Turning Table” is 
a challenge for every child.

3+

Turn & Swing
67120  (L2500mm)   98.4inches
  Two integrated ball bearings in the suspension enable rota�on
around the own axis. The included sling can be fastened to 
a suitable fixture, scaffold or tree and the toy can be fixed with
a karabiner. Prac�cal variable height se�ngs enable the usage 
seated or hanging freely. The robust rope is addi�onally protected 
against abrasion and wear and the connec�on to the bearing 
was sealed as protec�on against dirt and water.

300 mm

850 mm

100 m
m

270 m
m

350 m
m

360°

10° slope
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Solid handle with rubber nubs 
for a good grip

Wheels with sealed, permanently greased 
industrial bearings for an easy-going ride

EVA-foamed tyres for long life 
durability and quiet cruising

Special pedals with rubber nubs 
avoid slipping off  of the feet 

Heavy steel frames with 

High-quality axle made of 
solid hardened steel

Driving fun with great TopTrikes!

TOPTRIKE GUARANTEES & QUALITY FEATURES

THE EXPERT FOR CHILDREN'S VEHICLES FOR OVER 25 YEARS
  

Movement is fun and important for healthy and ac�ve children.
  With the innova�ve vehicles of the TopTrike line, we promote motor skills 
in a playful way and integrate sports and play into everyday life.
  

•   Developed with a team of leading 
     pedagogues, engineers and product 
     designers

•   Scien�fically proven

•   Easy assembling

•   Limited steering angle and stop damper 
     avoid trapping of fingers

•   Solid, powder-coated frame resistant to 
     rust and impacts

•   Long, solid and weather-proof plas�c seat 
     suitable for different age groups

•  5 years warranty on steel frame

•  1 year warranty on all moving parts
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“Beep Beep”

Quaddy
64100  (L530 W320 H350mm) 
              20.9x12.6x13.8inches
  With “Quaddy”, the children learn to push themselves off with 
their legs and steer the wheel.

18M+

Wheelie
64116 (H730mm)
             28.7inches
  A must-have for every kindergarten 
or schoolyard! This play wheel is fun 
for children aged 2 to 10 years.

210 mm
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3+
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Small Trike
64050  (L750 W440 H520mm)
              29.5x17.3x20.5inches
  It’s �me for the youngest children to pedal up and away! 
The “Small Trike” provides a great introduc�on to pedaling.

Mini Rolly
64190  (L690 W390 H590)mm
              27.2x15.4x23.2inches
  With “Mini Rolly” even the youngest kids get into gear! 
Two wheels at the end of the roller prevent it from �pping over. 
Therefore, “Mini Rolly” offers a stable foo�ng for the smallest 
children, who might not yet be able to hold their balance.

2+

Scooter Small
64020  (L1070 W470 H720mm)
              42.1x18.5x28.3inches
  The small scooter is just as good as its “big brother”. It is equipped 
with an an�-slip running board, EVA tyres and a brake.

3+

Walker
64040  (L910 W455 H620mm)
              35.8x17.9x24.4inches
  With our “Walker”, children learn to keep and vary their balance. 
In addi�on, it offers a great prepara�on for riding a bicycle later.

3+

Express Trike
64080  (L1180 W650 H640mm)
             46.5x25.6x25.2inches
  Our “Express Trike” makes the children feel like Romans during 
a chariot race. It provides much “driving pleasure” for two 
children. An an�-slip board and a railing give the passenger a 
secure foo�ng. This vehicle offers various role playing 
possibili�es.

3+

Li�le Walker
64030  (L750 W405 H500mm)
              29.5x15.9x19.7inches
  With this vehicle, children can experience their centre of gravity
and learn to coordinate their balance.

2+

2+
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Digger
64160  (L600 W600 H900mm)  
              23.6x23.6x35.4inches
  With the “Digger” kids rock the sandbox! The seat offers a 360° turning func�on, 
so that children can dig from all sides with the robust steel shovel. The feet 
provide a secure foo�ng, as they can dig deeply into the ground.

3+

Wheelbarrow Large
64090  (L885 W405 H430mm)
              34.8x15.9x16.9inches
  The big and solid wheelbarrow cannot be missed in any sandbox. Its high 
capacity makes it possible to load, transport and unload large amounts of sand.

4+

Rookie
64060  (L930 W550 H640mm)  36.6x21.7x25.2inches

  
Our “Rookie” is the perfect companion for kindergarten and pre-school 
children. With its long and comfortable seat, larger distances can be 
managed easily. During a break, observing and discovering while 
si�ng is no problem, thanks to the three wheels.

4+

Taxi
64070  (L1120 W560 H640mm)  44.1x22.25.2inches

  
With our “Taxi“, best friends can be given a comfortable ride. Two 
seats are mounted in a row and an an�-slip board gives a secure 
foo�ng for a third passenger.

3+

Pillion Taxi
64140  (L1130 W680 H640mm)  44.5x26.8x25.2inches

  
The tricycle “Pillion Taxi” offers room for up to three children. One 
child can drive the sturdy vehicle and up to two kids can enjoy the 
ride while si�ng on the back seat.

3+

Step and Roll Small
64330  (L870 W530 H740mm)
              34.3x20.9x29.1inches
  With the Step´n´Roll beleduc wants to mo�vate children to move freely. Here children can safely drive forwards as well as backwards. 
This trike especially trains balance as well as body coordina�on and safety if our main priority. Due to its high handlebar and a capacity 
of carrying up to 50 kg, the Step ’n’ Roll Big is perfect for bigger children.

4+

Step and Roll Big
64340  (L870 W530 H820mm)
              34.3x20.9x32.3inches
  

6+
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Rider
64120  (L930 W620 H340mm)
              36.6x24.4x13.4inches
  Unique for all terrains! This trike off ers driving
comfort with its low seat and the steering
mechanism on both sides, which is the same
height as the seat.

5+

Chopper
64130  (L960 W590 H660mm)
              37.8x23.2x26inches
  

4+

Side Car
64170  (L910 W800 H640mm)
              35.8x31.5x25.2inches
  

4+

Rickshaw
64180  (L1220 W650 H500mm)
               48x25.6x19.7inches
  

4+

Scooter "Bengy", small (with brake)
64000  (L760 W410 H500mm)
              29.9x16.1x19.7inches

  
The wide, crescent an� slip board and the three
wheels and the brake provide for a secure
foo�ng and endless “driving pleasure”. “Bengy“
off ers a suitable introduc�on to riding a scooter.

3+

Scooter, big (with brake)
64010  (L1070 W480 H820mm)
              42.1x18.9x32.3inches

  
The wide, crescent an� slip board and the three
wheels and the brake provide for a secure
foo�ng and endless “driving pleasure”. “Bengy“
off ers a suitable introduc�on to riding a scooter.

5+
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Enjoying the ride side by side with the “Side
Car”! The tricycle is suitable for two children. 
The passenger can also enjoy the view ahead.

Running and driving pleasure with our Rickshaw! 
With the two-wheeled rickshaw one child can be pulled by another. 
The EVA handles prevent hands from slipping off . A small wheel
at the rear of the rickshaw off ers addi�onal stability.    

Relaxed cruising! This great “Chopper” off ers a unique riding experience 
with its low seat and backrest and high handles. 

Top Bike
64200  (L930 W460 H640mm)
              36.6x18.1x18.1inchces
  

4+

First ride on two wheels! The learning bike “Top 
Bike” is ideal to train balance and steering. It 
serves as transi�on vehicle from tricycle to bicycle!

Li�le Dri�er
64240  (L930 W460 H640mm)
              36.6x18.1x18.1inchces
  

4+

First ride on two wheels! The learning bike “Top 
Bike” is ideal to train balance and steering. It 
serves as transi�on vehicle from tricycle to bicycle!

Speed Star Small
64270  (L760 W460 H280mm)
              29.9x18.1x11inches
  

4-6

Speed Star Big
64280  (L850 W460 H280mm)
              33.5x18.1x11inches
  

7-10

 

Due to its special construc�on the Speed Star off ers a totally new 
driving experience. Through precise le� and right movements of 
the feet the vehicle can be navigated accurately.The comfortable 
and ergonomically formed seat in combina�on with the innova�ve 
handles ensure your safety. 

Due to its special construc�on the Speed Star off ers a totally new 
driving experience. Through precise le� and right movements of 
the feet the vehicle can be navigated accurately.The comfortable 
and ergonomically formed seat in combina�on with the innova�ve 
handles ensure your safety. 



Li�le "Cruiser"
64310  (L930 W620 H340mm)
              36.6x24.4x13.4inches
  

18M+

Li�le "Balancer"
64320  (L960 W590 H660mm)
              37.8x23.2x26inches
  

24M+

Buggy
64350  (L630 W500 H615mm)
              24.8x19.7x24.2inches
  

3+

Quad - with all-wheel-steering 
64380  (L680 W1170 H620mm）
             26.8x46.1x24.4inches
  

4+

Dri� Rider
64290  (L1200 W520 H670mm)
              47.2x20.5x26.4inches

  

3+

Li�le "Driver"
64300  (L1070 W480 H820mm)
              42.1x18.9x32.3inches

  

12M+
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Scooter »MAXI«
64390  (L1200 W480 H505mm)
             47.2x18.9x19.9inches 

7+

DAS HIGHLIGHT FÜR JEDEN PAUSENHOF!

THE HIGHLIGHT FOR EVERY PLAYGROUND!

COOLES DESIGN

COOL DESIGN

XL RAHMEN & EXTRA GROSSE REIFEN

XL FRAME & EXTRA LARGE TYRES

RIPPED SHEET METAL

FUSSBREMSE
BRAKE

NUMMERNSCHILD
NUMBER PLATE

XL REIFEN
XL TYRES

ROBUSTE HANDGRIFFE MIT 
GUMMINOPPEN FÜR SOLIDEN HALT
SOLID HANDLE WITH RUBBER NUBS 

FOR A GOOD GRIP

LANGE LEBENSDAUER UND LEISES FAHREN

DURABILITY AND QUIET CRUISING

STARKER METALLRAHMEN MIT

HEAVY STEEL FRAMES WITH 

The must-have for every kindergarten: the new Outdoor Buggy by beleduc 
is the best partner for all loved dolls and cuddly toys. Ideal for mother-child-role
play which children love. With this Buggy children can also drive each other around 
on the playground.Our Buggy is very agile due to the rotatable backwheels and 
small turns are no problem. Amazing playing fun for both driver and passanger.

The Dri� Rider enables excep�onal driving characteris�cs due to
 ist moveable back wheels. He can be navigated precisely like a tricycle.
Through body tension and shi�ing your weight curves can be “dri�ed” 
or the rider can be turned on the spot. Huge driving fun is guaranteed.

The new TopTrike Quad off ers children a new 
way to move. It promotes the sense of balance 
and mo�vates the children to move outside in 
the fresh air. The special feature: Tight turning 
circle, new way of moving around. The quad 
with its four XL wheels was designed that the 
curves can be driven extremly �ghtly. Direct 
transmission and ergonomics make learning to 
drive easy for every child.  

XL REIFEN
XL WHEELS

With this ride-on bike children aged 12 months
and older can prac�ce first motor sequences and
thus improve their motor skills. This builds the 
base for the successful learning of more complex 
mo�on sequences.

Ride along with our “Li�le Cruiser”! This trike is 
perfect for small children to learn to coordinate 
pedalling and steering at the same �me. The 
seat has an integrated handle which makes it 
easier to carry and store. 

Hop onto the walking bike “Li�le Balancer” for 
the youngest. With this bike young children 
can discover their body´s centre of gravity and 
train their balance. The seat can be individually 
adjusted for each child. Walking bikes are the 
ideal prepara�on for riding a bike.

With the new TopTrike Maxi Scooter, driving fun is also guaranteed for older 
children. In a new design in anthracite and orange with number plate. The 
scooter in well-known TopTrike quality is especially suitable for the 
playground and provides lots of fun and movement.



Giant Truck, blue
66000 (L930 W620 H340mm)
              36.6x24.4x13.4inches
  

24M+

Mul� Moves
67061  
  

3+

67110  (L655 W455 H430mm) 
              12.2x13.4x1.6inches

  

3+

239238
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The ten colourful rings can be arranged to form any chosen course 

other, in a circle, close together or further apart– the jumping track 
can be set up anywhere. Three bean bags complete the product and 

Jump & Throw

Net Ball
67080 (L310 W340 H40mm)
             12.2x13.4x1.6inches
             
  

4+

Scooter Stand
60200  (L885 W405 H430mm)
              34.8x15.9x16.9inches
  

Scooter Hanger
60201 (L885 W405 H430mm)
             34.8x15.9x16.9inches
  

The Giant Truck inspires both young and old. 
The youngest children can use this great truck 
as a walker. For older children it is a fantas�c 
companion in the sandbox. The big and solid truck
can be loaded with 100 kilogrammes of weight without any problems. 

Sand balls with diff erent weights invite children 
to es�mate, balance, massage and to throw 
them. This helps to foster motoric skills and 
coordina�on in a playful way.

The two hand trampolines can be used as a 
funny game throwing the ball back and forth as 
well as for indivual playing. 

Up to four scooters or trikes can be placed in the Scooter Stand. Since this
stand can be fixed to the ground with screws, stability is guaranteed. 

With the Scooter Hanger trikes and scooters can be hung on the wall and be 
stowed in a space-saving manner.



Safety Vest
68190  (L400 W500mm)
              15.7x19.7inches

  
With the “Safety Vest” with reflec�ve strips, young drivers become 
more visible. Thanks to its elas�c bands on the sides, it is 
adaptable to different age groups.

3+

Traffic Sign Set of 6
86390  (L270 W270 H700mm)
              10.6x10.6x27.6inches

  
Solid and weather resistant metal signs. English version.

3+

241240
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Sand & Water Play

Set of 3 Road Direc�ons
68170  (L960 W590 H660mm)
              37.8x23.2x26inches
  

3+

With the set of 3 road direc�ons you can create a great strrrt course,
but also teach children the first rules of conduct on the road. 



Tractor & Trailer
66020   (L550 W160 H155mm)

21.7x6.3x6.1inches

Truck
66030  (L320 W210 H205mm)

12.6x8.3x8.1inches

Dumper
66010  (L650 W415 H400mm)

25.6x16.3x15.7inches

Loader
66080  (L420 W190 H180mm)

16.5x7.5x7.1inches

18M+

18M+

18M+

18M+

The “Tractor with Trailer” is a great companion for the sandbox. The 
trailer is removable and has a �lt func�on, which facilitates loading and 
unloading the sand. Both Tractor and Trailer are made of durable UV 
resistant plas�c. The steel axles ensure extra stability and the quiet EVA 
tyres leave real tracks in the sand and in the snow.

The “Truck” enables children to transport sand or snow in an easy way. 
Its load bed has a �lt func�on, which facilitates loading and unloading. 
The truck is made of durable UV resistant plas�c. The steel axles ensure 
extra stability and the quiet EVA tyres leave real tracks in the sand and 
in the snow.

Digging and roadwork fun with our “Loader”. With its movable 
shovel, sand digging becomes a child’s play. The loader is 
made of durable UV resistant plas�c. The steel axles ensure 
extra stability and the quiet EVA tyres leave real tracks in the 
sand and in the snow.

With the big shovel of the “Dozer”, large amounts of sand can 
be easily moved and transported to the desired spot.

The “Roller” helps to fla�en sand areas. 
In this way the children can develop many new crea�ve ideas.

The big “Dumper” brings a construc�on site atmosphere for 
various playing ac�vi�es in the sand. Thanks to its hardened 
steel spindles and firm plas�c material, loadings with weights 
up to 50 kilogrammes can be transported. The 90° dumping 
func�on makes unloading sand loads a mere child’s play.

50KG

Dozer
66100   (L370 W255 H195mm)

14.6x10x7.7inches

Roller
66110  (L350 W250 H200mm)

13.8x9.8x7.9inches

18M+
18M+

243242
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The “Bucket” is thick-walled and very flexible. With a scale to 
1.25L and a pouring spout it offers not only fun in the sand, 
but is also suitable for water games. 2 colours, mixed packed.

The durable “Sand Shovel” has an ergonomic handle. In this way, 
digging in the sand and building sand castles is even more fun now! 
3 colours, mixed packed.

With the “Set of 5 Track Rollers”, it is possible to form streets 
or embellish sandcastles with pa�erns. Thus, children can 
enjoy much room for crea�vity.

The durable mul� “Shovel” is not only ideal for digging in the 
sand, but also for shovelling snow in the winter. 

The “Transparent Bucket” has a capacity of 1.5L. It does not only 
invite children to build sandcastles, but also introduces them to 
exploring and discovering water amounts and capaci�es in a 
playful way.

Bucket
66070  (Ø160 H140mm)   Ø6.3x5.5inches

Sand Shovel
66040  (L240 W80 H80mm)  9.4x3.1x3.1inches

Shovel
66060  (L715mm)  28.1inches

Track Rollers Set of 5 
66050  (L200 W150 H80mm)  7.9x5.9x3.1inches

Transparent  Bucket
66090  (Ø160 H165mm)  Ø6.3x6.5inches

18M+18M+

18M+ 18M+

18M+

The durable rake is not only ideal for harrow in the sand, 
but also can be use drawing a snow draw in the winter ,
3colors mixed packed.

Mul� Rabe,3 colours  
66142 (L605 W165 H90mm)  23.8x6.5x3.5inches

18M+

245244
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Fröbel Gi�s



FRÖBEL
When we think of the name Friedrich Froebel, we associate it first and foremost with the 
concept of the kindergarten. Secondly, we probably think of his world-famous play gi�s. 
Froebel, kindergarten and play gi�s probably form a conceptual chain of associa�ons for 
many educators.

Because of this importance, beleduc has worked with a team of experts to develop two 
outstanding Froebel sets.

It was important to Froebel to support children‘s play with care and a�en�on through language. In the 
vocabulary of the 21st century, his basic pedagogical approach would probably be best described by 
the phrase “interac�on as a basic didac�c principle”. Another important aspect is the mathema�cal 
concept behind.

            Current empirical studies impressively prove that playing with building blocks at pre-school age 
centrally promotes children’s spa�al imagina�on and that this spa�al imagina�on is an important 
prerequisite for how difficult or how easy it is for them to think mathema�cally later on.

Dr. Gerhard Friedrich

Overview of specialist terms
The easiest way to understand the term “play gi�” is that it refers to play materials that we 

give to children. These materials are mainly made of wood (ball, roller, cube, cuboid).

247246
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FORM OF COGNITION

If the child deals with the play 
materials and finds direct

mathema�cal connec�ons, such 
as axis or rota�on

symmetries, or division rules, 
the material contributes

to a learning process.

FORM OF BEAUTY

When playing with the material, 
aesthe�c or ornamental

shapes, structures and pa�erns 
can be constructed.

THE FROEBEL-SYMBOL

ball, roller, cube

FORM OF LIFE

The play materials can be used 
to recreate things from

the children‘s everyday life.



24302 Fröbel Set 1

Package Size: 410 x 310 x 140h mm
Product Introduc�on: According to Fröbel, a child’s first toy is the ball. With play
gi� 1, the 6 woolen balls, the child’s interest is inspired by its mobility. With the ball
the child can find its own way into the world of movement and it can develop its
own skills inspired by the ins�nct to imitate. The second gi� is the best known of all,
which is mainly because it contains a ball, a roller - today we speak of a cylinder -
and a cube.
To make it easier for teachers all over the world, the Teacher Guide is available in
12 languages. Froebel Set 1 includes the Teacher Guide in the following languages:
English, Simplified Chinese, Tradi�onal Chinese, Korean, Japanese and Arabic.

24303 Fröbel Set 2

Package Size: 410 x 310 x 140h mm
Product Introduc�on: The term “play gi�” means that the Fröbel gi�s are play materials
which we “give” to children. The construc�on sets contain various shapes that build on
another in different levels of difficulty, from simple solids such as cubes to quarter cubes
and triangular prisms. There are a total of five different building sets. These are generally
designed to encourage the child to play, experiment and construct through their elementary
forms. The play gi�s 3 to 6 can be used to construct forms of life, forms of cogni�on and
forms of beauty. In order to transfer the educa�onal aspects from Fröbel´s �me into the
21st century, the children can use materials from today to complement crea�ve play gi�s.
To make it easier for teachers all over the world, the Teacher Guide is available in
12 languages. Froebel Set 2 includes the Teacher Guide in the following languages:
English, Simplified Chinese, Tradi�onal Chinese, Korean, Japanese and Arabic.

249248
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You have chosen a high-quality product from
beleduc. The play gi�s and Teacher Guide were

developed in coopera�on with a team of experts.

1+3+

1+3+

Each booklet has
the colour code of
the respec�ve gi�.

Here you will find an
overview of all the parts

and a scheme how to put
it back in the box.
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Play Gi� 1 Play Gi� 2

Box
Box

Teacher Guide Teacher Guide

Play Gi� 4 Play Gi� 5

x1 x1
x1 x1

x1

x1 x1 x1

Play Gi� 3

Play Gi� 5B

x1

Play Gi� 6 Booklet

x1

x1

x5



Napoli 22G

Napoli 23

Napoli 24

Napoli 25W

Napoli 25G

Napoli 25C

Napoli 34

Napoli 35W

Napoli 35G

Napoli 35C

Torino 21

Torino 22

Torino 23

Torino 24

Torino 31

Torino 32

Torino 33

Torino 34

Torino 35

Palermo 21

Palermo 22

Palermo 23

Palermo 24

Palermo 26

Palermo 27

Palermo 28

Palermo 31

Palermo 32

Palermo 33

Palermo 34

Palermo 35

Palermo 36

Palermo 37

Roma 21

Roma 31

Verona 21

Verona 31

Genova 21

Genova 22

Genova 31

Genova 32

Bologna 1

Bologna 2

Bologna 3

Pisa 1

Pisa 2

Pisa 3

846005

846006

846007

846008

846009

846012

846013

846014

846015

846016

846017

846018

846019

846021

846022

846023

846024

846025

846026

846027

846028

846029

846030

846031

846032

846033

846034

846036

846037

846038

846039

846040

846041

846046

846048

846051

846053

846055

846056

846057

846058

846059

846062

846063

846064

846065

846066

35

35

37

37

37

37

39

39

39

39

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

41

41

43

43

43

43

43

43

45

44

44

44

45

45

45

45

46

46

47

47

49

49

49

49

53

53

53

51

51

51

Pisa 4 

San�no 1

San�no 1

San�no 1

San�no 1

San�no 1

San�no 1

San�no 2

San�no 2

San�no 2

San�no 2

San�no 2

San�no 2

Emmanuele 1

Emmanuele 1

Emmanuele 1

Emmanuele 1

Emmanuele 1

Emmanuele 1

Emmanuele 2

Emmanuele 2

Emmanuele 2

Emmanuele 2

Emmanuele 2

Emmanuele 2

Emmanuele 3

Emmanuele 3

Emmanuele 3

Emmanuele 3

Emmanuele 3

Emmanuele 3

Emmanuele 6 

Emmanuele 4

Emmanuele 4

Emmanuele 4

Emmanuele 4

Emmanuele 4

Emmanuele 4

Illiana

Illiana

Illiana

Irene 1

Irene 2 

Emmanuele 5 

Emmanuele 5    

Sofia 210mm    

San�no 1

846067

846074

846075

846076

846077

846078

846079

846086

846087

846088

846089

846091

846092

846097

846098

846099

846104

846105

846106

846112

846113

846114

846115

846116

846117

846123

846124

846125

846126

846127

846128

846129

846135

846136

846137

846138

846139

846141

846159

846161

846162

846163

846164

846663

846687

848140

848151

51

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

23

23

23

23

23

23

23

23

23

23

23

23

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

27

27

27

54

54

25

25

27

21

Furniture

Sense Path Set of 4 

Displaying Shelf

3 Layer Storage Shelf

Kindy Horizontal Mirror 

Storage Basket

Storage Basket Large 

Storage Basket Medium 

Storage Basket for Locker 

Storage Basket Small 

Round Basket Set of 3 

Happy Resin Chairs

Happy Resin Chairs

Happy Resin Chairs

Happy Resin Chairs

Happy Resin Chairs

Happy Resin Chairs

Happy Resin Chairs

Happy Resin Chairs

Happy Resin Chairs

Happy Resin Chairs 

Adjustable Table Legs

2 Layer Shelves - Sector Shelf 

2 Layer Shelves - Kidney Shelf 

2 Layer Shelves - Hollow Shelf 

Six-Cube Storage Shelf

2 Layer Storage Shelf 

Sloping Bookshelf 

Blackboard Space Divider

Kiga Chairs

Kiga Chairs

Kiga Chairs

Kiga Chairs

Kiga Teacher’s Chair

Kiga Chairs

3 Space Locker Shelf

9 Space Locker Shelf

Grass Cubes Set of 3

PVC Cover

PVC Cover

PVC Cover

PVC Cover

PVC Cover

PVC Cover

25

70

61

60

63

69

69

69

69

69

70

59

59

59

59

59

59

59

59

59

59

57

61

61

61

61

60

60

63

59

59

59

59

59

59

62

62

70

21

21

21

21

21

21

PVC Cover

Giant Round Basket Set of 3

Rectangular Baskets Small Set of 3

Block Storage Unit

Storage Unit 6 Space

Transparent Tray 150mm

Triangle Mirror

Square Home Table

Square Home Seat

Displaying Shelf Both Sides

Displaying Pillar Both Sides

Storage Table and Bench Sets

Displaying Shelf with

Sleeping Cot Grey

Peg mats 5cm Grey

Peg Bed Wall Rack

Castors for Sleeping Cot Pack of 4

Peg mats 3cm Grey

Peg mats 5cm blue

Sleeping Cot Blue

Lockers, 3 Layers

Woven Baskets Set of 3

Rectangular Baskets Big Set of 3

Pre Kiga Table Square

Pre Kiga Table Square

Pre Kiga Table Square

Pre Kiga Table Square

Pre Kiga Table Rectangle

Pre Kiga Table Rectangle

Pre Kiga Table Rectangle

Pre Kiga Table Rectangle

Pre Kiga Table Round

Pre Kiga Table Round

Kiga Table Square

Kiga Table Rectangle

Kiga Table Round

Wooden Tray

Wooden Tray

Napoli 11

Napoli 12W

Napoli 12G

Napoli 13

Napoli 14

Napoli 15W

Napoli 15G

Napoli 21

Napoli 22W

818591

827254

827337

827399

827400

829015

830230

832632

832633

832634

832635

832636

832637

838238

838240

838484

838493

839019

842499

842501

842502

842505

842506

842973

842974

842975

842976

842981

842982

842983

842984

842985

842987

843003

843004

843005

845443

845443

845996

845997

845998

845999

846000

846001

846002

846003

846004

21

70

69

62

62

68

63

65

65

64

64

65

64

67

67

67

67

67

67

67

67

68

69

56

56

56

56

57

57

57

57

56

56

57

57

57

41

41

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

35

35

85230

85320

85581

85591

85730

85740

85750

85800

85810

85830

85910

85911

85920

85921

85930

85931

85940

85941

85950

85951

86092

86111

86121

86131

86151

86211

86221

86401

87310

87320

87330

87340

87351

87360

87370

87380

87570

818558

818559

818586

818587

818588

818589

251250
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Fruits Knob Puzzles 5 Pieces

Handkerchief Box

Colourful Xylophone

Hand Drum with S�ck

Handle Sleigh Bells, 1 pair

Castanets，1 pair

Egg Maracas, 1 pair

Triangles with a Beater, 1 pair

Guiro

5 Circles Knob Puzzles

5-Layered Stacker

845068

845069

845071

845072

845073

845074

845075

845076

845077

845129

845335

77 

76 

83 

82 

82 

82 

82 

82 

82 

78 

78 

San�no 1

San�no 2

San�no 2

Emmanuele 1

Emmanuele 1

Emmanuele 3

Emmanuele 3

Emmanuele 4

Emmanuele 4

Emmanuele 2

Emmanuele 2

Emmanuele 5

Round Basin

848153

848158

848160

848165

848167

848172

848174

848179

848181

848186

848188

848193

848693

21

21

21

23

23

24

24

24

24

23

23

25

25

Plug it - Ac�vity House

Plug it - Wall System

Plug it - Baisc Plate Set

Plug it - Fröbel Set

Plug it - Tic Tac Toe

Plug it - Mirror Set

Plug it - marble run

Plug it - Game Foils

Plug it - Clock & Memo Set

Plug It - Junior Inventor

Plug it - Storage Set

Plug it - Storage Set，Rectangle

Plug it -Sensory Rainbow Cascade

Plug It - Acryl S�ck Set

Plug It - Fixing Plug Set

Plug it - Game Plug，100 pieces

Plug It - Connector-Set A

Plug It- Connector-Set B

Plug It- Connector-Set C

Plug it-Plug

B27080

B27081

B27082

B27090

B27091

B27092

B27093

B27094

B27095

B27096

B27097

B27098

B27099

B27100

B27101

B27102

B27103

B27104

B27105

B27106

95 

95 

95 

97 

97 

97 

99 

99 

99 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

Plug it

XXL Learning Puzzle “Detec�ve”

Match & Mix Monster

Children of the World

Blockpuzzle Farm

Cognito Game - Recogni�on

Cognito Games - Numbers

Cognito Game - Opposites

Cognito Game - Spa�ality

 Shapes

Animal Habitats

Cognito Categories

Humanico “Emo�ons”

Humanico “5 Senses”

Humanico “Professions”

NAWITO Produc�on

NAWITO Evolu�on

NAWITO Animal Habitats

NAWITO Fruits

NAWITO "Animal Species"

Frame Puzzle "Town"

Frame Puzzle "Kindergarten"

Frame Puzzle "Market"

Frame Puzzle "Zoo"

Floor Puzzle - Discover the Forest

Floor Puzzle - Deep Sea

Floor Puzzle -Discover the Flower Meadow

Layer Puzzle - Mother

Mul�layer Puzzles - Fire Brigade

Layer Puzzle - Apple

Layer Puzzle - Strawberry

Layer Puzzle - Potato

Layer Puzzle - Fruits & Vegetables

Layer Puzzle - Banana

Layer Puzzle - Grandma & Grandpa

Layer Puzzle - Frog

Layer Puzzle - Bu�erfly

Layer Puzzle - Duck

Layer-Puzzle-Set "Anika & Denis"

Layer Puzzle - Honey

Layer Puzzle House

Layer Puzzle DINO

Layer Puzzle - Four Seasons

Layer Puzzle - Body - Girl

Layer Puzzle - Body - Boy

11170

11180

11200

11300

11500

11510

11520

11530

11540

11550

11551

11555

11556

11557

11560

11570

11580

11581

11582

12000

12001

12002

12010

16210

16211

16212

17024

17035

17039

17040

17043

17044

17049

17052

17053

17054

17055

17058

17060

17061

17062

17150

17160

17170

113 

104 

113 

105 

103 

103 

103 

103 

103 

103 

104 

110 

110 

110 

112 

112 

112 

112 

112 

105 

105 

105 

105 

116 

116 

115 

106 

104 

108 

108 

108 

108 

108 

106 

107 

107 

107 

102 

107 

102 

102 

116 

106 

106 

Shapes Sor�ng Puzzle 20 Pieces

Number Blocks 1 to 10 Set of 20

Arch Stackers 12 Pieces

Changing Mat Blue

Drum Spinning

Permanence Box

Stacking & Nes�ng Cups

Guessing Knob Puzzles

Basket with Balls

Rainbow Rings

Montessori Egg Cup

The First Blocks 9Pieces

Permanence Box with Lid

Sliding Box

Colourful Cylinder Blocks, set of 5

Colourful Rings 9Pieces

Inser�ng & Dropping Box

String the Blocks

Stacking Peg Set, Set of 16

Unlocking Box

Coun�ng Box

Shape Fi�ng 9 Pieces

The First Jigsaw Puzzles

Pressing Bu�ons

Shape Puzzles 9 Pieces

Sor�ng & Stacking Blocks 12 Pieces

Twis�ng Blocks 12 Pieces

Fun Hammer

Memory Matching Card24 Pieces

Coun�ng Peg Box

Split Blocks 12 Pieces

Stacking Stones Set of 6

Number Puzzles 10 Pieces

Slide Racing

Posi�on Board

Vegetables Knob Puzzles, 5Pieces

Insect Board

Animal Board

Animal Pocket

The First Scales

Fruit Hourglass Set of 3

Weather Board

Five in a Row

Vending Stall

Shopping Cart

Kitchen Set

Fridge

842163

842165

842166

842500

845012

845013

845014

845015

845016

845018

845019

845023

845024

845027

845028

845029

845031

845032

845033

845034

845035

845036

845038

845039

845041

845042

845043

845044

845045

845046

845047

845048

845049

845051

845052

845053

845054

845055

845057

845058

845061

845062

845063

845064

845065

845066

845067

87 

87 

87 

86 

75 

75 

75 

75 

75 

75 

76 

76 

76 

76 

76 

78 

78 

78 

78 

79 

78 

79 

79 

79 

81 

81 

81 

80 

80 

80 

80 

80 

80 

77 

77 

77 

77 

77 

79 

83 

81 

81 

81 

83 

83 

83 

83 

Layer-Puzzle "Li�le Bu�erfly"

Layer-Puzzle "Li�le Ladybird"

Match & Mix - Animals

Match & Mix - Vehicles

Matching Puzzle "Train"

Sor�ng Set - Seasons

Sor�ng Set - Our Home

Sor�ng Set - Environments

Triple Stacker

XXL Hedgehog Oscar

Toddler Curved Open Shelf with So� Edge

Toddler 5 Space Shelf with So� Edge

Shelf with So� Covers

Toddler Shelf with Mirror and So� Edge

"Toddler Shelf with Centre Tray Space

and So� Edge"

Toddler Shelf with End Tray Space and So� Edge

Toddler Stove

Todder Dishwasher

Toddler Sink

Toddler Bookshelf with So� Edge

Transparent Tray

Transparent Tray

Colour Match

Changing Mat Grey

Stacking Tower  Circle

Stacking Tower  Triangle

Stacking Tower Square

Wooden Pebble Stacker Set 15 Pieces

Wooden Circular Set 33 Pieces

Shape Coun�ng Set 45 Pieces

10139

10140

11006

11007

11009

11030

11040

11050

18001

42045

818872

818873

818874

818875

818876

818877

818878

818879

818881

818882

829015

829016

833166

838239

841442

841443

841444

842160

842161

842162

86 

86 

84 

84 

86 

84 

84 

84 

87 

88 

74 

74 

72 

72 

73 

73 

74 

74 

74 

73 

73 

75 

87 

86 

90 

90 

90 

90 

88 

88 

One World Games - Inlay Board Puzzle

Matching Puzzle - Caterpillar

XXL Learning Puzzle - Four Seasons

XXL Learning Puzzle (My Day)

XXL Fantasy Puzzle “Insects”

XXL Wild Animal Puzzle

Match the Kids

XXL Learning Puzzle "Airport"

Match & Mix "Fantasy"

Match & Mix "Animal Kingdom"

10151

11008

11011

11012

11013

11014

11130

11140

11150

11160

114 

102 

114 

113 

113 

114 

104 

113 

104 

104 

Puzzles

Infants & Toddlers

253252
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Magnet Game (Kids and animals of the world)

Funny Four

Animal Puzzle

Stacky Tower

ToPoLoGo Visio

Logi Pic

Logi Turn

Marbelino “Sor�ng Game”

Marbelino “Pa�ern Game”

Let´s Play

LogiPlay

Flexipainter

Mecki & Co.

Fishing Fever

Golden Apple

Martello

Bandi�

Tastaro

Monkey Rallye

Find Monty

Torreta

Candy

Be�y Fly

Shapy

Rondo Vario

Tropicano

Legolino

Li�le Village

Fairy Land

Fun Park

Mia´s Garden

Cookie Doo

Splash

MEMOnext “Nature”

DOMInext “Fruits & Vegetables”

Joe´s Number Zoo

QUAKI

Happy & Harmony

Happy Magic

Witches´ Kitchen

Happy Farm

Read My Mind 

Tempo Toni

Catch the Number

11190

18004

18008

18015

21006

21020

21021

21022

21023

21024

21070

21120

22355

22360

22370

22380

22390

22396

22400

22411

22451

22461

22463

22471

22481

22510

22571

22600

22611

22612

22613

22614

22615

22616

22617

22618

22619

22620

22700

22701

22710

22740

22790

22800

130 

130 

130 

130 

123 

125 

123 

128 

128 

124 

131 

124 

131 

125 

131 

125 

130 

127 

119 

123 

118 

127 

127 

127 

125 

122 

123 

118 

123 

127 

128 

118 

131 

119 

119 

119 

131 

119 

117 

132 

119 

132 

128 

119 

Hand Puppet Giraffe

Hand Puppet Sheep

Hand Puppet Horse

Hand Puppet Cat

Hand Puppet Monkey

Hand Puppet Rabbit

Hand Puppet Bear

Hand Puppet Rooster

Hand Puppet Lion

Hand Puppet Elephant

Hand Puppet Crocodile

Hand Puppet Squirrel

Hand Puppet Parrot

Hand Puppet Hedgehog

Hand Puppet Spider

Hand Puppet Kangaroo

Hand Puppet Frog

Handpuppet "Bu�erfly"

Set of 8 Puppets "Puppetshow"

Mila Mouse and Friends - "Story"

Mike Mole and Friends "Story"

O�s Owl and Friends

Monkey - Cheeta & Bibi

Kangaroo - Kanga & Juju

Cat - Cara & Mimi

XXL ACTIVITY PLUSH

Toucan "Toni"

Beleduc Wooden Handpuppet Display

Washing Machine with Ironing Board

Stove

Dishwasher

Microwave

Refrigerator

Sink

Boy & Girl Dolls Set of 2

40119

40120

40121

40122

40123

40124

40125

40126

40127

40128

40129

40130

40131

40250

40255

40275

40277

40280

40318

40411

40421

40431

40440

40450

40460

42047

42060

70007

85670

85680

85690

85700

85710

85720

842820

155 

153 

153 

153 

154 

153 

154 

153 

155 

155 

155 

154 

154 

154 

152 

154 

154 

157 

157 

157 

157 

156 

156 

156 

156 

157 

157 

158 

149 

149 

149 

149 

149 

149 

151 

Puppet Theatre

Doctor Sta�on 3 in 1

Doctor on Call

Housekeeping Center 4 in 1

School

Buggy

Hand Puppet Mouse

Hand Puppet Caterpillar

Hand Puppet Ladybird

Hand Puppet Bee

Hand Puppet Panda

Hand Puppet T-Rex

Hand Puppet Turtle

Hand Puppet Cow

Hand Puppet Chicken

Hand Puppet Pig

Hand Puppet Fox

Hand Puppet Duck

Hand Puppet Dog

Hand Puppet Tiger

Hand Puppet Owl

24231

24232

24233

24236

24238

24400

40030

40032

40034

40036

40038

40105

40110

40111

40112

40113

40114

40115

40116

40117

40118

158 

150 

151 

148 

158 

151 

153 

152 

152 

152 

154 

155 

153 

153 

153 

153 

154 

153 

153 

155 

154 

Games
Flooping

Punakai

Acroba�co

Fire Alarm

El Gecko

PINGOLINO

What can i do

Sound Box

Weight Box

Wall Element "Labyrinth"

Wall Element "Shapes"

Tandem Boards

Wall Element "Bu�erfly"

Wall Element "Wave"

Wall Element "Mountains"

Wall Toy Caterpillar "Head"

Wall Toy Caterpillar "Turning Around Labyrinth"

Wall Toy Caterpillar "Balance"

Wall Toy Caterpillar "Pegtop"

Wall Toy Caterpillar "Clock"

TanGeo

Quadrilla XXL Set, 256pcs

Dollhouse - XL Set, 44pcs

Cooking Essen�al + Vegetables, XL set

XXL Fishing Fever

XXL Torreta

XXL Witches´ Kitchen

XXL Rondo Vario

XXL Candy (new)

XXL Wobbling City

Climb - XL Game

XXL Punakai

Balance Board

Fascina�on Plates, Set of 6

Resin Spheres Set

Magic Fingers

Magic Fingers Table

Sound Spheres Set

Tac�le Spheres Set

Plas�c Dice Pack of 100

Wooden Dice

Coun�ng Magic Ball Set

Marbelino “Coun�ng”

Mamba Zamba

Monster Confe��

IMPUZZIBLE

22830

22860

22870

22890

22900

22911

22912

23607

23608

23610

23612

23614

23621

23622

23623

23630

23631

23632

23633

23634

24040

24210

24235

24237

25510

25512

25520

25550

25560

25581

25582

25583

67130

828699

833150

833155

833156

833160

833164

838152

838153

841616

B21025

B22621

B22622

B23605

125 

121 

132 

128 

125 

121 

121 

128 

132 

136 

136 

133 

136 

136 

137 

137 

137 

137 

138 

138 

133 

134 

134 

134 

134 

134 

134 

134 

136 

133 

124 

120 

138 

127 

126 

126 

126 

126 

126 

132 

132 

126 

118 

118 

118 

121 

APRON & VELCRO,RED55CM

APRON WITHSLEEVE,BLUE65CM

Square Art Drying Shelve (25 layers)

Flying Colors

Set of 5 Scrapers & 20 Bo�les

200pcs of Paper (150mg/m²)

Wooden Magne�c S�ck

Plas�c Tray

68050

68060

68120

68500

68501

68502

68503

68504

165 

165 

178 

164 

164 

165 

165 

165 

First Blocks 118 PCS

First Blocks Class Set 218 PCS

Poly-M Basic Set 101 PCS

Poly-M Basic Building Bricks 254 PCS

Farm Set 300 PCS

Jumbo Set 550 PCS

Educators Set 330 PCS

Gear-wheels Set 500 PCS

Mechanical Set 188 PCS

Vehicle Set 195 PCS

Hospital Set 181 PCS

Construc�on Set 110 PCS

Fire Sta�on 239 PCS

Castle Set 350 PCS

Poly-M Plates Pack of 4

Flexis�x XXL Kindergarten Set

XXL Railway Set

Pythagoras Blocks Set 29 Pieces

Mirror Tray Block Set 6 Pieces

Junior Inventor XXL Kindergarten Set

20005

20010

20200

20210

832610

20220

20235

20415

832613

832614

832612

832609

832611

832608

20910

24200

24201

842164

842167

24220

141 

141 

141 

141 

141 

142 

142 

142 

142 

143 

143 

143 

143 

143 

143 

145 

145 

145 

145 

146 

Arts & Cra�s

Role Play

Engineering

255254
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Physical Wellbeing

Trapezium Trestle S

Trapezium Trestle M

Trapezium Trestle H

Trapezium Trestle L

Curving Trestle

Arch Bridge

Mini Arpad Bridge

Ladder

Ladder with Handles

Trapezium Trestle Tall

Trapezium Trestle

Triangular Trestle

Square Window Cube

Round Window Cube

Island

Triangular Pla�orm

Triangular Climb

Half-Circle Base

842526

842527

842528

842529

842530

842531

842532

842533

842534

845791

845792

845793

845794

845795

845796

845797

845798

845801

211 

211 

211 

211 

211 

212 

212 

212 

212 

208 

208 

208 

207 

207 

207 

207 

207 

208 

Wooden Beaters 1 Pair

Reindeer Bells  1 pair

Plas�c Finger Castanets 1 Pair

Egg Shaker 1 Pair

Basic Classroom Percussion Set 17 Instruments

Large Rhythm Band Set 19 Instruments

Mini Maracas 1 Pair

Wooden Xylophone

Percussion Set 11 Instruments

Bongo Hand Drums

Bongo Drums

1 Octave Key Glockenspiel  

Natural Mini Wooden Maracas 1 Pair

Natural Jingle S�ck

Bell Carousel

829219

829389

829390

829391

829392

829393

829394

829395

829396

829397

829401

829402

829403

829404

829408

199 

197 

200 

198 

191 

191 

198 

194 

190 

196 

196 

194 

198 

198 

197 

Set of 50 Foils - Flying Colours

Three Sided Easel

Mobile Drying Shelf 12 layer

Apron Stand

Rectangular Pain�ng Stand

Mini Easel Beech

Blackboard Slate

Felt Board

Wooden box for Pastel Pen

PVC Cover

PVC Cover

PVC Cover

PVC Cover

PVC Cover

PVC Cover

PVC Cover

Acrylic Board M

Wooden Box for Paints

Transparent Tray, 150 mm

Coloured Cardboard 220gsm 51x64cm Pack of 100 

Coloured Tissue Squares 12.5cm Pack 480 

Coloured Cardboard 220gsm A4 Pack of 100 

Coloured Cardboard 220gsm A3 Pack of 100 

Cartridge Paper 110gsm A3 Pack of 500 

Crepe Paper Assorted Colours Pack of 48 

Gloss Paper Circles Pack of 360

Ma� Paper Squares 12.7cm Pack of 360 

Ma� Paper Squares 25.4cm Pack of 400 

Wooden Boards- Pack of 10

20 pcs Scissors

Coloured Tissue Paper Pack of 100

Origami Paper Sqaures 15cm Pack of 72 

Tissue Paper Circles Pack of 480

Coloured Cover Paper A4 125gsm Pack of 500 

Mini Coloured Pa�y Pans - Pack of 1400pcs

Large Colored Pa�y Pans - Pack of 1400pcs 

Toddler Easel

Easy-grip Scissors

Therapeu�c Scissors

So� Grip Le�-Handed Scissors Pack of 12 Zig 

Zag Scissors Pack of 6

Teacher Scissors 

So� Grip Scissors Pack of 30

Solid Poster Paint 12 Colours

Poster Paint Red 500ml

Poster Paint Orange 500ml

Poster Paint Yellow 500ml

68505

85130

85160

86250

86260

86290

86320

86330

748207

818558

818559

818586

818587

818588

818589

818591

827392

828719

829015

832873

838306

838307

838308

838310

838313

838320

838321

838322

838325

838333

838340

838342

838343

838349

838350

838355

842805

843211

843212

843213

843214

843215

843255

843532

843823

843824

843825

165 

185 

178 

178 

178 

184 

187 

187 

177 

188 

188 

188 

188 

188 

188 

188 

184 

177 

188 

170 

169 

170 

170 

168 

168 

168 

168 

168 

187 

173 

169 

169 

169 

168 

176 

176 

184 

173 

173 

172 

172 

173 

172 

174 

163 

163 

163 

Magnifying Glass Set of 6

Sensory Block Set of 12

Circular Infinity Mirror

Acrylic Blocks Set of 28

Transparent Cards Set of 48

Agate Slices Set of 12

Rainbow Stone Set of 36

Light Table with Folding Legs

838150

842818

842819

842822

842823

842824

842825

843504

204 

204 

204 

203 

203 

203 

203 

202 

Music Instruments Science Experiment

Wooden Color Pencil Box

Round Art Organizer

Hexagonal Art Organizer

Brush Stand 12 Holes

Wooden Flower Press

Wooden Paper Press Large

Sand Wri�ng Tray

Kni�ng Fork

Kno�ng Flower

Children Weaving Frame

Spa�er Frame Stand Set

Rota�ng Art Center

Premium School Easel

Junior Art Easel

Acrylic Board S

847750

847751

847752

847753

847756

847757

847758

847761

847762

847763

847764

847765

845262

845264

B85901

177 

180 

180 

181 

182 

182 

183 

183 

183 

182 

181 

179 

185 

185 

184 

Rhythm and Percussion Set

Rhythm Set 76 Instruments

Melody Set

Guiro

Plas�c Recorder 

Metal Xylophone Small Pastel

Wooden Handdrum

Wooden Floor Drum

Wooden Cajon 

Metal Xylophone Large

Triangle

Metal Xylophone Small

Double Tone Guiro

Mul� Tones Block

Maxi Guiro

Castanets 1 Pair

Chimes Bars Set of 8

Marching Drum

Wood Block with Beater

Cymbal W/Striker 1pair

Triangle Beater

Glockenspiel  

Tambourine  

3 Bells on Handle  

Double Sleigh Bells 1 Pair

Music Bells  Set of 8

Wooden Claves 1 Pair

Rhythm S�cks 1 Pair

Headless Tambourine

87720

87730

87740

818557

818561

818562

818563

818564

818565

818566

818567

818568

818569

818577

818581

818583

818584

818585

818772

820119

822283

822285

829212

829213

829214

829215

829216

829217

829218

192 

192 

192 

199 

196 

194 

195 

195 

195 

194 

200 

194 

199 

199 

199 

200 

192 

195 

199 

196 

200 

192 

198 

197 

197 

197 

200 

200 

198 

Poster Paint Green 500ml

Poster Paint Blue 500ml

Poster Paint Black 500ml

Poster Paint Purple 500ml

Poster Paint Pink 500ml

Poster Paint Brown 500ml

Poster Paint White 500ml

Poster Paint Red 2L

Poster Paint Orange 2L

Poster Paint Yellow 2L

Poster Paint Green 2L

Poster Paint Blue 2L

Poster Paint Black 2L

Poster Paint Purple 2L

Poster Paint Pink 2L

Poster Paint Brown 2L

Poster Paint White 2L

Paint Pump 500ml Set of 10

Bristle Paint Brush Pack of 12

Bristle Paint Brush 25mm

Watercolour Pale�e Set

Stubby Brush Pack of 24

Finger Paint Brush Pack of 24

Bristle Paint Brush 50mm

Paint Pipe�e 2ml Pack of 20

Wooden Scissor Stand

So� Grip Scissors & Stand Set

Jumbo Coloured Pencil Set of 12

Jumbo Coloured Pencil Pack of 144

Glue S�ck White 40g Pack of 12

Glue S�ck Purple Pack of 12

School Glue White Pack of 24

Liquid Glue Pack of 24

Arts & Cra�s Mega Pack

Metallic Solid Poster Paint Set of 12

Chubby Crayon 3 in 1 Set of 12 

Magne�c Whiteboard A4  

Magne�c Whiteboard 28cm

Dot Marker Set of 8

Art Toolkit Set of 28

Solid Poster Paint & Metallic Solid Poster Paint 144 pcs

Toddler Easel

Window Painter

Table Top Easel

Art Supply Stand

Rota�ng Holder 3 Layers

Rota�ng Holder

843826

843827

843828

843829

843830

843831

843832

843833

843834

843835

843836

843837

843838

843839

843840

843841

843842

843843

843846

843847

843967

843969

843970

843971

843972

843973

843974

843975

843976

843977

843978

843979

843980

843981

844082

844097

844148

844149

844271

844423

844867

845263

845266

845267

847745

847748

847749

163 

163 

163 

163 

163 

163 

163 

162 

162 

162 

162 

162 

162 

162 

162 

162 

162 

163 

174 

176 

177 

174 

176 

176 

176 

172 

172 

175 

175 

167 

167 

167 

167 

188 

174 

175 

187 

187 

175 

188 

177 

185 

184 

184 

181 

179 

179 

257256
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XL Kitchenware Set of 12

Greenhouse

Water Table

Mobile Kitchen

Kiosk 4 in 1

Camping Car

Mobile Gas & Service Sta�on

Buggy

Carousel

Mobile Scales

Turning Table

Turn & Swing

Transport Cage, new version

Mul� Benches Set of 4

24234

62010

62020

62030

62040

62050

62060

64350

64360

64370

67000

67120

68042

68230

215 

221 

222 

215 

214 

219 

217 

220 

224 

220 

224 

224 

215 

220 

Fröbel Set 1

Fröbel Set 2

24302

24303

248

249

Top Play

Scooter Stand

Scooter Hanger

Scooter "Bengy", small (with brake)

Scooter, big (with brake)

Scooter Small

Li�le Walker

Walker

Small Trike

Rookie

Taxi

Express Trike

Wheelbarrow Large

Quaddy

Wheelie

Rider

Chopper

Pillion Taxi

Digger

Side Car

Rickshaw

Mini Rolly

Top Bike

Li�le Dri�er

Speed Star Small

Speed Star Big

Dri� Rider

Li�le "Driver"

60200

60201

64000

64010

64020

64030

64040

64050

64060

64070

64080

64090

64100

64116

64120

64130

64140

64160

64170

64180

64190

64200

64240

64270

64280

64290

64300

239 

239 

234 

234 

231 

230 

231 

230 

233 

232 

231 

232 

228 

228 

234 

234 

232 

232 

234 

234 

230 

235 

235 

235 

235 

236 

236 

Top Play
Dumper

Tractor & Trailer

Truck

Sand Shovel

Track Rollers Set of 5

Shovel

Bucket

Loader

Transparent Bucket

Dozer

Roller

Sand rake, set of 3

266010

66020

66030

66040

66050

66060

66070

66080

66090

66100

66110

66142

242 

242 

242 

244 

244 

244 

244 

242 

244 

243 

243 

244 

Li�le "Cruiser"

Li�le "Balancer"

Step and Roll Small

Step and Roll Big

Buggy

Quad - with all-wheel-steering 

Scooter »MAXI«

Giant Truck, blue

Mul� Moves

Net Ball

Jump & Throw

Set of 3 Road Direc�ons

Safety Vest

Traffic Sign Set of 6

64310

64320

64330

64340

64350

64380

64390

66000

67061

67080

67110

68170

68190

86390

236 

236 

233 

233 

236 

236 

237 

238 

238 

239 

238 

240 

240 

240 

Sand & Water Play

Fröbel

259258
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